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Scalable system monitoring is a fundamental abstraction for large-scale networked

systems. The goal of this dissertation is to design and build a scalable monitoring

middleware that provides system introspection for large distributed systems and that

will facilitate the design, development, and deployment of distributed monitoring

applications. This middleware will enable monitoring applications to flexibly control

the tradeoff between result precision and communication cost and to improve result

accuracy in the face of node failures, network delays, and system reconfigurations.

We present PRISM (PRecision-Integrated Scalable Monitoring), a scalable

monitoring middleware that provides a global aggregate view of large-scale networked

systems and that can serve as a building block for a broad range of distributed

monitoring applications by coordinating views of multiple vantage points across
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the network. To coordinate a global view for system introspection, PRISM faces

two key challenges: (1) scalability to large systems and high data volumes and (2)

safeguarding accuracy in the face of node and network failures.

To address these challenges, we design, implement, and evaluate PRISM, a

system that defines precision as a new unified abstraction to enable scalable monitor-

ing. PRISM quantifies (im)precision along a three-dimensional vector: arithmetic

imprecision (AI) and temporal imprecision (TI) balance precision against monitor-

ing overhead for scalability while network imprecision (NI) addresses the challenge

of providing consistency guarantees despite failures. Our prototype implementa-

tion of PRISM addresses the challenge of providing these metrics while scaling to

a large number of nodes and attributes by (1) leveraging Distributed Hash Tables

(DHTs) to create scalable aggregation trees, (2) self-tuning AI budgets across nodes

in a principled, near-optimal manner to shift precision to where it is useful, (3)

pipelining TI delays across tree levels to maximize batching of updates, and (4) ap-

plying dual-tree prefix aggregation which exploits symmetry in our DHT topology

to drastically reduce the cost of the active probing needed to maintain NI.

Through extensive simulations and experiments on four large-scale testbeds,

we observe that PRISM provides a key substrate for scalable monitoring by (1)

reducing monitoring load by up to two orders of magnitude compared to existing

approaches, (2) providing a flexible framework to control the tradeoff between accu-

racy, bandwidth cost, and response latency, (3) characterizing and improving confi-

dence in the accuracy of results in the face of system disruptions, and (4) improving

the observed accuracy by up to an order of magnitude despite churn. We have built

several monitoring applications on top of PRISM including a distributed heavy hit-

ter detection service, a distributed monitoring service for Internet-scale systems,

and a detection service for monitoring distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks

at the source-side in distributed networked systems. Finally, we demonstrate how
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the unified precision abstraction enables new monitoring applications by presenting

experiences from these applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct,

or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction

of a new order of things.

–Niccolo Machiavelli

1.1 Motivation and Challenges

The goal of this dissertation is to design and build a scalable monitoring middleware

that provides a global aggregate view of large-scale networked systems in real-time

and that can serve as a building block for a broad range of distributed monitoring

applications. Scalable system monitoring is a fundamental abstraction for large-

scale networked systems. It enables operators and end-users to characterize system

behavior, from identifying normal conditions to detecting unexpected or undesir-

able events—attacks, configuration mistakes, security vulnerabilities, bursty data

arrival, CPU overload, or memory leaks—before serious harm is done. Therefore,

it is a critical part of infrastructures ranging from network monitoring and man-

agement [25, 47, 57, 104], financial applications [11], resource scheduling [51, 103],
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efficient multicast [18, 19, 70, 91, 97, 111], sensor networks [51, 103], and bandwidth

provisioning [35].

The key requirement in managing these infrastructures is to provide a global

view of the distributed system state; making informed global decisions requires

knowledge of what’s happening across remote sites. Many existing monitoring ap-

proaches, however, treat streams of event updates from different nodes as inde-

pendent signals and hence risk many global anomalies go undetected [74, 101]. In

contrast, for scalable monitoring, we need to correlate these signals in a continuous,

real-time manner by aggregating and reporting the loud events i.e., events that may

constitute only a small volume of the traffic at each node but collectively form a

large volume on aggregating across the network.

To coordinate a global view for large distributed systems, however, monitor-

ing services face two key challenges.

First, they must scale to handle high volumes of dynamically changing data

(e.g., per-flow or per-object state) spanning a large number of nodes. Enterprise and

Internet-scale systems today have tens of thousands of nodes, and these numbers

will increase over time. Similarly, distributed applications may track millions of at-

tributes (e.g., traffic flows on a backbone network link) that may generate hundreds

of thousands to millions of updates per second. However, sending each update to

recompute the global view will impose unacceptable overheads. Therefore, monitor-

ing systems should minimize the communication cost, while still providing results

with high accuracy and high responsiveness.

Second, they must be robust to node and network failures which can signif-

icantly affect the accuracy of global results. Such failures are caused by hardware

errors, operator mistakes, software bugs, network reconfigurations, etc. Since fail-

ures are common in large-scale systems, monitoring services must identify inaccurate

results so as not to raise any false alarms (false positives) or miss any anomalies (false
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negatives). In comparison, current monitoring systems provide either a best effort

or stochastic [68] consistency for query results, which implies that a reported answer

may be arbitrarily far from the truth.

Unfortunately, many existing monitoring systems use ad-hoc approaches

based on periodic logging at a centralized site. Such approaches adopt unfavorable

trade-offs between communication cost and time responsiveness: (1) they generate

monitoring traffic whose volume is proportional to the total traffic in order to pro-

vide high responsiveness or (2) they reduce cost but abandon guarantees on the

precision of global results and miss network anomalies; both of these trade-offs are

clearly unacceptable. Further, these approaches suffer from processing/bandwidth

bottlenecks at the central server. Finally, the central server is a single point of

failure; if it fails or is unreachable for any length of time, system anomalies such

as network outages, load hot-spots, and worm attacks risk going undetected during

that period.

To address these challenges, we have developed PRISM1, a scalable dis-

tributed monitoring system that enables users to explicitly control the tradeoff

between result precision and system cost and that delivers correct results despite

failures. PRISM leverages recent work on aggregation [51,86,97,103] and DHTs [79,

80, 84, 92, 110] to build monitoring systems that are self-organizing, scalable, and

robust [97,103].

The fundamental idea in PRISM is to define precision as a new unified ab-

straction to enable scalable monitoring. PRISM defines (im)precision as a three

dimensional vector:

[Arithmetic Imprecision, Temporal Imprecision, Network Precision].

• Arithmetic imprecision (AI) deterministically bounds the numeric difference

between a reported value of a query result and its true value [57,64,72,108]. For
1PRecision-Integrated Scalable Monitoring
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example, a 10% AI bound ensures that the reported value V either underesti-

mates or overestimates the true value Vtruth by at most 10% i.e., |V −Vtruth| ≤
0.1∗Vtruth. When applications do not need exact answers, AI allows PRISM to

reduce monitoring load by caching recent reports and only transmitting new

information if it differs by a bounded numeric threshold (e.g., ± 10%) from

the cached report.

• Temporal Imprecision (TI) bounds the delay from when an event occurs un-

til it is reported to the monitoring application [64, 89, 97, 108]. For example,

given current time t, TI = 30 seconds ensures that the reported value reflects

all system events eτ that occurred 30 or more seconds ago (i.e., t − τ ≥ 30);

younger updates (et′ , t− t′ < 30) may or may not be reflected. When applica-

tions can tolerate results with bounded staleness (e.g., up to 30 seconds), TI

allows PRISM to reduce monitoring load by batching multiple updates that

arrive near in time and then sending only a single combined message.

• Network Imprecision (NI) bounds the uncertainty in query results due to fail-

ures, delays, and reconfigurations. In particular, these disruptions introduce

inaccuracies and ambiguities in query results such that the reported result may

deviate significantly from the true system state. NI therefore provides a new

consistency metric that characterizes query result accuracy—report the extent

to which a calculation may have been disrupted by node and network prob-

lems. Intuitively, NI attaches a “Good/Bad” stability flag with each query

result: if the flag is “Good,” then the AI and TI bounds are guaranteed to

hold, otherwise they may not and the system cannot trust the accuracy of the

reported answer.

These three dimensions complement each other to enable the PRISM scalable

monitoring system. First, AI and TI provide means to expose imprecision inherent
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in a monitoring system both due to the (a) stochastic nature of sensor measurements

and (b) processing and network delays. Second, experience with a number of large-

scale monitoring applications [56–58] suggest that (a) real-world applications often

can tolerate some inaccuracy as long as the maximum error is bounded, and (b)

small amounts of approximation can reduce monitoring overheads by several orders

of magnitude. Thus, exposing precision in a controlled manner enables new classes

of precision-aware monitoring applications that can flexibly control the tradeoff be-

tween result accuracy and resource usage. Third, NI enables PRISM to safeguard

accuracy by flagging potentially inaccurate results and making informed decisions

rather than silently reporting wrong answers. By evaluating query answers through

the lens of NI, monitoring applications (a) differentiate between known-correct and

likely-erroneous results and (b) correct distorted results by applying different re-

dundancy techniques. We observe instances where ignoring NI allows a monitoring

system’s reports to differ from the truth by more than 60%. Conversely, by using

NI metrics to automatically select the best of four redundant aggregation results,

we can reduce the observed worst-case inaccuracy by up to an order of magnitude.

1.2 Contributions

The key contributions of this dissertation that form the foundation of PRISM design

are as follows.

1. We define a new precision abstraction that enables scalability for large-scale

system monitoring and that addresses a fundamental challenge of providing

consistency guarantees despite failures. This abstraction provides a principled

way for (a) exposing precision inherent in any distributed networked system

and (b) managing this precision to enable practical scalable monitoring.

2. Although the basic idea of AI—approximate answers with bounded error—is
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not new, we provide a principled, self-tuning and near-optimal algorithm to

manage AI in large-scale systems. We demonstrate that our solution scales

to a large number of nodes and attributes2 and significantly reduces load to

enable scalable monitoring. Further, we provide near-optimal algorithms to

explore both extremes of AI precision vs. load tradeoffs: (a) fix AI precision,

minimize cost and (b) fix cost, maximize AI precision.

3. Similarly, though the basic idea of TI—batching multiple updates—is not new,

we propose a near-optimal TI implementation that maximizes the possibility of

batching updates when clocks are synchronized to within a (known) bounded

maximum clock skew. However, to allow PRISM to be used in environments

when clocks are not synchronized, we provide a simple but less efficient ap-

proach similar to existing systems.

4. We present NI, a new consistency metric that characterizes the impact of

network instability on query results, and we demonstrate that NI is vital for

enabling scalable aggregation: a system that ignores NI can often silently

report arbitrarily incorrect results. We provide a scalable implementation of

NI for DHT overlays via dual-tree prefix aggregation. Further, we demonstrate

how different applications can leverage NI to detect distorted results and take

corrective action.

5. We demonstrate using several case-study applications how a distributed mon-

itoring system can both maximize scalability by combining aggregation hier-

archy, arithmetic filtering using AI, and temporal batching using TI, and also

safeguard accuracy by incorporating NI.

6. We provide a flexible API that allows applications and end-users to achieve

a desired AI and TI accuracy bound on monitoring results and use NI to be
2We represent the information associated with a physical node as a set of attributes e.g., CPU

load, bytes sent/received, number of users, file “foo”, etc.
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informed as to what extent a monitoring system meets these bounds in the

face of node and network failures.

We have built a prototype of PRISM in Java on top of the SDIMS [103] aggre-

gation system using the FreePastry [39] framework. Through extensive simulations

and experiments using several monitoring applications on a number of machines in

the department Condor cluster, Lonestar testbed [63], Emulab [100], and Planet-

Lab [78], we observe that our PRISM prototype achieves scalability to large networks

and high-volume dynamic workloads, reduces monitoring overheads by several or-

ders of magnitude, ensures correctness of results, and improves accuracy by up to an

order of magnitude despite failures, excessive delays, and overlay reconfigurations.

This dissertation discusses key aspects of building a scalable monitoring sys-

tem, but it does not address all issues in building distributed monitoring systems.

For example, we believe that secure information aggregation becomes a key chal-

lenge for monitoring systems that span multiple administrative domains (MADs).

In particular, such systems need to address two challenges: (1) aggregate global view

across MADs without revealing the individual aggregate values of any domain and

(2) robustness to erroneous and malicious nodes that may corrupt data inputs due

to hardware faults, physical tampering, or malicious software. Therefore, additional

work is needed to understand the significance of these challenges and to develop

secure aggregation mechanisms that preserve privacy of data inputs and that are

resilient against attacks where a fraction of the sensors/nodes may be compromised.

1.3 Thesis Roadmap

In Chapter 2, we describe the design of PRISM for achieving the scalability, high

performance, and consistency requirements to build practical scalable monitoring

systems, and the key technologies we use to build PRISM. In Chapters 3, we present

the basic abstraction for managing AI precision for each aggregation subtree in the
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system. Then, in Chapters 4 and 5, we present how PRISM flexibly manages the

trade-off between AI precision and monitoring cost: (a) fix AI precision, minimize

cost and (b) fix cost, maximize AI precision, respectively. Chapter 6 describes how

PRISM uses TI to bound the temporal precision of query results and to achieve

high scalability by significantly reducing the monitoring load. In Chapter 7, we

detail the implementation of our prototype system and present the evaluation for

several monitoring applications using real testbeds. Chapter 8 describes how PRISM

uses NI to address the fundamental challenge of providing consistency guarantees

despite failures and how to improve result accuracy in real monitoring environments.

Chapter 9 discusses related work, and Chapter 10 summarizes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

PRISM Overview

It is the mark of an educated mind to rest satisfied with the degree

of precision which the nature of the subject admits and not to seek

exactness where only an approximation is possible.

–Aristotle

In this chapter, we first present the background technologies we use to build PRISM

and then analyze their limitations in building scalable monitoring systems. Second,

we provide an overview of the PRISM design which addresses these limitations

to enable practical, scalable monitoring. Third, we present a simple example of

how PRISM provides accuracy bounds on query results to monitoring applications.

Finally, we present several case-study applications built using PRISM to motivate

the precision vs. performance tradeoffs for scalable monitoring.

2.1 Background

PRISM extends SDIMS [103] which embodies two key abstractions for scalable mon-

itoring: aggregation and DHT-based aggregation.
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Figure 2.1: The aggregation tree for key 000 in an eight node system. Also shown
are the aggregate values for a simple SUM aggregation function.

2.1.1 Aggregation

Aggregation1 is a fundamental abstraction for scalable monitoring [17,37,51,79,97,

103] because it provides applications with summary views of global information and

detailed views of rare events and nearby information. Aggregation is a building

block for many distributed applications such as network management [104], service

placement [40], sensor monitoring and control [64], multicast tree construction [97],

and naming and request routing [30]. In this dissertation, we focus on several case-

study applications that perform aggregation on global system state and that are

described in detail in Chapter 2.4.

PRISM’s aggregation abstraction is based on SDIMS [103] which defines a

tree spanning all nodes in the system. As Figure 2.1 illustrates, each physical node

in the system is a leaf, and each subtree represents a logical group of nodes. Note

that logical groups can correspond to administrative domains (e.g., department or

university) or groups of nodes within a domain (e.g., a /25 subnet with 128 hosts on

a LAN in the CS department) [46, 103]. An internal non-leaf node, which we call a

virtual node, is simulated by one or more physical nodes at the leaves of the subtree

rooted at the virtual node.

PRISM’s tree-based aggregation is defined in terms of an aggregation func-
1This section presents an overview of aggregation based on SDIMS [102,103] which discusses it

in detail.
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tion installed at all the nodes in the tree. Each leaf node (physical sensor) inserts

or modifies its local value for an attribute defined as an {attribute type, attribute

name} pair e.g., {FILE LOCATION, foo}, {CPU LOAD, 10.2.3.7}, which is recur-

sively aggregated up the tree. For each level-i subtree Ti in an aggregation tree,

SDIMS defines an aggregate value Vi,attr for each attribute: for a (physical) leaf

node T0 at level 0, V0,attr is the locally stored value for the attribute or NULL if

no matching tuple exists. The aggregate value for a level-i subtree Ti is the re-

sult returned by the aggregation function computed across the aggregate values of

Ti’s children. Figure 2.1, for example, illustrates the computation of a simple SUM

aggregate.

2.1.2 DHT-Based Hierarchical Aggregation

PRISM leverages DHTs [79,80,84,92,110] to construct a forest of aggregation trees

and maps different attributes to different trees [17,37,79,86,103] for scalability and

load balancing. DHT systems assign a long (e.g., 160 bits), random ID to each node

and define a routing algorithm to send a request for key k to a node rootk such

that the union of paths from all nodes forms a tree DHTtreek rooted at the node

rootk. By aggregating an attribute with key k = hash(attribute) along the aggrega-

tion tree corresponding to DHTtreek, different attributes are load balanced across

different trees. PRISM uses these aggregation trees to aggregate the global state

of distributed systems. Studies suggest that this approach can provide aggregation

that scales to large numbers of nodes and attributes [17,37,79,86,103].

A lternatives. An alternative approach to building random aggregation trees us-

ing DHTs is to optimize tree formation for different attributes based on workload

characteristics. A key idea is to assign nodes with correlated values to the same

parent in the aggregation tree. In particular, to minimize communication cost for

scalable monitoring, a parent p selects its children such that the combined effect
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of aggregating updates from all its children cancels each other out. Therefore no

updates need to be sent to p’s parent. Another policy is for nodes with high in-

put variability (i.e., high variance) and high update rate to be placed close to the

root so that their messages traverse minimum number of hops before reaching the

root. Further, subtrees may comprise nodes having similar workload parameters

such as update rate, variance, etc. We leave the empirical comparison of different

workload-aware policies for building aggregation trees as future work.

2.1.3 Key Limitations

Although aggregation and DHTs are important for PRISM, they fail to address

three fundamental challenges in building scalable monitoring systems as discussed

in Chapter 1.

1. High-volume workloads impose unacceptable overheads. Large-scale

distributed applications may track millions of attributes (e.g., network flows,

web objects, financial stocks) that may generate hundreds of thousands to

millions of updates per second. However, in an aggregation tree, sending each

update at a leaf to the root in order to recompute the global view will impose

unacceptable overheads. Therefore, a key challenge for a monitoring system

is to minimize the total communication cost.

2. Inaccuracy is fundamental in distributed systems. Monitoring systems

must provide high fidelity in results so that monitoring applications can make

correct decisions. Unfortunately, error is implicit in distributed systems: (1)

sensor data readings are inherently approximate due to the stochastic nature of

measurements (e.g., sampling [1], stream summary [29]), (2) network links may

fail or have unpredictable delays [7,32,75], and (3) nodes may fail or respond

arbitrarily slowly due to overload conditions. As a result, a monitoring service
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that fails to expose this inaccuracy may silently deliver arbitrarily incorrect

results.

3. Failures cause systems to report wrong answers. Failures and reconfig-

urations in a hierarchical aggregation system result in the failure amplification

effect [71]: if a non-leaf node fails, an entire subtree rooted at that node is

affected. For example, failure of a level-3 node in a degree-8 aggregation tree

can cut off updates from 512 leaf nodes. Such disruptions can prevent nodes in

a monitoring system from delivering important updates, which makes it funda-

mentally difficult to ensure that a reported value corresponds to the system’s

actual state [42]. Therefore, a monitoring system must safeguard accuracy in

the face of node and network failures.

Next, we provide an overview of our PRISM design that addresses these fundamental

challenges.

2.2 PRISM Design

The key idea in PRISM is to define precision as a new unified abstraction to enable

scalable monitoring. PRISM defines the unified precision abstraction in terms of

three dimensions: Arithmetic, Temporal, and Network Imprecision.

Arithmetic Imprecision (AI) deterministically bounds the difference between

the reported aggregate value and the true value. In PRISM, each aggregation func-

tion reports a bounded range {Vmin, Vmax} that contains the true aggregate value.

As figure 2.2 illustrates, allowing numerical approximation enables arithmetic fil-

tering: a subtree need not transmit an update unless the update drives the ag-

gregation value outside the range it last reported to its parent. Numerous systems

have found that allowing small amounts of arithmetic imprecision can greatly reduce

overheads [57,64,72,97,108].
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Temporal Imprecision (TI) bounds the delay from when an event occurs

until it is reported. In PRISM, each attribute has a TI guarantee, and to meet this

bound the system must ensure that updates propagate from the leaves to the root

within the allotted time. As Figure 2.3 illustrates, TI allows PRISM to use temporal

batching: a set of updates at a leaf sensor are condensed into a periodic report or

a set of updates that arrive at an internal node over a time interval are combined

before being sent further up the tree.

Note that arithmetic filtering and temporal batching are complementary: a

batched update need only be sent if the combined updates drive a subtree’s attribute

value out of the range previously reported up the tree. When AI and TI are both

employed, a query result must be within AI of the aggregation function applied to all

inputs that occurred at least TI ago and any subset of inputs that occurred less than

TI ago. Although the basic idea of AI and TI—approximate answers with bounded

error and batching multiple updates, respectively—is not new, PRISM provides

new scalable implementations of these metrics and demonstrates that by carefully

trading precision for performance, we can reduce monitoring load by several orders

of magnitude; see results in Chapter 7.

However, though AI and TI techniques are highly valuable for scalability,

they also increase the risk that queries will report incorrect results during network

and node failures. For example, if a monitoring subtree is silent over an interval,

it is difficult to distinguish between two cases: (a) the subtree has sent no updates

because the inputs have not significantly changed or (b) the inputs have significantly

changed but the subtree is unable to transmit its report. As a result, reported results

can be arbitrarily far from their true values.

To address this fundamental challenge, we develop a fundamentally new ab-

straction, Network Imprecision (NI) that bounds uncertainty due to failures, delays,

and reconfigurations. NI characterizes the consistency of query results by quantify-
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ing the stability of the underlying system when a result is calculated. Intuitively, NI

attaches a “Good/Bad” stability flag with each query result: if the flag is “Good,”

then the network is stable and the AI and TI bounds are guaranteed to hold, oth-

erwise they may not hold and the monitoring application cannot trust the accuracy

of the reported answer. Since large-scale systems are never completely stable, NI

generalizes the stability flag into a continuum scale that quantifies to what extent do

the AI and TI guarantees hold. In addition to defining the NI abstraction, PRISM

addresses the challenge of computing NI in a scalable manner.

Query Model. In general, there are two broad classes of approaches to query

processing in monitoring systems, by analogy to the types of queries in traditional

database management systems: (1) one-shot model and (2) continuous model.

In the one shot model, a query is issued by an application at some node in

the network, and must be answered based on the current state of data in the net-

work. The query is distributed to participating sites in the network and the answer

is computed and reported to the application. To process one-shot queries, many ap-

proaches commonly use a spanning tree architecture using in-network aggregation

of fixed-size partial aggregates e.g., TAG [64].

In the continuous model, a query is issued by an application which requires

the result to be available continuously. As described in Chapter 2.1.3, the key

challenge for PRISM in processing continuous queries is that even with in-network

aggregation, we cannot afford to send each update to recompute the query result

every time an event occurs at any of the remote sites. Therefore, PRISM combines

AI and TI techniques to trade precision for a significant reduction in communication

cost. During initialization, PRISM distributes the continuous query to all the rele-

vant sites which collaborate to ensure that the query result is continuously reported

to the application and is within specified precision bounds.
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2.3 PRISM Example

PRISM defines the precision of a query result in terms of the AI, TI, and NI metrics.

To understand the combined precision guarantees, consider the following example:

Suppose a monitoring application performs a continuous query for the number of

port-scans on port 1434 (UDP port of Microsoft IIS server) across all nodes in the

system and specifies its desired precision requirements (tunable): AI = ±10% of the

true value and TI = 30 seconds. Given this query, PRISM processes it and reports

the query result as, say, 500 port-scans per second, and characterizes the accuracy

of this answer using NI. The query result output by PRISM is as follows:

[Port 1434, V = 500, AI = ±10%, TI = 30 seconds, NI = “Good”].

To understand the accuracy guarantees of this result, consider how each precision

metric would be interpreted in isolation and how they interact.

• If a system had only AI, then it might report [Port 1434, V = 500, AI = ±10%]

and this statement would guarantee that the reported answer lies in the range

[450, 550] assuming no failures and negligible propagation delays. Note that

if these assumptions are violated, then it is difficult to interpret this answer

as it may not reflect updates from all nodes, may be arbitrary stale, or both.

PRISM uses AI approximation to reduce monitoring load by filtering updates

as long as they lie in this range. For example, even if the actual value changes

to either 455 or 549, we don’t need to send a new update since the reported

answer still meets the specified AI guarantees.

• If a system had only TI, then it might report [Port 1434, V = 500, TI = 30

seconds] and this statement would guarantee that the answer is 500 based on

all events that have occurred 30 or more seconds ago in the system assuming

no failures or excessive network delays; events younger than 30 seconds may or

may not be reflected in the result. As discussed above, under failures or high
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delays, it is difficult to know the accuracy of this answer. PRISM uses TI to

reduce load by batching groups of updates that arrive close in time and sending

only a single combined update. Note that to ensure the TI guarantee of 30

seconds, the cumulative sum of batching, computation, and network delays

on every end-to-end path should be less than 30 seconds, where an end-to-end

path is defined as a path from the node where an event occurs to the node

that reports query result to the application. Therefore, the assumption of

negligible network delays in AI is potentially risky and may report arbitrarily

stale results; TI addresses this limitation by exposing and quantifying the

inherent network and processing delays in the system.

• If a system combines AI + TI, then it might report [Port 1434, V = 500,

AI = ±10%, TI = 30 seconds] and this statement would guarantee that the

answer lies in this range [450, 550] based on inputs from all nodes that are no

more than 30 seconds stale. By using this combination, PRISM can further

reduce load by batching group of near-in-time updates and only sending the

combined update only if it drives the answer out of the AI range. Note that

again, the system assumes that there are no node/link failures and links have

short delays; otherwise, the reported answer may be incorrect. NI characterizes

the accuracy of the query result when these assumptions do not hold.

• If a system combines AI + TI + NI and the NI flag is “Good,” then it guar-

antees that the AI and TI bounds hold and the answer reflects the true state

of the system; otherwise they may not hold and a system cannot trust the

accuracy of the reported answer. Ideally, the NI boolean flag (“Good/Bad”)

should suffice to notify monitoring applications whether they can trust a re-

ported answer or not. However, in practice, large-scale systems are never 100%

stable, therefore, as Chapter 8 describes, NI provides a continuum scale as to

what extent do the AI and TI guarantees hold.
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This simple example illustrates how the three precision dimensions complement each

other to enable scalable monitoring.

2.4 Case-study Applications

We have developed a prototype of the PRISM monitoring system on top of the

SDIMS aggregation system [103] using FreePastry [84]. To guide the system de-

velopment and to drive the performance evaluation, we have also built three case-

study applications using PRISM: (1) a distributed heavy hitter detection service,

(2) a distributed monitoring service for Internet-scale systems, and (3) a distribu-

tion detection service for monitoring distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks at

the source-side in large-scale systems. The evaluation results of PRISM for these

applications are presented in Chapter 7.

2.4.1 Distributed Heavy Hitter detection (DHH)

Our first application is identifying heavy hitters in a distributed system—for exam-

ple, the top 10 IPs that account for a significant fraction of total incoming traffic in

the last 10 minutes [35,57]. The key challenge for this distributed query is scalabil-

ity for aggregating per-flow statistics for tens of thousands to millions of concurrent

flows in real-time. For example, a subset of the Abilene [3] traces used in our ex-

periments include 260 thousand flows that send about 85 million updates in an

hour.

To scalably compute the global heavy hitters list, we chain two aggregations

where the results from the first feed into the second. First, PRISM calculates the

total incoming traffic for each destination address from all nodes in the system us-

ing SUM as the aggregation function and hash(HH-Step1, destIP) as the key. For

example, tuple (H = hash(HH-Step1, 128.82.121.7), 700 KB) at the root of the aggre-

gation tree TH indicates that a total of 700 KB of data was received for 128.82.121.7
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Figure 2.4: CDF of percentage of flows vs. (a) number of updates and (b) flow-values
for the Abilene dataset. The graph is on a log-log scale.

across all vantage points during the last time window. In the second step, we feed

these aggregated total bandwidths for each destination IP into a SELECT-TOP-

10 aggregation function with key hash(HH-Step2, TOP-10) to identify the TOP-10

heavy hitters among all flows.

PRISM is the first system that we are aware of to combine a scalable DHT-

based hierarchy, arithmetic filtering, and temporal batching, and this combination

dramatically enhances PRISM’s ability to support this type of demanding appli-

cation. To evaluate this application, we use multiple netflow traces obtained from

the Abilene [3] Internet2 backbone network where each router logged per-flow data

every 5 minutes, and we replay this trace by splitting it across a set of physical

nodes. Each node runs PRISM, and our DHH application tracks the top 100 flows

in terms of bytes received over a 30 second moving window shifted every 10 seconds.

Workload Characteristics. To motivate the precision vs. performance tradeoffs,

we describe the characteristics of a subset of this Abilene workload of about 80

thousand flows that send about 25 million updates in an hour. To process this

workload, a centralized scheme would incur a prohibitive cost of about 7,000 updates
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per second.

The key characteristics of this workload are that (1) majority of the network

flows send only a few updates (called mice flows [35]) and (2) few flows (less than

1%) send a large number of updates (called elephant flows). Therefore, the primary

challenge for PRISM is to scalably manage precision in order to compute the TOP-

100 elephant flows from amongst tens of thousands to millions of flows.

Figure 2.4(a) shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the per-

centage of network flows versus the number of bytes (KB) sent by each flow. We

observe that about 60% of flows send less than 1 KB of aggregate traffic, 80% of

flows send less than 12 KB, 90% of flows less than 55 KB, and 99% of flows send

less than 330 KB during the 1-hour run. Note that the distribution is heavy-tailed

and maximum aggregate flow value is about 179.4 MB.

Figure 2.4(b) shows the corresponding CDF graph of the percentage of net-

work flows versus the number of updates. We observe that 40% of flows send only

a single update (a 28 byte IP/UDP packet.) Further, 80% of flows send less than

70 updates, 90% of flows less than 360 updates, and 99% of flows less than 2000

updates. Note that the number of update distribution is also heavy-tailed with the

maximum number of updates sent by a flow is about 42,000.

2.4.2 PrMon

The second case-study application is PrMon, a distributed monitoring service that is

representative of monitoring Internet-scale systems such as PlanetLab [78] and Grid

systems [95] that provide platforms for developing, deploying, and hosting global-

scale services. For instance, to manage a wide array of user services running on

the PlanetLab testbed, the system administrators need a global view of the system

to identify problematic services (e.g., any slice consuming more than, say, 10GB of

memory across all nodes on which it is running.) Similarly, users require system
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state information to query for lightly-loaded nodes for deploying new experiments

or to track and limit the resource consumption of their running experiments.

To provide such information in a scalable way and in real-time, PRISM uses

CoTop [26] data from PlanetLab [78] collected at 1-second intervals for 1 hour.

The CoTop data provides the per-slice resource usage for all nine attributes (TX1,

TX15, RX1, RX15, #PR, PMEMMB, VMEMMB, CPU%, and MEM%) for all

slices running on a node; TX1 and RX1 denotes number of bytes sent and received,

respectively, in the last one minute. Using these logs as sensor input, PRISM com-

putes the per-slice aggregates for each resource attribute along different aggregation

trees. This aggregate usage of each slice across all PlanetLab nodes for a given

resource attribute (e.g., CPU) is then input to a per-resource SELECT-TOP-100

aggregate (e.g., SELECT-TOP-100, CPU) to compute the list of top-100 slices in

terms of the global resource consumption for all the nine attributes.

2.4.3 DDoS detection

The final monitoring application is DDoS detection to keep track of which nodes are

receiving a large number of traffic (bytes, packets) from PlanetLab. This application

is important to prevent PlanetLab from being used maliciously or inadvertently to

launch DDoS traffic (which has, indeed, occurred in the past [4]). For input, we

collect a trace of traffic statistics—number of packets sent, number of bytes sent,

network protocol, source and destination IP addresses, and source and destination

ports—every 15 seconds for four hours using /proc/net/ip conntrack for all slices

from 120 PlanetLab nodes. Each node’s traffic statistics are fed into PRISM to

compute the aggregate traffic sent to each destination IP across all nodes. Each

destination’s aggregate value is fed, in turn, to a SELECT-TOP-100 aggregation

function to compute a top-100 list of destination IP addresses that receive the highest

aggregate traffic (bytes, packets) at two time granularities: (1) a 1 minute sliding
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window shifted every 15 seconds and (2) a 15 minute sliding window shifted every

minute.
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Chapter 3

Arithmetic Imprecision

The study of error is not only in the highest degree prophylactic, but it

serves as a stimulating introduction to the study of truth.

–Walter Lippmann

For PRISM to support a broad range of distributed monitoring applications, it

should allow applications the flexibility to control the tradeoff between precision

and communication cost. On one hand, for applications that require guaranteed AI

precision of query results, PRISM should minimize the load to the extent achievable

under given precision. On the other hand, for applications that require bounding

the communication cost, PRISM should maximize the query precision given load

constraints. In this chapter, we first present the basic abstraction for managing AI

precision for each aggregation subtree in the system and then derive a mathemati-

cal model using Chebyshev inequality to express the tradeoff between AI precision

and load. Later, we describe how PRISM addresses the policy questions of how to

distribute an AI budget across nodes to minimize the communication load in Chap-

ter 4, and how to distribute load budgets across nodes to maximize AI precision in

Chapter 5.
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3.1 AI Abstraction

We first describe the basic mechanism of enforcing AI in an aggregation tree and

then present a new distribution abstraction to enable distribution of AI error budgets

across nodes.

3.1.1 Mechanism for Enforcing AI

To enforce AI, each aggregation subtree T for an attribute has an error budget

δT that defines the maximum inaccuracy of any result the subtree will report to

its parent for that attribute. The root of each subtree divides this error budget

among itself δself and its children δc (with δT ≥ δself +
∑

c∈children δc), and the

children recursively do the same. Here we first present the AI mechanism for the

SUM aggregate since it is likely to be common in network monitoring and financial

applications; other standard aggregation functions (e.g., MAX, MIN, AVG, etc.)

are in Appendix A.1.

This arrangement reduces system load by filtering small updates that fall

within the range of values cached by a subtree’s parent. In particular, after a node

A with error budget δT reports a range [Vmin, Vmax] for an attribute value to its

parent (where Vmax ≤ Vmin + δT ), if the node A receives an update from a child,

the node A can skip updating its parent as long as it can ensure that the true value

of the attribute for the subtree lies between Vmin and Vmax, i.e., if

Vmin ≤ ∑
c∈children V c

min

Vmax ≥ ∑
c∈children V c

max

(3.1)

where V c
min and V c

max denote the most recent update received from child c.

Note the trade-off in splitting δT between δself and δc. A large δc allows a

child to filter updates before they reach its parent. Conversely, by setting δself > 0,

a node can set Vmin <
∑

V c
min, set Vmax >

∑
V c

max, or both to avoid further
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propagating some updates it receives from its children.

PRISM maintains per-attribute δ values so that different attributes with dif-

ferent error requirements and different update patterns can use different δ budgets

in different subtrees. PRISM implements this mechanism by defining a distribution

function; just as an attribute type’s aggregation function specifies how aggregate val-

ues are aggregated from children, an attribute type’s distribution function specifies

how δ budgets are distributed (partitioned) among the children and δself .

3.1.2 Distribution Abstraction

A distribution function is a dual mechanism to the traditional bottom-up tree based

aggregation that enables an update to be distributed top-down along an aggregation

tree.

The basic mechanism of a distribution function at a node is as follows: given

inputs of (1) a list of children for an attribute and (2) a (possibly null) distribution

message received from its parent, return a set of messages destined for a subset of its

children and itself. For self-tuning AI, each node’s distribution function implements

the STAR self-tuning algorithm (described in Chapter 4) that takes an AI error

budget from the parent and distributes it to its children.

In the PRISM framework, each node implements an Aggregation Manage-

ment Layer (AML) that maintains attribute tuples, performs aggregations, stores

and propagates aggregate values [103]. On receiving a distribution message, the

AML layer invokes the distribution function for the given attribute and level in the

aggregation tree. The logic of how to process these messages is implemented by the

monitoring application. For example, for self-tuning AI, the STAR protocol gener-

ates distribution messages to either allocate more error budget to a child subtree or

decrease the error budget of a child subtree.

In PRISM, a store of (attribute type, attribute name, value) tuples is termed
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the Management Information Base (MIB.) For hierarchical aggregation of a given

attribute, each node stores child MIBs received from children and a reduction MIB

containing locally aggregated values across the child MIBs. To provide the distri-

bution abstraction, we implement a distribution MIB that stores as value an object

used for maintaining application-defined state for adaptive error budget distribution.

In STAR, a distribution MIB also holds a local copy of load information received

from child MIBs.

Given this abstraction, it is simple to implement STAR’s self-tuning adap-

tation of error budgets in an aggregation tree. For example, in STAR

(a) A parent can increase δself by sending a distribution message to a child c to

reduce its subtree budget δc

(b) A parent can increase δc for a subtree child c by reducing its own δself and

sending a distribution message to c informing c about its new error budget,

and

(c) A parent has the flexibility in applying different policies for changing the AI

budget assignment e.g., a parent may change δ if doing so is likely to save

more messages than the costs for rebalancing the δs costs.

Our PRISM prototype calls the STAR self-tuning algorithm periodically ev-

ery 30 seconds or every 100 messages for accommodating a large number of at-

tributes, whichever happens earlier. In general, the policy decision of when the

self-tuning function gets called can be based on either a periodic timer, processing

a threshold number of messages, or simply on demand.

3.2 Policy Decisions

Given the AI abstraction, there is considerable flexibility to (i) set δroot to an appro-

priate value for each attribute (ii) compute Vmin and Vmax when updating a parent,
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and (iii) divide δT among δself and δc for each child c (Section 4.2.)

Setting δroot: Aggregation queries can set the root error budget δroot to any non-

negative value. For some applications, an absolute constant value may be known

a priori (e.g., count the number of connections per second ±10 at port 1433.) For

other applications, it may be appropriate to set the tolerance based on measured

behavior of the aggregate in question (e.g., set δroot for an attribute to be at most

10% of the maximum value observed) or the measurements of a set of aggregates

(e.g., in our heavy hitter application, we set δroot for each flow to be at most 1% of

the bandwidth of the largest flow measured in the system.) Our mechanisms support

all of these approaches by allowing new absolute δroot values to be introduced at

any time and then distributed down the tree via a distribution function. We have

prototyped systems that use each of these three policies.

Computing [Vmin, Vmax]: When either
∑

c V c
min or

∑
c V c

max goes outside of the

last [Vmin, Vmax] that was reported to the parent, a node needs to report a new

range. Given a δself budget at an internal node, we have some flexibility on how to

center the [Vmin, Vmax] range. Our approach is to adopt a per-aggregation-function

range policy that reports Vmin = (
∑

c V c
min)− bias ∗ δself and Vmax = (

∑
c V c

max)+

(1−bias) ∗ δself to the parent. For example, we can set the bias (∈ [0, 1]) parameter

as follows:

• bias ≈ 0.5 if inputs are expected to be stationary

• bias ≈ 0 if inputs are expected to be increasing

• bias ≈ 1 if inputs are expected to be decreasing

For example, suppose a node with total δT of 10 and δself of 3 has two children

reporting ([V c
min, V c

max]) of [1, 2] and [2, 8], respectively, and it reports [0, 10] to

its parent. Then, suppose the first child reports a new range [10, 11], so the node
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must report to its parent a range that includes [12, 19]. If bias = 0.5, then the node

reports [10.5, 20.5] to its parent to filter out small deviations around the current

position. Conversely, if bias = 0, the node reports [12, 22] to filter out the maximal

number of updates of increasing values.

Dividing δroot in an Aggregation Tree: The key AI policy question is how to

divide a given error budget δroot across the nodes in an aggregation tree.

A simple approach is a static policy that divides the error budget uniformly

among all the children. E.g., a node with budget δT could set δself = 0.1δT and

then divide the remaining 0.9δT evenly among its children. Although this approach

is simple, it is likely to be inefficient because different aggregation subtrees may

experience different loads.

To make cost/accuracy tradeoffs self-tuning, we need a model to express

the relationship between monitoring load and the AI budget. Next, we provide a

mathematical model based on Chebyshev inequality that quantifies the reduction in

monitoring load as a function of the AI error budget.

3.3 Modeling Load vs. AI Budget Tradeoff

Quantify AI Filtering Gain: To estimate the optimal distribution of error bud-

gets among different nodes, we need a simple way of quantifying the amount of load

reduction that can be achieved when a given error budget is used for AI filtering.

Intuitively, the AI filtering gain depends on the size of the error budget

relative to the inherent variability in the underlying data distribution. Specifically,

as illustrated in Figure 3.1, if the allocated error budget δi at node i is much smaller

than the standard deviation σi of the underlying data distribution, δi is unlikely to

filter many data updates. Meanwhile, if δi is above σi, we would expect the load to

decrease quickly as δi increases until the point where a large fraction of updates are
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Figure 3.1: Expected message load vs. AI error budget.

filtered.

To quantify the tradeoff between load and error budget, one possibility is to

compute the entire tradeoff curve as shown in Figure 3.1. However, doing so would

entail several difficulties. First, it is in general difficult to compute the tradeoff

curve without a priori knowledge about the underlying data distribution. Second,

maintaining the entire tradeoff curve becomes expensive when there are a large

number of attributes and nodes. Finally, it is not easy to optimize the distribution

of error budgets among different nodes based on the tradeoff curves.

To overcome these difficulties, we develop a simple metric in STAR to cap-

ture the tradeoff between load and error budget. Our metric utilizes Chebyshev’s

inequality in probability theory, which gives a bound on the probability of deviation

of a given random variable (of any distribution) from its mathematical expectation

in terms of its variance. Let X be a random variable with finite mathematical

expectation µ and variance σ2. Chebyshev’s inequality states that for any k ≥ 0,

Pr(|X − µ| ≥ kσ) ≤ 1
k2

(3.2)

For AI filtering, the term kσ represents the error budget δi for node i. Sub-
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stituting for k in Equation 3.2 gives:

Pr(|X − µ| ≥ δi) ≤ σ2
i

δ2
i

(3.3)

Intuitively, this equation implies that if δi ≤ σi i.e., the error budget is smaller than

the standard deviation (implying k ≤ 1), then δi is unlikely to filter many data

updates (Figure 3.1.)

In this case, Equation 3.3 provides only a weak bound on the message cost:

the probability that each incoming update will trigger an outgoing message is upper

bounded by 1. However, if δi ≥ kσi for any k ≥ 1, the fraction of unfiltered updates

is probabilistically bounded by σ2
i

δ2
i
.

In general, given the input update rate ui for node i with error budget δi,

the expected message cost for node i per unit time is:

Mi = MIN
(

1,
σ2

i

δ2
i

)
∗ ui (3.4)

Given this model, we provide near-optimal algorithms to explore both ex-

tremes of AI precision vs. load tradeoffs: (a) fix AI precision, minimize cost (Chap-

ter 4) and (b) fix cost, maximize AI precision (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 4

AI I: Fix Error, Minimize Cost

A little inaccuracy sometimes saves tons of explanation.

–Saki

In this chapter, we first describe how PRISM uses a self-tuning algorithm, STAR, to

address the policy question of distributing an AI budget across subtrees to minimize

communication load in a principled, near-optimal manner. Second, we discuss im-

portant optimizations in our prototype implementation. Third, we show that STAR

achieves significant performance benefits compared to existing approaches while still

providing high accuracy and incurring low overheads.

4.1 Motivation and Challenges

As discussed in Chapter 1, the central challenge for a monitoring system is scalability

to process queries over multiple, continuous, rapid, time-varying data streams that

generate updates for thousands or millions of dynamic attributes (e.g., per-flow or

per-object state) spanning tens of thousands of nodes.

Recent studies [64, 72, 89, 97, 108] suggest that real-world applications often

can tolerate some inaccuracy as long as the maximum error is bounded and further
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indicate that small amounts of approximation error can provide substantial band-

width reductions. However, setting a static error budget a priori is both difficult

when workloads are not known in advance and inefficient when workload character-

istics change unpredictably over time. Therefore, for many applications that require

processing of long-running or continuous queries over data streams, it is important

to consider adaptive approaches for query processing [10,14,22,72].

A fundamental observation behind this work is that an adaptive algorithm

for setting error budgets should embody three key design principles:

• Workload-Driven Approach: First, to provide a general and flexible frame-

work for adaptive error distribution for different workloads, we need a solution

that does not depend on a priori knowledge about the input data distribu-

tion. Rather, a self-tuning algorithm should be based on first principles and

use the workload itself to guide the process of dynamically adjusting the error

budgets.

• Cost-Benefit Throttling: Second, rather than continuously redistributing

error budgets in pursuit of a perfect distribution, our algorithm explicitly de-

termines when the current distribution is close enough to optimal that sending

messages to redistribute allocations will likely cost more than it will ultimately

save given the measured variability of the workload. For example, in a net-

work monitoring service for detecting elephant flows (i.e., attributes with high

frequency [35]), we track bandwidth for tens of thousands of flows, but the

vast majority of these flows are mice that produce so few updates that further

redistribution of the error budgets is not useful. Avoiding fruitless optimiza-

tion in such cases significantly improves scalability in systems with tens of

thousands of attributes.

• Aggregation Hierarchy: Third, STAR distributes error budgets hierarchi-

cally among both the internal nodes and the leaves in an aggregation tree.
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Our primary goal is to provide a global view of the system by processing and

aggregating data from distributed data streams in real-time. In such an envi-

ronment, a hierarchical decentralized query processing infrastructure provides

an attractive solution to minimize communication and computation costs for

both scalability and load balancing. Further, in a hierarchical aggregation

tree, the internal nodes can not only split the error budget among their chil-

dren but may also retain some local error budget to prevent updates received

from children from being propagated further up the tree e.g., when the net

effect of aggregating two or more updates is to cancel each other out.

Unfortunately, existing approaches do not satisfy these requirements. On one

hand, protocols such as adaptive filters [13,72] and adaptive thresholded counts [59]

can effectively reduce communication overhead given a fixed error budget for flat

(2-tier) topologies, but they offer neither scalability to a large number of nodes and

attributes nor the benefits of in-network aggregation. On the other hand, existing

hierarchical protocols either assign a static error budget [67] that cannot adapt

to changing workloads, or periodically shrink error thresholds [33] at each node

to create redistribution error budget, thus incurring a high load when monitoring a

large number of attributes. Finally, although the previous solutions have an intuitive

appeal, their problem formulation does not explicitly account for varying workloads

(e.g., variance, update rate.) In contrast, STAR’s self-tuning solution addresses the

global optimization problem of minimizing the total communication overhead under

dynamic workloads.

To address these challenges, STAR’s self-tuning, hierarchical approach yields

three key properties:

• High Performance: To compute optimal error assignments, STAR formu-

lates an optimization problem whose goal is to minimize the global communi-

cation load in an aggregation tree given a fixed total error budget. This model
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provides a closed-form, optimal solution for adaptive setting of error budgets

using only local and aggregated information at each node in the tree. Given

the optimal error budgets, STAR performs cost-benefit throttling to balance

the tradeoff between the cost for redistributing the error budgets and the ex-

pected benefits. Our experimental results show that self-tuning distribution

of error budgets can reduce monitoring costs by up to a factor of five over

previous approaches.

• Scalability: STAR builds on recent work that uses distributed hash tables

(DHTs) to construct scalable, load-balanced forests of self-organizing aggre-

gation trees [17, 37, 79, 103]. Scalability to tens of thousands of nodes and

millions of attributes is achieved by mapping different attributes to different

trees. For each tree in this forest of aggregation trees, STAR’s self-tuning

algorithm directs error slack to where it is most needed.

• Convergence: STAR computes optimal error budgets and performs cost-

benefit analysis to continually adjust to dynamic workloads. But since STAR’s

self-tuning algorithm adapts its solution as the input workload changes, it is

difficult to qualify its convergence properties. Nonetheless, STAR guarantees

convergence under stable workloads and shows good convergence empirically

for dynamic workloads. Further, STAR balances the speed of adaptivity and

robustness to workload fluctuations.

Next, we present STAR, the first self-tuning algorithm for scalable aggrega-

tion that computes optimal AI budget distribution and that performs cost-benefit

throttling for large-scale system monitoring.
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4.2 Self-Tuning Error Budgets

To make cost/accuracy tradeoffs self-tuning, we provide STAR adaptive algorithm.

The high-level idea is simple: increase δ for nodes with high load and large standard

deviation but low δ (relative to other nodes); decrease δ for nodes with low load

and small standard deviation but high δ. Next, we address the problem of optimal

distribution of error budgets for a 2-tier (one-level) tree and later extend it as a

general approach for a hierarchical aggregation tree.

4.2.1 One-Level Tree

Quantify AI Filtering Gain: To estimate the optimal distribution of error bud-

gets among different nodes, we use the mathematical model described in Chapter 3

of quantifying the amount of load reduction that can be achieved when a given error

budget is used for AI filtering.

In particular, given the input update rate ui for node i with error budget δi,

the expected message cost for node i per unit time is:

Mi = MIN
(

1,
σ2

i

δ2
i

)
∗ ui (4.1)

Estimating Optimal Error Budgets: To estimate the optimal error distribu-

tion at each node, we can formulate an optimization problem of minimizing the total

incoming network load at root R under a fixed total AI budget δT i.e.,

MIN
∑

i∈child(R)

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

s.t.
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i = δT

(4.2)
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Using Lagrange multipliers yields a closed-form and computationally inexpensive

solution; details are in Appendix A.2:

δopt
i = δT ∗

3

√
σ2

i ∗ ui

∑
c∈child(R)

3
√

σ2
c ∗ uc

(4.3)

The above AI budget assignment assumes that for all the nodes, the expected

cost per update is equal to σ2
i

δ2
i

based on Equation 3.3 i.e., σi ≤ δi. However, for nodes

with high σi relative to the error budget δi, it is highly likely that an update will be

sent to the root for each incoming message. These volatile nodes [33] may not reap

a significant benefit in spite of being allocated a large fraction of the error budget.

To account for volatile nodes, we apply an iterative algorithm that determines

the largest volatile node j at each step and recomputes Equation 4.3 for all the

remaining children assuming j is absent. A node j is labeled volatile if (1) σj

δopt
j

≥ 1

i.e., the standard deviation is larger than the estimated optimal error budget (under

fixed total budget) corresponding to Equation 3.3 and (2) the ratio σj

δopt
j

is maximal

among all the remaining children. If no such j exists, the procedure terminates

giving an estimate of the optimal AI budgets for each node; all volatile nodes get

zero budget since any non-zero budget will not effectively filter their updates. Note

that for our DHT-based aggregation trees, the fan-in for a node is typically 16 (i.e.,

a 4-bit correction per hop) so the iterative algorithm runs in constant time (at most

16 times.)

Relaxation: A self-tuning algorithm that adapts too rapidly may react inappro-

priately to transient situations. Therefore, we next apply exponential smoothing to

compute the new error budget δnew
i for each node as the weighted average of the
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Figure 4.1: Cost-benefit analysis.

new error budget (δopt
i ) and the previous budget (δi):

δnew
i = αδopt

i + (1− α)δi (4.4)

where α = 0.05.

Cost-Benefit Throttling: Finally, root R needs to send messages to its children

to rebalance the error budget. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the error bud-

get redistribution overhead and the AI filtering gain (as illustrated in Figure 4.1.)

A naive rebalancing algorithm that ignores such a tradeoff could easily spend more

network messages redistributing δs than it saves by filtering updates. Limiting redis-

tribution overhead is a particular concern for applications like DHH (Chapter 2.4)

that monitor a large number of attributes, only a few of which are active enough to

be worth optimizing.

To address this challenge, after computing the new error budgets, the root

node computes a charge metric for each child c, which estimates the number of extra

messages sent by c due to sub-optimal δ:

Chargec = (Tcurr − Tadjust) ∗ (Mc −Mnew
c )

where Mc = σ2
c∗uc

δ2
c

, Mnew
c = σ2

c∗uc

(δnew
c )2

, Tcurr is the current time, and Tadjust is the last
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Figure 4.2: Maximum node stress: a one-level tree vs. a hierarchical tree.

time δ was adjusted at R for child c. Notice that a subtree’s charge will be large

if (a) there is a large load imbalance (e.g., Mc − Mnew
c is large) or (b) there is a

long-lasting imbalance (e.g., Tcurr − Tadjust is large.)

It should be noted that the computation of the charge metric described above

is approximate since it uses load estimation at only two temporal points: Tcurr and

Tadjust. To obtain higher accuracy, we can compute piecewise charge accumulation

based on the total time-averaged divergence in message load i.e.,

Chargec =
∫ Tcurr

Tadjust

(Mc(t)−Mnew
c (t))dt

We only send messages to redistribute deltas when doing so is likely to save

at least k messages (i.e., if Chargec > k). To ensure the invariant that δT ≥
δself +

∑
c δc, we make this adjustment in two steps. First, we replenish δself from

the child whose δc is the farthest above δnew
c by ordering c to reduce δc by Min(0.1

δc, δc - δnew
c ). Second, we loan some of the δself budget to the node c that has

accumulated the largest charge by incrementing c’s budget by Min(0.1δc, δnew
c − δc,

max(0.1δself , δself - δnew
self )).

Note that in practice, a parent node should first reclaim error budget from

its children and then assign the accumulated budget to other children as guided by

the self-tuning algorithm.
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4.2.2 Multi-Level Trees

For large-scale multi-level trees, we extend our basic algorithm for a one-level tree

to a distributed algorithm for a multi-level aggregation hierarchy. In a one-level

tree, the central coordinator may become a performance and bandwidth bottleneck

due to high node stress (as a result of in-degree), where node stress is defined as the

rate of incoming messages that need to be processed. To reduce the maximum node

stress (Figure 4.2) and the communication load, the internal nodes not only split δc

among their children c but may also retain δself to help prevent updates received

from their children from being propagated further up the tree.

At any internal node in the aggregation tree, the self-tuning algorithm works

as follows:

1. Estimate optimal distribution of δT across δself and δc.

Each node p tracks its incoming update rate i.e., the aggregate number of messages

sent by all of its children per time unit (up) and the standard deviation (σp) of

updates received from its children. Note that uc, σc reports are accumulated by

child c until they can be piggy-backed on an update message to its parent.

Given this information, each parent node n estimates the optimal values

δopt
v for each child v’s underlying subtree that minimizes the total system load in

the entire subtree rooted at n. We apply Equation 4.3 by viewing each child v
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as representing two individual nodes: (1) v itself (as a data source) with update

rate uv and standard deviation σv and (2) a node representing the subtree rooted

at v. Figure 4.3 illustrates this local self-tuning view: when any internal node

estimates optimal budgets, it aims to minimize both incoming messages received as

well as outgoing messages to parent (by showing parent-link as a virtual child) i.e.,

minimizing global communication load from a local perspective.

Given this model, we define LoadFactor for a node v as 3
√

σ2
v ∗ uv. Recur-

sively, we can define AccLoadFactor for a subtree rooted at node v as:

AccLoadFactorv =





LoadFactorv (v is a leaf node)

LoadFactorv +
∑

j∈child(v)

AccLoadFactorj (otherwise)

Next, we estimate the optimal error budget for v’s subtree (v ∈ child(n)) as

follows:

δopt
v = δT ∗ AccLoadFactorv

AccLoadFactorn
(4.5)

Equation 4.5 provides a near-optimal solution since it virtually maps a multi-

level hierarchy into a one-level tree (as illustrated in Figure 4.4) and in this trans-

formed view, estimates the optimal error budget for each node.

To account for volatile nodes, we apply a similar iterative algorithm as in

the one-level tree case to determine the largest volatile node i (i ∈ child(n)) at

each step, recompute Equation 4.5 for all the remaining children, and so on. The

condition to check whether node i is volatile becomes: σi

δopt
i(self)

≥ 1 and σi

δopt
i(self)

≥
σj

δopt
j(self)

∀j ∈ child(n) (remaining children) where δopt
i(self) is computed as:

δopt
i(self) = δT ∗ LoadFactori

AccLoadFactorn
(4.6)

2. Relaxation: Adaptive adjustment of delta budgets.
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δnew
v = αδopt

v + (1− α)δv

where α = 0.05.

3. Redistribute deltas iff the expected benefit exceeds the redistribution overhead.

To do cost-benefit throttling, we recursively apply the formula for a one-level tree

to compute the cumulative charge for a subtree rooted at node v:

AccChargev =





Chargev (v is a leaf node)

Chargev +
∑

j∈child(v)

AccChargej (otherwise)

Note that the terms AccLoadFactorv for computing Equation 4.5 and AccChargev

can be computed using a SUM aggregation function, and are piggybacked on updates

sent by children to their parents in our implementation.

4.3 Competitive Analysis

In this section we bound the competitive ratio of the STAR self-tuning algorithm

i.e., the cost incurred by STAR compared to the cost of the optimal policy for the

same input sequence of data values.

We use the definition of competitive analysis given by Sleator and Tarjan:

Definition 1. Algorithm A is ρ-competitive if there exists some constant b such that

for every sequence of inputs σ:

costA(σ) ≤ ρ ∗ costOPT (σ) + b

where OPT is the optimal offline algorithm.
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The key challenge in a clean theoretical analysis of self-tuning AI budgets

across nodes is the observation that the error settings at different nodes are depen-

dent because the total budget δroot is fixed. This dependence implies that adjusting

the AI budget at a node might require adjusting the budgets at many other nodes

to ensure correctness. Further, this issue highlights the cost (sending messages to

adjust δs) versus benefit (adjusting δs to reduce load) tradeoff. It should be noted

that balancing this tradeoff also depends on the pattern of future input values.

We first analyze the one-level tree case and then extend the result for multi-

level hierarchies.

One-Level Tree. We analyze the one-level tree case under the following assump-

tions. First, each message between the root and a node incurs a unit cost. Second,

to facilitate analysis of continuous query processing, we partition the course of query

execution into phases, each containing a series of consecutive rounds. A phase starts

with each leaf node u having some value δu and ends if δu = δopt
u . However, we do

not assume any model on future data values; they are chosen by an adversary and

are therefore worst case. Finally, we assume that the δ values are drawn from the

range of integers {1, 2, . . . , δT } but in general, they may belong to any finite, ordered

domain, as long as they can be discretized and mapped to δT distinct values.

We bound the performance of STAR against the cost of the optimal offline

algorithm with knowledge of the entire data updates in the future.

Theorem 1. Any online algorithm ON is Ω(log δT )-competitive where δT is the

total AI error budget, for the same sequence of input node values.

Proof. We present an adversarial update generation strategy to show the lower

bound. In each phase, the adversary forces ON to estimate the error budget al-

located for each node by the optimal offline algorithm OFF. For any node u, let the

AI budget allocated by OFF be δu. If ON allocates AI budget to u less than δu ,
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then the adversary generates a new input value at node u such that ON incurs an

update message from node u to the root. Otherwise, if ON allocates more than δu

budget to u, then there must be some other node v such that the AI budget allo-

cated to node v, δv, by OFF is more than that by ON. This observation is due to

the fact that the total AI budget δT is fixed. Therefore, the adversary picks node v

to generate updates as above. This process continues until ON accurately estimates

the error budget at each node. Once ON achieves the optimal AI settings as the

OFF algorithm, the adversary generates inputs such that OFF reconfigures its error

budgets at different nodes, and repeats the same process.

In this process, under STAR, the root sends a message to node v decreasing

the difference between δv and δopt
v by 10% (Section 4.2.1). Therefore, a node is

contacted at least log(δT ) times by the root before δv converges to the optimal

setting. Thus, in each phase, the cost incurred by ON is at least log(δ) times the

cost of the optimal policy OFF for the same sequence of input data values. In

comparison for OFF, any setting of the AI budgets at the beginning of the phase

has to be updated during the phase to converge to the optimal, incurring at least

one message to update the AI budget. The proof follows.

Multi-Level Trees. We extend the one-level policy described above to analyze

the self-tuning algorithm for multi-level trees. The workload is input at the leaf

nodes, and each internal node sets δv(self) to apply additional AI filtering before

propagating updates up the tree. As in the one-level tree case, we assume that

a message incurs a unit cost for each tree edge on which it is transmitted. The

performance of the STAR for multi-level trees is compared with the optimal offline

policy, which is required to incur at least one message cost when the AI budget is

updated.

Theorem 2. Any online algorithm ON is Ω(D log δT )-competitive where δT is the

total AI error budget and D is the height of the aggregation tree, for the same
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sequence of input node values.

Proof. For a one-level tree, STAR incurs Ω(log δT ) times the communication cost

compared to OFF. For a multi-level tree, an update of the δ budgets can incur at

most D units of communication cost from the root to a leaf, and D messages from

a leaf to the root. For each node, the δ budget is updated by its parent during each

phase as in the one-level tree case. Thus, any setting of the δ budgets at the nodes at

the beginning of the phase has to be updated during the phase incurring one message

cost. For the multi-level tree, any online policy incurs at least 2D ∗ log δ messages

during each phase. Therefore, the overall cost is Ω(D log δT ) of the optimal.

4.4 STAR Implementation

In this section, we describe three important design issues for implementing STAR

in our PRISM prototype. We first discuss different techniques to maintain AI error

precision in query results under failures. Then, we describe a practical optimiza-

tion in our prototype implementation to reduce communication load for large-scale

system monitoring.

4.4.1 Robustness

To handle node failures and disconnections, our STAR implementation currently

provides a simple mechanism to maintain AI precision guarantees under churn. On

each invocation, the distribution function receives the current child MIB set from

the AML layer. If the new child MIB set is inconsistent with the previous child MIB

snapshot, the distribution function takes a corrective action as follows:

• On a new child event: insert a new entry in the distribution MIB for the new

child, assign an error budget to that child subtree by reducing δself by some

fraction, and then send it to that child for distribution in its subtree.
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• On a dead child event: garbage collect the child state and reclaim all AI error

budget previously assigned to that child subtree.

• On a new parent event: reset the AI error budget to zero as the new parent

will allocate a new error budget.

Assuming that the error bounds are in a state where all precision constraints

are satisfied, a child failure can only reduce the error in the aggregate value reported

by its parent, thus no precision constraints are violated. When a new child joins, it

is allocated a fraction of the error budget by the parent so correctness still holds.

Finally, on a new parent event, the error budget at its children will be reset.

Though this policy is simple, it is conservative in that it always ensures

that the reported AI error precision in query results is satisfied. Under this policy,

however, a single failure might incur high communication overhead e.g., if a whole

subtree moves to a new parent, the entire AI budget is lost resulting in every leaf

update being propagated up in the tree until the new parent sends distribution

messages to reassign the AI error budgets in the affected subtree.

Alternatively, policies based on exploiting tradeoffs between performance and

meeting the error precision bounds can be used. One such policy is when a child

gets connected to a new parent, it can keep reporting aggregate values to the new

parent with the precision error assigned by the last parent; the self-tuning algorithm

then continually adjusts the previous subtree AI budget to converge with the new

allocation over time.

Another policy would be to relax the invariant that a subtree meets the AI

bound during periods of reconfiguration. Instead, a new parent can send down a tar-

get budget and aggregate up the actual AI error bound reported by child’s subtree.

This policy is simple for both this failure case and the common case of adaptively

redistributing error budgets. We leave the empirical comparison of different policies

that trade strict consistency for performance as future work.
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4.4.2 Optimizing for Scalability

In this section, we present an optimization for setting initial, default error budgets

that complements STAR’s adaptive settings of error budgets to further reduce the

communication overhead for large-scale system monitoring.

Our self-tuning STAR algorithm eventually converges to a good distribution

of the error budgets among the tree nodes to yield large benefits. However, there

is still a degree of freedom in setting the initial error budgets for nodes at different

levels of a tree. Further, this initialization choice can significantly affect both the

cost and the time to converge to the final error distribution state.

At one extreme, we can keep the entire budget at the root and perform on

demand error distribution the first time an update reaches the root. However, this

policy is expensive as the initial message cost in an N-leaf tree would be O(log N)

for an update to reach the root and O(N) for error distribution among all the nodes.

For mice flows that only send a few updates, this cost will be significantly higher

than the benefits of filtering. At the other extreme, we can assign root share of

zero and uniformly divide the entire budget among the leaf nodes. This policy will

cull a majority of the mice flows at the leaves given sufficient error budgets. For

elephant flows, however, each update is likely to incur O(log N) messages as it gets

propagated to the root, and that traffic might dominate the total cost. Similarly,

the time to converge will depend on the difference between the initial and the final

error distribution state. Note that some initial error budget may also be allocated

to the internal nodes, but we do not explore that allocation in this work.

Therefore for scalability, a key question is how to set the initial error budgets

so that mice flows never generate any updates and elephant flows converge quickly.

Our approach is to define a continuum of policies to divide the total budget
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δT among the root and the leaf nodes. These set of policies can be expressed as:

AIRoot = Rootshare ∗ δT

AILeaf =
δT −AIRoot

N

For example, if Rootshare = 0.5, then the root gets δT
2 and each leaf gets δT

2∗N .

To implement this policy, on receiving an update, a leaf node checks if it already

has seen an update for the {attribute type, attribute name} pair and sets a local AI

error budget. If not, it performs a lookup for the default AILeaf for the attribute

type to filter the update. If the local budget is insufficient to filter the updates,

the leaf sends the update to its parent which in turn applies AI error filtering. If

that update reaches the root, the root initiates error distribution of its AIRoot error

budget across its tree. Given this approach, we can cull a large fraction of the mice

flows at the leaves, thus preventing their updates from reaching the root. We show

the performance benefit of using this optimization in Section 4.5.

4.5 Experimental Evaluation

Our experiments characterize the performance and scalability of self-tuning AI for

the DHH application described in detail in Chapter 2.4. First, we quantify the

reduction in monitoring overheads due to self-tuning AI using simulations. Second,

we investigate the reduction in communication load achieved by STAR for the DHH

application in a real world monitoring implementation. For this evaluation, we have

implemented a prototype of STAR in our SDIMS monitoring framework [103] on

top of FreePastry [84]. We used two real networks: 120 node instances mapped

on 30 physical machines in the department Condor cluster and the same 120-node

setup on 30 physical machines in the Emulab [100] testbed. Finally, we evaluate

the performance benefits of our optimization of carefully distributing the initial,
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default error budgets using our prototype implementation. In summary, our exper-

imental results show that STAR is an effective substrate for scalable monitoring:

small amounts of AI error and adaptivity using self-tuning AI significantly reduces

monitoring load.

4.5.1 Simulation Experiments

First, to characterize the trade-off between AI error budget and monitoring load, we

determine the conditions under which AI filtering reduces monitoring load. Second,

we analyze the effect of cost-benefit throttling on reducing load. Finally, we compare

the performance of STAR, Adaptive-filters [72], and the uniform allocation strategy

for different workloads.

In all experiments, all active sensor are at the leaf nodes of the aggregation

tree. Each sensor generates a data value every time unit (round) for two sets of

synthetic workloads for 100,000 rounds: (1) a Gaussian distribution with standard
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deviation 1 and mean 0 and (2) a random walk pattern in which the value either

increases or decreases by an amount sampled uniformally from [0.5, 1.5].

Effectiveness of AI Filtering: We first investigate the conditions under which

AI filtering significantly reduces monitoring load. Figure 4.5 shows the simulation

results for a 4-level degree-6 aggregation tree with 1296 leaf nodes for the two work-

loads under uniform static error distribution. The x-axis denotes the ratio of the

total AI budget to the total noise induced by the leaf sensors and the y-axis shows

the total message load normalized with respect to zero AI error budget. We observe

that when noise is small compared to the error budget, there is about an order

of magnitude load reduction as the majority of updates are filtered. But, as ex-

pected, when noise is large compared to the error budget, the load asymptotically

approaches the unfiltered load with AI = 0. The random walk pattern allows almost

perfect culling of updates for small amounts of noise whereas for the Gaussian distri-

bution, there is a small yet a finite probability for data values to deviate arbitrarily

from their previously reported range.

Cost-Benefit Throttling: Next, we quantify the cost of the periodic bound

shrinking used in previous approaches [33, 72] compared with STAR’s cost-benefit

throttling. To motivate the importance of cost-benefit analysis, we perform a simple

experiment here for a one-level tree and later show the results for general hierarchical

topologies. In our experiments, the following configuration gave the best results for

Adaptive-filters: shrink percentage = 5%, high self-tuning frequency, and distribut-

ing error budgets to a small set (e.g., 10-15%) of nodes with the highest burden

scores, where burden is the ratio of load to error budget. These observations are

consistent with previous work [33].

Figure 4.6 shows the performance results of uniform allocation, Adaptive-

filters, and STAR for a 10 node 1-level tree using a random walk pattern with the
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Figure 4.7: STAR provides higher performance benefits as skew in a workload in-
creases. The three figures show load vs. error budget to noise ratio for different
skew settings (a) 20:80% (b) 50:50% (c) 90:10%.

same step size at each node. In this case, the uniform error allocation would be

close to the optimal setting. We observe that when error budget exceeds noise,

Adaptive-filters incurs a constant error redistribution cost per tree (mapped to one

or more attributes) that is proportional to the frequency of error redistribution.

Thus, for large-scale monitoring services that require tracking tens of thousands to

millions of attributes, approaches that keep sending messages periodically to adjust

error budgets such as Adaptive-filters and potential gains adjustment [33] would

incur a high overhead. STAR, however, performs cost-benefit throttling and does

not redistribute error when the corresponding gain is negligible.

Evaluating Different Workloads: We now characterize the performance ben-

efits of STAR compared to other approaches as skew in a workload increases. In

Figure 4.7, the three graphs show the communication load vs. error budget to noise

ratio for the following skew settings: (a) 20:80% (b) 50:50% (c) 90:10%. For exam-

ple, 20:80% skew denotes that only 20% nodes have zero noise and the remaining

80% nodes have a large noise. In this case, since only a small fraction of the nodes

are stable, both STAR and Adaptive-filters can only reclaim 20% total error budget

from the zero-noise sources and distribute it to noisy sources to cull their updates.

STAR reduces monitoring load by up to 5x compared to Adaptive-filters. Further,
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the latter algorithm’s approach of periodic shrinking of error bounds at each node

only yields small benefits compared to uniform allocation. For the 50:50 case, both

the self-tuning algorithms can claim 50% of the total budget compared to uniform al-

location and give it to noisy sources. However, even when the optimal configuration

(error budget large compared to noise) is reached, Adaptive-filters keep readjusting

the budgets due to periodic shrinking of error bounds. Finally, when 90% nodes are

stable, STAR gives more than an order of magnitude reduction in load compared to

both Adaptive-filters and uniform allocation.

Note that overall, for Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the advantage of STAR’s cost-

benefit throttling varies with the budget to noise ratio. We expect that for systems

monitoring a large numbers of attributes (e.g., DHH) some attributes (e.g., the

elephants) will have a low error budget to noise ratios and gain a modest advantage

from STAR, while other attributes (e.g., the mice) will have large ratios and gain

large advantages. We typically expect many more mice attributes than elephant

attributes for common monitoring applications.

Next, we compare the performance of STAR, Adaptive-filters, and uniform

allocation under different configurations by varying input data distribution, stan-

dard deviation (step sizes), and update frequency at each node. For data distribu-

tion, the workload is either generated from a random-walk pattern or Gaussian. For

standard deviation/step-size, 70% of the nodes have uniform parameters as previ-

ously described; the remaining 30% nodes have these parameters proportional to

rank (i.e., with locality) or randomly assigned (i.e., no locality) from the range [0.5,

150].

Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding results for different settings of data dis-

tribution and standard deviation for a 4-level degree-4 tree with fixed update fre-

quency of 1 update per node per round. We make the following observations from

Figure 4.8(a). First, when error budget is smaller than noise, no algorithm in any
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configuration achieves better performance than uniform allocation. Adaptive-filters,

however, incurs a slightly higher overhead due to self-tuning even though it does

not benefit. In comparison, STAR avoids self-tuning costs via cost-benefit throt-

tling. Second, Adaptive-filters and uniform error allocation reach a cross-over point

having a similar performance. For Adaptive-filters, this cross-over occurs when the

cost of self-tuning is equal to the benefits. Third, as error budget increases, STAR

achieves better performance than Adaptive-filters. Because step-sizes are based on

node rank, STAR’s outlier detection avoids allocating budget to the nodes having

the largest step-sizes. Adaptive-filters, however, does not make such a distinction

and computes burden scores based on load, thereby favoring nodes with relatively

large step sizes. Since the total budget is limited, reducing error budget at nodes

with small step sizes increases their load but does not benefit outliers since the ad-

ditional slack is still insufficient to filter their updates. Finally, as expected, when

error budget is higher than noise, all algorithms achieve good performance. In this

configuration, STAR reduces monitoring load by 3x-5x compared to uniform allo-

cation and by 2x-3x compared to Adaptive-filters.

Under random distribution of step-sizes as described above, STAR reduces

load by up to 2x compared to Adaptive-filters and up to 3x against uniform al-

location (Figure 4.8(b)). Comparing across different configurations in Figure 4.8,

all algorithms perform better under input distribution of Gaussian compared to

the random-walk model. Overall, across all configurations in Section 4.5.1, STAR

reduces monitoring load by up to an order of magnitude compared to uniform allo-

cation and by up to 5x compared to Adaptive-filters.

4.5.2 Testbed Experiments

In this section, we quantify the reduction in monitoring load due to self-tuning AI

and the query precision of reported results for the DHH monitoring application.
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We use multiple netflow traces obtained from the Abilene [3] Internet2 back-

bone network. The traces were collected from 3 Abilene routers for 1 hour; each

router logged per-flow data every 5 minutes, and we split these logs into 120 buckets

based on the hash of source IP. Our DHH application (described in Chapter 2.4)

executes a Top-100 query on this dataset for tracking the top 100 flows (destination

IP as key) in terms of bytes received over a 30 second moving window shifted every

10 seconds.

Top-100 Guarantees under AI. It should be noted that under AI error range,

the top-100 output of heavy hitter flows may not satisfy the top-100 order statistics

i.e., rank order by true value. Instead, the top-100 list under AI provides the

guarantee that each flow in the list is either in the top-100 rank order by true value

or has aggregate value within AI error of the 100th flow in the top-100 rank order by

true value. The choice of which of these top-100 guarantees is more appropriate in

a given scenario depends on characteristics of the input queries, environment, and

monitoring applications. An interesting topic for future work is to consider policies

for maximizing intersection of the top-100 set under AI and under rank ordering.

E.g., one simple policy is to use AI budget wrt the estimated value of the 100th

flow; this AI setting may be useful in environments with Zipf-like distribution of

flow values where setting AI budget wrt maximum flow value risks reporting several

of the top-100 flow values close to zero under AI error range. Another policy is to

compute a top-200 list where each flow is assigned an AI budget wrt its value, and

each of the remaining flows is assigned an AI budget wrt value of the 200th flow.

The input characteristics of this workload are described in Chapter 2.4. As

described there, the 120 sensors track roughly 80,000 flows and send around 25

million updates. A centralized scheme would incur a prohibitive cost of about 7,000

updates per second for processing this workload. In comparison, for the PRISM

distributed monitoring system, the load under zero AI budget would be about 58.6
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison of the self-tuning algorithm under different
settings of initial error budgets for the DHH application. The left figure shows
the average bandwidth cost per node (BW) and the right figure shows the average
redistribution overhead per node (DistBW.)

messages per node per second for each of the 120 nodes.

To address this scalability challenge, we apply our self-tuning STAR al-

gorithm to reduce the monitoring load. Figure 4.9(a) shows the bandwidth cost

per node incurred by STAR under global AI error budgets of 5%, 10%, 15%, and

20% of the maximum flow value per aggregation tree, and different settings of the

Rootshare initialization parameter: 0%, 50%, 90%, and 100%. We observe that with

a Rootshare of 90% and AI of 5%, we incur an overhead of about 7 messages per node

per second which is roughly three orders of magnitude less than the 7,000 messages

per second at the root in the centralized scheme. By increasing the AI error budget

to 20%, we can reduce this cost by almost a factor of three to about 2.5 messages

per node per second. Thus, self-tuning AI even under modest error budgets can

provide a significant reduction in the communication overhead.

Further, by carefully initializing the error budgets to cull mice updates, we

can gain nearly another order of magnitude load reduction. Comparing different

settings of Rootshare (AI error budget of 20%) in Figure 4.9(a), we observe that
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compared to Rootshare of 90%, Rootshare of 50% reduces the load by almost a factor

of five to about 0.5 messages per node per second, and Rootshare of 0% (i.e., all error

budget initialized to the leaf nodes) further provides another factor of two reduction

leading to an overall order of magnitude load reduction to about 0.27 messages per

node per second by maximizing the ability to cull mice flows.

However, setting Rootshare of 100% incurs a large overhead of about 30 mes-

sages per node per second since a large fraction of mice updates reach the root of

their trees, and these root nodes then initiate an error distribution in their respec-

tive trees. As Figure 4.9(b) shows, for this Rootshare setting, the redistribution

overhead of sending these error budgets in each aggregation tree dominates consti-

tuting about 70% of the total communication cost. Thus, a good default setting of

the error budgets should initialize some error budget at the leaf nodes to cull a large

fraction of the mice flows.

Overall, the self-tuning algorithm eventually sets the error budgets at differ-

ent nodes in an aggregation tree in a way that yields the largest benefits. Yet, we

can gain by initializing AI error budgets to some sensible state so that majority flows

get filtered as early as possible. Finally, we want to set the error budgets optimally

such that (1) the mice flows never generate any updates and (2) the elephant flows

get filtered to the maximum extent possible. Another benefit of filtering mice flows

early is that we can later afford to do self-tuning for the small number of elephant

flows to further reduce the total monitoring load. STAR aims to attain this optimal

error setting for a majority of flows as cheaply as possible by (1) filtering mice flows

at lower levels of the aggregation tree and (2) assigning δself at the internal nodes to

filter modest variations in aggregate values for elephant flows e.g., even if the child

values have deviated significantly from their previous reported values as to bypass

their own AI error range, the net effect of merging all children updates may still be

close to zero.
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Figure 4.10: Performance benefits of keeping local error budget at the internal nodes
of an aggregation tree.

Finally, we show the performance benefits of keeping a non-zero local error

budget (δself ) at the internal nodes in an aggregation tree. Intuitively, when an

internal node aggregates data across its children’s values, even though the child

values have deviated significantly to bypass their own error range, the net effect

by merging all children updates may still be close to zero i.e., the children updates

cancel out each other. Figure 4.10 shows the benefits of the initial error allocation

setting where each internal node keeps 10% error budget of the total as δself and

divides the remaining 90% uniformally among its children for different values of

Rootshare. The different lines in the graph correspond to different AI budgets.

We observe that for Rootshare of 50%, we achieve only 10% load reduction due to

filtering at the internal nodes. Note that this reduction due to the internal nodes

is in addition to the filtering at the leaf nodes. However, for Rootshare of 90%, we

achieve almost an order of magnitude load reduction. In this case, the δself at the

internal nodes is sufficient to filter a significant fraction of flows. However, setting

Rootshare to 100% incurs a high cost since the error budget needs to be distributed

across an aggregation tree on the first update for a large fraction of the attributes

(total 80K in the DHH application.) Therefore, as a guiding principle, divide the
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total error budget in such a way that (1) the leaf nodes can cull majority of mice

flows and (2) the internal nodes can filter modest variations in aggregate values for

elephant flows. Overall, a scalable monitoring service can significantly benefit from

filtering at both the leaf and the internal nodes.

In summary, our evaluation shows that adaptive setting of modest AI budgets

can provide large bandwidth savings to enable scalable monitoring.
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Chapter 5

AI II: Fix Cost, Minimize Error

In this chapter, we describe how PRISM uses a self-tuning algorithm, SMART, to

address the other extreme of load vs. AI budget tradeoff—distribute load budgets

across nodes to maximize query precision—in a principled, near-optimal manner.

Then, we discuss how our prototype implementation of SMART provides key so-

lutions to improve precision and provide fast anomaly detection despite dynamic

workloads. Finally, we demonstrate using simulations and a network monitoring

application that SMART improves accuracy by up to an order of magnitude com-

pared to uniform bandwidth allocation and performs close to the optimal algorithm

under modest bandwidth budgets.

5.1 Motivation and Challenges

Distributed stream processing systems [2, 6, 55, 85] must provide high performance

and high fidelity for query processing as such systems grow in scale and complex-

ity. In these systems, data streams are often bursty where input rates may unex-

pectedly increase over time [12, 60]. Examples include network traffic monitoring,

identifying distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks on the Internet, financial
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stocks monitoring, web click stream analysis, and event-driven monitoring in sen-

sor networks. Therefore, it is desirable for these systems to bound the monitoring

load while still providing useful accuracy guarantees on the query results. Existing

techniques [57, 59, 64, 72, 97, 108] aim to address this problem by minimizing the

monitoring cost while promising an a priori numeric error bound (e.g., ± 10%) on

query precision.

Unfortunately, although these techniques effectively reduce load under fixed

precision, they are unsuitable in dynamic, high-volume stream processing environ-

ments for three reasons.

(1) Setting precision requires workload knowledge: Choosing error bounds

a priori is unintuitive when workloads are not known in advance or may change

unpredictably over time. (Should the error be 10% or 30%?) Conversely, it

may be easier to set the monitoring budget (e.g., a system administrator is

willing to pay 0.1% of network bandwidth for monitoring).

(2) Bad precision setting hurts performance: A bad choice of the error

bound may significantly degrade the quality of a query result [23] (e.g., when

the error bound is too large) or incur a high communication and processing

cost (e.g., when the error bound is too small).

(3) Bursty traffic imposes unacceptable overheads: Even with reasonable

error bounds, in practice, monitoring systems may still incur a substantial cost

risking overload under bursty and often unpredictable traffic conditions (see

motivating example described below).

An intuitive solution to handle high load is to simply provision adequate

resources in anticipation of the worst-case load. However, since over-provisioning is

neither economically viable [94] nor scalable [65], it is important to provide protec-

tion mechanisms to bound the bandwidth cost.
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Figure 5.1: Expected outgoing message load vs. error budget for a single attribute
at a data source under random walk workload.

Motivating Example. We present a simple example to illustrate the challenges

for scalable monitoring under bursty workloads. We simulate a set of 10 data sources

connected to a centralized monitor with incoming bandwidth limit of up to 5 mes-

sages per second. The input workload distribution is modeled based on the standard

exponential distribution with a parameter λ, and upon each arrival, the value of at-

tribute ai at data source i is updated according to random walk model in which

the value either increases or decreases by an amount sampled uniformally from [0.5,

1.5]. Figure 5.1 shows the load-error tradeoff for a single data source. As expected,

on increasing the error budget, arithmetic filtering [57,72] quickly decreases the load

as majority updates get filtered.

To quantify the monitoring cost, we use λ=10, a baseline error budget of 2

and its corresponding expected load of 0.5 (Figure 5.1), effectively setting the total

expected cost for monitoring 10 data sources as 5 messages per second. Figure 5.2

shows the induced message load at the central monitor under fixed error of 2 per

attribute. We observe that under peak data arrivals, the system incurs up to 4x

higher cost to meet the error bounds over the expected cost of 5 messages per second.

Thus, monitoring systems may induce high overload to bound precision under bursty
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Figure 5.3: Monitoring system causes
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loads to bound load. The result error
is up to 5x higher over the expected
divergence.

workloads. Figure 5.3 shows the divergence between data source attributes and their

cached values at the central monitor under fixed load of 5. In this case, the system

may provide highly inaccurate results having up to 5x error over the expected result

error of 2. As a result, existing monitoring techniques are ineffective under bursty

workloads—they risk overload, loss of accuracy, or both. This simple example clearly

shows that large-scale monitoring systems must bound the bandwidth cost while still

providing query results with useful accuracy guarantees.

Our Contributions. To address these challenges, we propose SMART, the first

(to the best of our knowledge) scalable, bandwidth-aware monitoring system that

adaptively sets bandwidth constraints to maximize precision of continuous aggregate

queries over distributed data streams. SMART addresses the above challenges with

the following techniques:

(1) Maximize precision under fixed bandwidth budget: SMART formu-

lates a bandwidth-aware optimization problem whose goal is to maximize the
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result precision of an aggregate query in a hierarchical aggregation tree sub-

ject to given bandwidth constraints. This model provides a closed-form, near-

optimal solution to self-tune bandwidth settings for achieving high accuracy

using only local and aggregated information at each node in the tree. Further,

SMART provides a “graceful degradation” in query precision as the available

bandwidth decreases. Our experimental results show that self-tuning band-

width settings improves accuracy by an order of magnitude over uniform band-

width allocation and performs close to the optimal algorithm under modest

bandwidth budgets.

(2) Scalability via multiple aggregation trees: SMART builds on recent work

that uses distributed hash tables (DHTs) to construct scalable, load-balanced

forests of self-organizing aggregation trees [17,37,79,103]. Scalability to tens of

thousands of nodes and millions of attributes is achieved by mapping different

attributes to different trees. For each tree in this forest of aggregation trees,

SMART’s self-tuning algorithm adjusts bandwidth settings to achieve high

precision under dynamic workloads where the estimate of load vs. precision

trade-offs, and hence the optimal distribution, can change over time.

(3) High performance by combining arithmetic filtering and temporal

batching: SMART integrates temporal batching with arithmetic filtering to

reduce the monitoring load and to quantify staleness of query results. For

high-volume workloads, it is advantageous for nodes to batch multiple updates

(that arrive close in time) and send a single combined update, thereby more

effectively using budgeted bandwidth for refreshing updates. In an aggregation

tree, this temporal batching allows leaf sensors to condense a series of updates

into a periodic report and allows internal nodes to combine updates from

different subtrees before transmitting them further. Further, it bounds the

delay (e.g., at most 30 seconds) from when an update occurs at a leaf until it
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is reported at the root. To minimize query result staleness, SMART prioritizes

updates so that they propagate from the leaves to the root in the allotted time

while meeting bandwidth budgets.

First, we present a practical, bandwidth-aware monitoring system that adapts

bandwidth budgets to maximize precision of continuous aggregate queries under

high-volume, dynamic workloads. Next, our implementation provides key optimiza-

tions for improving accuracy and fast anomaly detection in real-world heteroge-

neous environments. Finally, our evaluation demonstrates that SMART provides

a key substrate for scalable monitoring: it provides high accuracy in dynamic en-

vironments and performs close to the optimal algorithm under modest bandwidth

budgets.

5.2 SMART Design

In this section we present the SMART design and describe our self-tuning algorithm

that adapts bandwidth settings at each node to maximize query precision under

given bandwidth budgets. SMART’s core architecture is a DHT-based aggrega-

tion system that achieves scalability by mapping different attributes to different

aggregation trees [37,79,103].

5.2.1 System Model

We focus on distributed stream processing environments with a large number of

data sources that perform in-network aggregation to compute continuous aggregate

queries over incoming data streams. The bandwidth resources for query process-

ing may be limited at a number of points in the network. In particular, a node

j’s outgoing bandwidth (BO
j ) may be constrained, a node j’s incoming bandwidth

(BI
j ) may be constrained, or both. Note that constraining the incoming bandwidth
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bounds (a) the control traffic overhead for monitoring and (b) the CPU process-

ing load for computing the aggregation function across incoming data inputs. As

discussed in Section 5.1, bounding this incoming load is important for handling ab-

normal traffic conditions. Finally, these bandwidth capacities may vary (a) among

nodes in heterogeneous environments and (b) with time if traffic is shared with other

applications.

At any time, each SMART attribute’s numeric value is bounded by an AI

error δ. If δ is small, then updates may frequently drive an attributes value out of

its last reported range [Vmin, Vmax], forcing the system to send messages to update

the range. A system can, however, reduce its bandwidth requirements by increasing

δ. Thus, if a hierarchical aggregation system has bandwidth constraints, it should

determine a δ value at each aggregation point that meets the bandwidth constraints

into and out of that point, and it should select these δ values so as to minimize the

total AI for the attribute. In particular, rather than splitting each node’s incoming

bandwidth evenly among its children, the system attempts to assign bandwidth to

where it will do the most good by reducing the resulting imprecision of the node’s

aggregate values.

In the rest of this section, we describe the SMART algorithm for minimizing

imprecision while meeting bandwidth constraints in four steps.

First, we describe a simplified algorithm for a one-level aggregation tree and

static workloads. For each leaf node i in the system, this algorithm calculates an

ideal error setting δi and corresponding expected bandwidth consumption bi such

that (1) each leaf node’s outbound bandwidth (i.e., rate of updates sent to the root)

is at most its outgoing bandwidth budget, (2) the root node’s incoming bandwidth

(i.e., sum of update rates inbound from children) is at most its incoming bandwidth

budget, and (3) the sum of the δi’s is minimized given the first two constraints.

Second, we describe how to handle dynamic workloads where the estimate
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Symbol Meaning
BO

i outgoing bandwidth constraint for node i
BI

i incoming bandwidth constraint for node i
ui input update rate at node i
σi standard deviation of node i’s input workload

child(i) all children of node i
δi node i’s AI error setting
bi node i’s outgoing bandwidth load

δopt
i node i’s optimal AI error setting

bopt
i node i’s optimal outgoing bandwidth load

Table 5.1: Summary of key notations.

of AI error δ vs. bandwidth trade-offs, and hence the optimal distribution, can

change over time. A key challenge here is throttling the rate at which the system

redistributes bandwidth budgets across nodes since such redistribution also incurs

bandwidth costs.

Third, we generalize the algorithm to handle multi-level aggregation trees.

Finally, we discuss how our implementation copes with variability. In par-

ticular, SMART sets the per-node δs so that the average bandwidth meets a target.

However, spikes of update load for an attribute or coincident updates for multiple

attributes could cause instantaneous bandwidth to exceed the target. To avoid such

instantaneous overload, SMART therefore prioritizes pending updates based on the

impact they will have on their aggregate values and drains them to the network at

the target rate.

5.2.2 One-Level Tree

Quantify AI Precision vs. Bandwidth Tradeoff: To estimate the optimal dis-

tribution of load budgets among different nodes, we use the mathematical model de-

scribed in Chapter 3 of quantifying the amount of AI precision that can be achieved

under a given bandwidth budget.

In particular, given the input update rate ui for node i with error budget δi,
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the expected message cost for node i per unit time is:

Mi = MIN
{

ui,
σ2

i

δ2
i

∗ ui

}

We use the expected message cost Mi to optimally set node i’s outgoing

bandwidth bopt
i .

Estimate Optimal Bandwidth Settings under Fixed Load. To estimate the

optimal load distribution and settings of AI error δs at each node in a one-level tree

rooted at node r, we formulate an optimization problem of minimizing the total

error for a SUM aggregate at root r under given bandwidth budgets BI
r (at the

root) and BO
i (at child i). Specifically, we have:

MIN
∑

i∈child(r)

δopt
i

s.t.
∑

i∈child(r)

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

≤ BI
r

∀i ∈ child(r), bopt
i = σ2

i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

≤ min{BO
i , ui}

(5.1)

where bopt
i denotes the optimal setting of outgoing bandwidth of node i to meet the

global objective of minimizing the total error
∑

i∈child(r)

δopt
i subject to the constraints

of (1) node i’s outgoing bandwidth budget (i.e., bopt
i ≤ min{BO

i , ui}) and (2) in-

coming bandwidth budget at root r (i.e.,
∑

i∈child(r)

bopt
i ≤ BI

r ). This formulation is

based on the AI filtering model i.e., node i suppresses updates within δi of its last

transmitted update.

Enforcing Incoming Bandwidth Constraint. To solve Equation (5.1), we first

relax the outgoing bandwidth constraints ∀i, bopt
i ≤ min{BO

i , ui} since the incoming

bandwidth determines the processing overhead which seems likely to become a bigger

bottleneck than the outgoing bandwidth. Later, we provide an optimal solution
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when the outgoing bandwidth constraints are also enforced. We use the method of

Lagrangian Multipliers to find the extremum of the objective function f :
(∑

i
δopt
i

)

subject to the constraint that g :
(∑

i

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

−BI
r

)
≤ 0.

The above formulation yields a closed-form and computationally inexpensive

optimal solution; details are in Appendix A.3.

δopt
i =

√√√√√
∑

c∈child(r)

3
√

σ2
c ∗ uc

BI
r

∗ 3

√
σ2

i ∗ ui (5.2)

which provides a closed-form formula for setting bopt
i :

bopt
i =

σ2
i ∗ ui

(δopt
i )2

= BI
r ∗

3

√
σ2

i ∗ ui

∑
c∈child(r)

3
√

σ2
c ∗ uc

(5.3)

As a simple example, if ui = σi = 1, then each node sets the same δi for the

attribute as δi =
√

N
BI

r
, and the bandwidth budget for node i will be 1

δ2
i

= BI
r

N i.e.,

given a total bandwidth budget and uniform data distribution across nodes, each

node gets a uniform share of the bandwidth to update each attribute.

Note that to set bopt
i (Equation (5.3)), each node needs to know

∑
c∈child(r)

3
√

σ2
c ∗ uc

and root r’s incoming bandwidth budget BI
r ; SMART computes a simple SUM ag-

gregate to obtain this information at each parent and propagates down to all its

children in an aggregation tree. As a simple optimization, these messages are piggy-

backed on data updates.

Enforcing Outgoing Bandwidth Constraints. Note that the above optimal

load assignment assumes that the outgoing bandwidth constraint bopt
c ≤ min{BO

c , uc}
holds for every child c. If for a node i, the above optimal solution doesn’t satisfy

bopt
i ≤ min{BO

i , ui}, then we need to set bopt
i = min{BO

i , ui} to satisfy its bandwidth
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constraint. This situation may arise in heterogeneous environments where a subset

of nodes may experience larger input loads (e.g., DDoS attacks) or may become

severely resource-constrained (e.g., sensor networks with low power devices).

Note that setting bopt
i = min{BO

i , ui} can free up part of r’s incoming capac-

ity BI
r , which can be reassigned to other children to increase their bandwidth budget

thereby improving the overall accuracy. SMART therefore applies an iterative al-

gorithm that in each iteration determines all saturated children Csat at each step,

fixes their load budgets and error settings, and recomputes Equations (5.2), (5.3) for

all the remaining children (assuming child set Csat is absent). A child j is labeled

saturated if bopt
j ≥ BO

j i.e., the available outgoing bandwidth is less than or equal

to that required by the optimal solution. If child set Csat is empty, the procedure

terminates giving the optimal bandwidth and AI error settings for each node; all

saturated nodes set bandwidth equal to their outgoing load threshold. Note that

for our DHT-based aggregation trees, the fan-in for a node is typically 16 (i.e., a

4-bit correction per hop) so the iterative algorithm runs in constant time (at most

16 times).

Computing Refresh Period. Note that we can also express bandwidth settings

bopt
i at node i in terms of a refresh period that controls how often i sends updates

to its parent to satisfy the AI error budgets computed by solving Equation 5.1. In

other words, if we want to ensure on average at most 1 update is sent by each child

c every T seconds, we need to set δc such that

∀i ∈ child(r) : σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

≤ 1
T

(5.4)

In general, however, each node will use different refresh intervals (Ti for node i)

to update this attribute. Therefore, we can rewrite Equation (5.1) by replacing
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outgoing bandwidth budget min{BO
i , ui} with min{BO

i , ui,
1
Ti
}, resulting in:

MIN
∑

i∈child(r)

δopt
i

∑
i∈child(r)

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

≤ BI
r

∀i, bopt
i = σ2

i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

≤ min{BO
i , ui,

1
Ti
}

(5.5)

The above optimal solution can therefore be directly used.

5.2.3 Self-Tuning Bandwidth Settings

The above optimal solution is derived assuming that σi and ui are given and remain

constant. In practice, σi and ui may change over time depending on the workload

characteristics. SMART therefore performs self-tuning to dynamically readjust the

bandwidth settings to minimize error.

Relaxation. A self-tuning algorithm that adapts too rapidly may react inappro-

priately to transient situations. We thus apply exponential smoothing to adjust the

bandwidth settings i.e.,

bnew
i = α ∗ bopt

i + (1− α) ∗ bi (5.6)

where α = 0.05.

Cost-Benefit Throttling. Finally, each node needs to send messages to the root

to minimize the query error. Therefore, we need to prioritize sending those messages

that benefit precision the most. A naive refreshing algorithm that updates attributes

in a round-robin fashion could easily spend network messages that do not reduce

error while consuming valuable bandwidth resource. Limiting sending of non-useful

updates is a particular concern for applications like DHH that monitor a large
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number of attributes, only a few of which are active enough to be worth optimizing.

To address this challenge, after computing the new error budgets, a node

computes a charge metric for each attribute a, which estimates the reduction in

error gained by refreshing a:

chargea = (Tcurr − T a
lastSent) ∗Da (5.7)

where Tcurr is the current time, T a
lastSent is the last time an attribute a’s update was

sent, and Da denotes the deviation between a’s current value at that node and its

last reported range [Vmin, Vmax] to the parent. For example, if a’s AI error range

cached at the parent is [1, 2] and a new update with value 11 arrives at a child node,

we expand the range to [1,11] at the child to include the new value setting Da =10.

Notice that an attribute’s charge will be large if (i) there is a large error

imbalance (i.e., Da is large), or (ii) there is a long-lasting imbalance (e.g., Tcurr −
T a

lastSent is large). Further, only using Da may hurt precision if the attribute has a

repeated behavior of quickly diverging after the last refresh. Therefore, the latter

term prioritizes attributes who are likely to again diverge slowly after being refreshed

thereby giving a long-term precision benefit.

Since redistribution also consumes bandwidth budgets, we only send mes-

sages to readjust bandwidth settings bnew
i when doing so is likely to reduce the time-

averaged error for those attributes by at least a threshold τ (i.e., if chargea > τ).

Further, to ensure the invariant that a node does not exceed its bandwidth bud-

get while sending updates for multiple attributes, we present a simple technique to

prioritize updates across multiple attributes in Section 5.2.5.

5.2.4 Multi-Level Trees

To scale to a large number of nodes, we extend our basic algorithm for a one-level

tree to a distributed algorithm for a multi-level aggregation hierarchy. Note that for
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a one-level aggregation tree, leaf nodes use AI error δ to filter updates. In addition,

to reduce the communication and processing load in an aggregation hierarchy, the

internal nodes may also retain a δself to help prevent updates received from their

children from being propagated further up the tree [33,57].

At any internal node in the aggregation tree, the self-tuning algorithm works

in a similar manner as that in a one-level tree case: the internal node is a local root

for each of its immediate children, and the bandwidth targets BI for the parent and

BO
c for each child c are input as constraints in the optimization problem formulation

in Equation (5.1). The key difference is that for children who are internal nodes,

we use their AI error δself in this optimization framework. To estimate the optimal

bandwidth and AI error settings for each child, the parent node p tracks its incoming

update rate i.e., the aggregate number of messages sent by all its children per time

unit (up) and the standard deviation (σp) of updates received from its children. Note

that uc, σc reports are accumulated by child c until they can be piggy-backed on an

update message to its parent.

Given this information, the parent node estimates for each child c, the opti-

mal outgoing bandwidth settings bopt
c and the corresponding AI error settings δopt

c(self)

that minimize the total error in the aggregate value computed across the children

given bandwidth constraints. This procedure is performed at each parent in the

aggregation tree.

Finally, note that to estimate the globally optimal bandwidth and AI error

settings, a subtree’s root should ideally consider both the error δv(self) introduced

by a node v itself and the error introduced by v’s underlying subtree. This infor-

mation may be efficiently available in small-scale centralized systems. In dynamic

distributed environments, however, providing this information is likely to be either

too difficult or too expensive as it requires perfect knowledge of (possibly varying)

bandwidth constraints BI
j and BO

j , standard deviation σj , and update rate uj of
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input workload at each node j, and network topology of the underlying subtree at

all times. Therefore, SMART adaptively sets the bandwidth settings and the AI

error δs in a best-effort manner to achieve high precision in hierarchical topologies,

and our experiments (Section 5.4) show that this approach works well in practice.

5.2.5 Prioritizing Pending Updates

Finally, we describe how our implementation addresses an important and practical

challenge of variability in bandwidth targets. In particular, we want to avoid situ-

ations where a node may exceed instantaneous bandwidth target either due to (1)

spikes of update load for an attribute, (2) coincident updates for multiple attributes,

or (3) sudden increase in available bandwidth, but may still meet its average band-

width target. This scenario is undesirable since a node may flood its parent with

updates that far exceed the parent’s incoming capacity.

To address this problem, our SMART implementation provides a priority

heap that stores all pending updates that need to be sent ordered by their priority.

Using this heap data structure, SMART efficiently prioritizes pending updates based

on the impact they will have on their aggregate values and drains them to the

network at a target rate. Specifically, at each time step, a node keeps removing

the maximum priority attribute from the heap and sending it to the corresponding

parent until the node’s instantaneous target bandwidth is reached. Note that to

compare priorities across different attributes that have different value ranges across

different queries, we normalize an attribute a’s refresh priority (Equation (5.7)) with

respect to their standard deviation by dividing the deviation Da by the standard

deviation σa of that attribute. Further, to support queries and attributes (within

a query) with different importance values, SMART provides a simple mechanism of

weighting an attribute’s refresh priority with its importance value.
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5.3 SMART Implementation

In this section, we describe several important optimizations and key issues for imple-

menting SMART in our prototype implementation. First, we present a key perfor-

mance optimization of temporal batching of updates to reduce load and to quantify

staleness of query results in large-scale monitoring systems. Second, we describe how

to build bandwidth-aware aggregation trees to improve accuracy and fast anomaly

detection in heterogeneous network environments. Then, we describe how SMART

handles failures and reconfigurations. Finally, we discuss how to improve precision

for different aggregates.

5.3.1 Temporal Imprecision

SMART integrates temporal imprecision with arithmetic filtering to provide stal-

eness guarantees on query results and to reduce the monitoring load. Temporal

Imprecision (TI) bounds the delay from when an event/update occurs until it is

reported [64,72,89,108]. A temporal imprecision of TI (e.g., TI = 30 seconds) guar-

antees that every event that occurred TI or more seconds ago is reflected in the

reported result; events younger than TI may or may not be reflected. In SMART,

each attribute has a TI interval during which its updates are batched into a com-

bined message, checked if the combined update drives the aggregate value out of the

last reported AI range, and then pushed into the priority queue to be sent to the

parent.

The algorithms for implementing TI are described in Chapter 6. By com-

bining temporal batching with arithmetic filtering, SMART improves scalability by

reducing processing and network load as we show using experiments on a network

monitoring application in Section 5.4.
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5.3.2 Bandwidth-Aware Tree Construction

As described in Section 8.1, SMART leverages DHTs [79, 80, 84, 92] to construct a

forest of aggregation trees and maps different attributes to different trees [17,37,79,

103] for scalability and load balancing. SMART then uses these trees to perform

in-network aggregation.

SMART constructs bounded fan-in, bandwidth-aware aggregation trees to

improve result accuracy and quickly detect anomalies in heterogeneous environ-

ments. Recent studies [31, 35, 51, 57, 59] suggest that in many monitoring applica-

tions, only a few attributes (e.g., elephant flows [35]) generate a significant fraction

of total traffic. Thus, to provide fast anomaly detection, an aggregation tree should

quickly route the updates of elephant flows towards the root such that no internal

node becomes a processing/communication bottleneck due to either high in-degree

or low bandwidth.

DHTs provide different degrees of flexibility in choosing neighbors and next-

hop paths in building aggregation trees [44]. Many DHT implementations [39,92] use

proximity (usually round-trip latency) in the underlying network topology to select

neighbors in the DHT overlay. This neighbor selection in turn determines the parent-

child relationships in the aggregation tree. However, in a heterogeneous environment

where different nodes have different bandwidth budgets, an aggregation tree formed

solely based on RTTs may degrade the quality precision of the query result for two

reasons. First, a node may not have sufficient outgoing bandwidth to send updates

up in the tree even though its underlying tree may be sufficiently well-provisioned.

In such an environment, this node becomes a bottleneck as the updates sent by

the underlying subtree go wasted without benefiting the query precision. Second, a

resource-limited parent may not be able to process the aggregate outgoing update

rate of all its children. Thus, a practical protocol for building trees would be to

bound the number of children at each internal node and use both latencies and
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bandwidth constraints to select the best parent at each tree level.

To improve accuracy and quickly identify anomalies, SMART builds DHT-

based aggregation trees as follows:

• Bound the fan-in (i.e., number of children) at each parent node. In our imple-

mentation, a child node selects its parent such that the fan-in at the parent is

at most 16 i.e., each parent has maximum up to 16 children.

• Use both network latency and available bandwidth capacity as the proximity

metric for selecting parent nodes. SMART orders DHT neighbors of a node

such that they have the highest incoming bandwidth capacity and have net-

work latency below a specified threshold. Thus, nodes close in proximity and

having high bandwidth capacities are highly likely to be selected as parent

nodes.

Finally, note that in some environments, it might be useful to select nodes

with low bandwidth as parents e.g., if the input workloads at the leaf nodes comes

from an independent uniform distribution, then a node closer to the root is expected

to receive only a few updates since an aggregate (e.g., SUM) is likely to become

more “stable” going towards the root. However, in practice, real workloads (1)

are often non-uniform with few attributes generating a significant fraction of the

total traffic [35] and (2) exhibit both temporal and spatial skew with input rates

unexpectedly increasing over time and across nodes. We quantify the effectiveness

of constructing bounded fan-in, bandwidth-aware aggregation trees in Section 5.4.

5.3.3 Robustness

Failures and reconfigurations are common in large scale systems. As a result, a

query might return a stale answer when nodes whose inputs are needed to compute

the aggregate result become unreachable. More importantly, in a large scale mon-

itoring system, such failures can interact badly with our techniques for providing
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scalability—hierarchy, arithmetic filtering, and temporal batching. For example, if a

monitoring subtree is silent over an interval, it is difficult to distinguish between two

cases: (a) the subtree has sent no updates because the inputs have not significantly

changed or (b) the inputs have significantly changed but the subtree is unable to

transmit its report. As a result, reported results can deviate arbitrarily from the

truth.

As described in Chapter 2.1.3, addressing the impact of node failures and

network disruptions in large-scale monitoring systems is a fundamental challenge.

In Chapter 8, we describe a new consistency metric called Network Imprecision (NI)

that characterizes and quantifies the accuracy of query results in the face of failures,

network disruptions, and system reconfigurations.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the precision and scalability results of an extensive ex-

perimental study of our SMART algorithm in a data streaming environment. First,

we use simulations to evaluate the improvement in query result accuracy due to

SMART’s adaptive bandwidth settings. Second, we quantify the accuracy achieved

by SMART for the DHH application in a network monitoring implementation. To

perform this experiment, we implemented a prototype of SMART using SDIMS

aggregation system [103] on top of FreePastry [84]. We used Abilene [3] netflow

traces and performed the evaluation on 120 node instances mapped to 30 physical

machines in the department Condor cluster. Finally, we investigate the precision

benefits of constructing bandwidth-aware tree construction using our prototype.

In summary, our experimental results show that SMART is an important and

effective substrate for scalable monitoring: SMART provides high result accuracy

while bounding the monitoring load, continuously adapts to dynamic workloads,

and achieves significant precision benefits for an important real-world monitoring
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application of detecting distributed heavy hitters.

5.4.1 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we quantify the result accuracy achieved by SMART compared to

uniform bandwidth allocation and an idealized optimal algorithm. First, we assess

the effectiveness of adaptive bandwidth settings in improving result precision as skew

in a workload increases. Second, we analyze the effect of fluctuating bandwidth.

Finally, we evaluate SMART for different workloads.

In all experiments, all active sensors are at the leaf nodes of an aggregation

tree. Each sensor generates a data value every time unit (round) for two sets of

synthetic workloads for 100,000 rounds: (1) a random walk pattern in which the

value either increases or decreases by an amount sampled uniformally from [0.5,

1.5], and (2) a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 1 and mean 0. We

simulate m ∈ {100, 1000} data sources each having n ∈ {10, 100} attributes in one-

level and hierarchical topologies and under fixed and fluctuating bandwidth loads.

All attributes have equal weights, messages have the same size, and each message

uses one unit of bandwidth.

Evaluating Update Rate Skewness. First, we evaluate the precision benefits

of SMART compared to other approaches as skew in a workload increases. We

compare it with (1) the optimal algorithm under the idealized and unrealistic model

of perfect global knowledge of each attribute’s divergence at each data source and

(2) a uniform allocation policy where the incoming bandwidth capacity B at a

parent is allocated equally (B
c ) among its c children. Although this simple policy is

correct (the total incoming load from the children is guaranteed to never exceed the

incoming load of their parent at all times), it is not generally the best policy as we

show in our experiments.

We first perform a simple experiment for a one-level tree, and later show
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Figure 5.4: SMART provides higher precision benefits as skew in a workload in-
creases. The three figures show average error vs. load budget for three different
skew settings (a) 20:80% (b) 50:50% (c) 90:10%.

the results for general hierarchical topologies. Figure 5.4 shows the query preci-

sion achieved by SMART for m=100 and n=10 under the following skew settings:

(a) 20:80% (b) 50:50% (c) 90:10%. For example, the 20:80% skew represents that

randomly selected 20% attributes are updated with probability 0.01 while the re-

maining ones are updated consistently every second under the random walk model.

In all subsequent graphs in this section, the x-axis denotes the bandwidth budget

as a fraction of the total cost m.n of refreshing all the attributes across all nodes;

the y-axis shows the resulting average error. For 20:80% skew, since only a small

fraction of attributes are stable, SMART can only reclaim up to 20% load budget

from stable attributes sources and distribute it to dynamic sources to reduce their

error. For small bandwidth budgets, SMART improves accuracy by up to 35% com-

pared to uniform allocation. The optimal algorithm improves accuracy by 27% over

SMART. As the load budget increases, SMART converges to the optimal solution.

SMART improves error by 40% over uniform allocation under 20% load budget and

by more than an order of magnitude under sufficiently large budgets. For the 50:50

case, SMART can reclaim 50% of the total load budget compared to uniform allo-

cation and give it to unstable sources. In this case, SMART reduces error by up

to 50% over uniform policy at 40% bandwidth and achieves almost the accuracy of
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Figure 5.5: SMART effectively reduces inaccuracy even under fluctuating band-
width. The maximum bandwidth variation in the figure is (a) 10% (b) 20% and (c)
30%.

the optimal solution. Finally, for 90% skew, SMART achieves the accuracy of the

optimal algorithm even under 20% fraction of the total bandwidth and improves

accuracy by more than an order of magnitude over uniform allocation. We observed

qualitatively similar results for other m and n settings.

Note that the advantage of SMART’s self-tuning algorithm depends on the

skew in the workload. We expect that for systems monitoring a large numbers of

attributes (e.g., top-k heavy hitters query), some attributes (e.g., the elephants)

will have high variability in data values and update rates so these attributes gain

only a modest advantage in accuracy from SMART, while other attributes (e.g., the

mice) will have large ratios and hence, the query will gain large advantages since a

top-k query only needs to provide high accuracy for the top-k flows. We typically

expect many more mice attributes than elephant attributes for common monitoring

applications.

Effect of Fluctuating Bandwidth. Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of SMART

under fluctuating bandwidth. We vary the incoming bandwidth over time follow-

ing a sine wave pattern and set the maximum rate of bandwidth change to 10%,

20%, and 30% for m = 1000 nodes each having n = 100 attributes. We use update
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rate skew of 50% as described above. From Figure 5.5, we observe that for 10%

variation, SMART provides 50% reduction in error over uniform allocation at 40%

bandwidth fraction. As we increase the bandwidth fluctuation from 10% to 30%,

SMART reduces error by about 70% under 40% bandwidth fraction, and more than

an order of magnitude for larger fractions. Further, in all cases, SMART achieves

accuracy close to the optimal algorithm.

Evaluating Different Workloads. Finally, we evaluate the performance of SMART

under different configurations by varying input data distribution, standard devia-

tion (step sizes), and update frequency at each node. The workload data distribu-

tion is generated from a random walk pattern and Gaussian models. For standard

deviation/step-size, 70% nodes have uniform parameters as previously described;

the remaining 30% nodes have these parameters proportional to rank (i.e., with

locality) or randomly assigned (i.e., no locality) from the range [0.5, 150].

Figure 5.6 shows the corresponding results for different settings of data dis-

tribution and standard deviation for m=100 and n=100. The update frequency is

set to 0.7 skew as described previously. We make three key observations. First,

SMART minimizes error close to the optimum algorithm under the rank based as-

signment (Figure 5.6(a),(c)). Second, under random assignment, SMART achieves

lesser accuracy benefits since updates generated from within the same subtree are

not correlated. In both cases, as the bandwidth increases, SMART quickly mini-

mizes error close to the optimal. Third, because step-sizes are based on node rank,

SMART prioritizes attributes having the largest step-sizes and applies cost-benefit

throttling to ensure that the precision benefits exceed costs. The uniform policy,

however, does not make such a distinction equally favoring all attributes that need

to be refreshed, thereby incurring a high error. Finally, under limited bandwidth,

refreshing mice attributes with small step sizes does not significantly reduce the

result error for queries such as TOP-K heavy hitters but consumes valuable band-
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Figure 5.6: Precision benefits of SMART vs. optimal algorithm and uniform al-
location for different {workload, step sizes/standard deviation} configurations: (a)
random walk, rank (b) random walk, random (c) Gaussian, rank, (d) Gaussian,
random.

width resources. For all these configurations, SMART reduces error by up to an

order of magnitude over uniform allocation. The optimal approach reduces error by

20% over SMART.

Overall, across all configurations in Section 5.4.1, SMART reduces inaccuracy

by up to an order of magnitude compared to uniform allocation and is within 27%

of the optimal algorithm under modest bandwidth fraction.
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Figure 5.7: Bandwidth load vs. query result precision for the DHH application.

5.4.2 Testbed Experiments

In this section, we quantify the error reduction of reported results due to self-tuning

precision for the heavy hitter monitoring application.

We use multiple netflow traces obtained from the Abilene [3] Internet2 back-

bone network. The traces were collected from 3 Abilene routers for 1 hour; each

router logged per-flow data every 5 minutes, and we split these logs into 120 buckets

based on the hash of source IP. Our DHH application (described in detail in Sec-

tion 2.4) executes a Top-100 heavy hitter query on this dataset for tracking the top

100 flows (destination IP as key) in terms of bytes received over a 30 second moving

window shifted every 10 seconds. We analyzed this workload in Chapter 4 and ob-

served that the 120 sensors track roughly 80,000 flows and send around 25 million

updates in an hour. Further, it shows a heavy-tailed Zipf-like distribution: 60% of

flows send less than 1 KB of aggregate traffic, 90% of flows less than 55 KB, and

99% of flows send less than 330 KB during the 1-hour run; the maximum aggregate

flow value is about 179.4 MB. We observed a similar heavy-tailed distribution for

the number of updates per flow (attribute); see details in Chapter 4. : 40% flows

send only 1 update, 90% flows less than 360 updates, and 99% flows less than 2000

updates; the maximum number of updates sent by a flow is about 42,000.
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For this experiment, we fixed the outgoing bandwidth as a constant between

0.5 and 10 messages per node per second. Since, we bound the fan-in of an internal

node in our DHT-based aggregation tree to 16, the maximum incoming load at

any node is thus 160 messages per second which is a reasonable processing load in

our environment. Figure 5.7 plots the outgoing load per node on the x-axis and

the result precision achieved for the top-100 heavy hitter query on the y-axis. The

different lines in the graph correspond to a temporal batching interval of 10 seconds,

30 seconds, 60 seconds, and five minutes. Each data point denotes the average result

divergence for the TOP-100 heavy hitters set. It is important to note that for this

query, the result set was consistent under TI of 10, 30, and 60 seconds with the true

result set. However, under TI of 5 minutes, 5% results differed by less than 3%.

We observe that under TI = 10 seconds, SMART can reduce average error

from 23% at 0.5 load budget to about 2% at load budget of 10. Comparing across TI

values, the average error increases with increase in the TI batching interval. How-

ever, we believe that for many monitoring environments, the performance benefits

of TI will outweigh the increased error as the bandwidth load can be significantly

decreased due to temporal batching.

5.4.3 Evaluating Bandwidth-aware Tree Formation

In this section, we evaluate the benefits of SMART’s bandwidth-aware tree con-

struction. As described in Section 5.3, SMART uses both bandwidth and latency

as proximity metrics in DHT routing compared to only latency in traditional DHT

implementations. For quantitative comparison, we compute a Tree-BW metric for

a tree as the sum of Li ∗Bi across all nodes, where Li is the number of leaves in the

subtree rooted at node i and Bi is the bandwidth of node i. This weighted summa-

tion metric is higher for trees that select internal nodes having higher bandwidth

capacities. For this experiment, we classify nodes belonging to two different classes
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Figure 5.8: Bandwidth skew vs. normalized Tree-BW metric for bandwidth-aware
and -unaware DHTs.

of bandwidth budgets: 100Mbps and 1Mbps. A 0.1 skew in bandwidth implies

that 10% of the nodes have 100Mbps bandwidth and the remaining have 1Mbps

bandwidth. Figure 5.8 compares the benefits of SMART’s tree construction using

bandwidth-aware DHT routing against trees constructed in a bandwidth-oblivious

unaware for a 1024-node system; the y-axis shows the normalized Tree-BW (with

respect to the maximum value observed) metric for various bandwidth skew set-

tings (x-axis). Note that SMART’s bandwidth-aware DHT routing achieves better

Tree-BW metric values by up to a factor of 3.7x over a bandwidth-unaware DHT.
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Chapter 6

Temporal Imprecision

To wisdom belongs the intellectual apprehension of things eternal; to

knowledge, the rational apprehension of things temporal.

–Saint Augustine (354 AD - 430 AD)

Temporal imprecision (TI) bounds the delay between when an event occurs until

when it is reported to the monitoring application. In this chapter, we (1) present

the basic TI mechanism, (2) describe how to scalably implement TI when clocks

are synchronized and describe a less efficient yet general approach without any such

assumption, (3) give proofs of the staleness guarantees of our TI implementations

assuming small (bounded) processing and communication delays, and (4) evaluate

the performance of our TI implementations in reducing monitoring load.

6.1 Mechanism

First, we present the basic mechanism of implementing TI in an aggregation tree.

TI provides a real-time bound on the delay between when an update occurs at a

leaf node and when it is reflected in the aggregated result reported by the root. A
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temporal imprecision of TI seconds guarantees that every event that occurred TI

or more seconds ago is reflected in the reported result; events younger than TI may

or may not be reflected [89].

Temporal imprecision benefits monitoring applications in two ways. First, it

accounts for inherent network and processing delays in the system; given a worst case

per-hop cost hopmax even immediate propagation provides a temporal guarantee no

better than ` ∗ hopmax where ` is the maximum number of hops from any leaf to

the root of the tree. Note that although Internet round trip times have a long

tail [7,32,75], the NI metric (Chapter 8) allows us to assume a relatively low hopmax

(e.g., 10 seconds) because if network and processing times increase beyond this

bound, then the NI metric alerts the monitoring application of the unexpected

delay.

Second, explicitly exposing TI provides an opportunity to combine multiple

updates to improve scalability by reducing processing and network load. If the TI

guarantee for an attribute exceeds the minimum system latency i.e., TI > `∗hopmax

then a node in an aggregation tree can use the “extra” time (TI − ` ∗ hopmax) to

accumulate multiple updates from its children before calculating and sending a single

update to its parent.

A key idea for combining updates is to use temporal batching that combines

multiple updates that arrive near one another in time into a single network message.

In an aggregation tree, (1) leaf nodes condense a series of updates that arrive close

in time into a periodic report and (2) internal nodes combine updates from different

subtrees into a single network message before transmitting them to their parent.

6.2 Policy

Given a input query that requires computing an aggregation function with temporal

staleness TI, the key policy question is how to divide this temporal slack across
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Figure 6.1: For a given TI bound, pipelined delays with synchronized clocks (b) allows
nodes to send less frequently than unpipelined delays without synchronized clocks (a).

levels of the aggregation tree. One simple approach is to allocate all of the slack

to the leaf nodes, but then the internal nodes must propagate updates immediately

and have no opportunity to batch updates from different subtrees. As a result,

processing queries on high-volume workloads may induce high communication load

at the internal nodes.

To enable internal nodes to batch updates, PRISM first provides a simple

TI implementation that divides the slack uniformally across the tree levels. Then,

to maximize batching of updates, PRISM also provides an optimized policy for

implementing TI using pipelined delays based on synchronized clocks.

Note that PRISM’s TI implementations guarantee the following property

(proofs in Section 6.3): an event at a leaf node at local time X is reflected at the

root no later than time (X + TI) according to the local time at the leaf node.

Non-pipelined delays. We first describe the general TI implementation assum-

ing no clock synchronization. Note that the smallest TI that can be provided is

TImin = ` ∗ hopmax. Given the extra temporal slack TI − (` ∗ hopmax) to batch

updates, we divide it uniformally across the tree levels. As Figure 6.1(a) illustrates,

each node send updates to its parent once per I seconds where I = TI−(`∗hopmax)
` =
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(TI/`)− hopmax similar to TAG [64]. Note that when AI and TI are combined, the

batched periodic update is sent only if it drives the aggregate answer outside the

last reported AI range to the parent as described in Chapter 2.

To implement non-pipelined TI delays, each node selects an arbitrary refer-

ence time Z according to its local clock. We define a round as time interval of I

seconds. In the jth round, a node at any level in the tree sends a batched updated

to the parent at time Z + j ∗ I according to that node’s local clock.

Pipelined delays. To maximize the possibility of batching updates, when clocks

are synchronized1 and processing delays are negligible, PRISM pipelines delays

across tree levels so that each node sends once every I seconds, I = TI − (` ∗ ∆),

with each level’s sending time staggered so that the updates from level i arrive just

before level i + 1 can send as illustrated in Figure 6.1(b). The term ∆ accounts

for the worst-case per hop delays and maximum clock skew between any two nodes

(skewmax). We set ∆ = hopmax + 2 ∗ skewmax since an update sent from level i to

i+1 can be delayed due to accumulation of two factors: (a) hopmax due to link delay

and (b) (2 ∗ skewmax) as a node at level i sends its update early by skewmax and

node at level i+1 waits an additional skewmax for incoming updates to compensate

for clock skew. In this case, the smallest TI that can be provided is TImin = ` ∗∆.

Specifically, assuming a common reference time Z according to a global clock,

each leaf node sends a batch update (combining all its updates in the jth TI interval)

at time Z + (j ∗ I), all level 1 nodes send updates at time Z + (j ∗ I) + ∆, all level

2 nodes send updates at time Z + (j ∗ I) + (2 ∗∆), all level r nodes send updates

at time Z + (j ∗ I) + (r ∗∆), and so on. Note that the next I interval starts after

TI − (` ∗ ∆) time in the current interval effectively leading to a batching interval

of TI − (` ∗∆) at every level in the tree. As in non-pipelined delays, on combining
1Algorithms in the literature can achieve clock synchronization among nodes to within one

millisecond [98].
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AI + TI, a batched update is sent only if it drives the aggregate answer outside the

last AI range reported at time Z + (j′ ∗ I) for some j′ < j. Finally, note that for

load balancing, different attributes can choose different Z reference times.

Note that if skewmax is large due to unsynchronized clocks or only a weak

clock synchronization is possible, we simply fall back on the non-pipelined TI im-

plementation described above.

Comparison. Comparing the non-pipelined against the pipelined TI implemen-

tation which synchronizes the update transmission times across levels, we still meet

the TI staleness guarantee in both cases but increase the batching interval I from

about TI/` in the former case to TI − (` ∗∆) in the latter.

Quantitatively, given the same TI budget, the value of I for the pipelined

and the non-pipelined cases would be:

Ipipelined = TI − ` ∗∆

= ` ∗
(TI

`
−∆

)

= ` ∗
(TI

`
− hopmax − 2 ∗ skewmax

)

Inon pipelined =
TI

`
− hopmax

When clock skew is small i.e., 2 ∗ skewmax ¿ TI
` − hopmax, pipelined TI delays

can achieve almost a factor of ` reduction in update frequency thereby significantly

increasing the time window to batch multiple updates in order to reduce the moni-

toring load.

6.3 Proof of Correctness

In this section we prove the correctness of both pipelined and non-pipelined TI

implementations in providing end-to-end TI staleness guarantees. In particular, we
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want to prove the following property: An event that occurs at a leaf node at local

time X is reflected in the aggregate answer at the root by at most X +TI according

to the clock at that leaf node.

Pipelined Delays. We first prove this property for pipelined delays by defining

two key lemmas.

Lemma 1. An event sent by level i at local time Ti is sent by level i + 1 no later

than local time (Ti + ∆) according to clock at level i.

Proof. At jth round (TI interval), the extra delay introduced by a node at level i+1

= (Z + j ∗ I + (i + 1) ∗∆) - (Z + j ∗ I + i ∗∆)

= ∆

Lemma 2. A leaf event at time X sent by level 0 no later than X + I [True by

definition of I].

Theorem 3. An event at a leaf node at local time X is reflected at root no later

than time X + TI according to the local time at the same leaf node.

Proof. An event that occurs at time X at a leaf node reaches level ` (root) no later

than

X + I + ` ∗∆ [Combining Lemma 1 and Lemma 2]

= X + (TI − ` ∗∆) + ` ∗∆

= X + TI

Non-pipelined delays. To prove the staleness property for unsynchronized clocks,

we use similar proofs as the pipelined case with the difference that 2 ∗ skewmax is

no longer used and the parameters Z, I, and ∆ are set differently to reflect lack of

coordination between tree levels. Specifically, Z is chosen arbitrarily by each node,
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∆ = hopmax (we ignore skewmax due to unsynchronized clocks) and correspondingly

TI = ` ∗ (I + ∆).

To prove Theorem 3, we define the following lemma:

Lemma 3. At any level, the maximum delay in update propagation by a node is

I + ∆.

Proof. At any level i, a node sends a batched update every I seconds; alternatively,

I is the width of non-overlapping time windows during which updates are batched

and a combined update is sent at the end of the time window. Since clocks are

unsynchronized, the start of the time window at level i+1 can lie anywhere between

the start and the end of the time window at level i. Therefore, an update propagated

from level i can incur a maximum delay of I when the start of the time window

at level i + 1 coincides with end of the time window at level i, in addition to the

inherent network delay hopmax. Hence, the total maximum delay incurred at any

level is I + ∆.

This leads to the proof of Theorem 3 for the non-pipelined case.

Proof. An event reaches level ` no later than X + ` ∗ (I + ∆) = X + TI

6.4 Micro-benchmark Experiment

In this section, we evaluate the performance of pipelined and non-pipelined TI im-

plementations in PRISM using a micro-benchmark experiment; the evaluation of the

combined effect of AI and TI in reducing load for different monitoring applications

is described in Chapter 7.

We focus on quantifying the load reduction for aggregating a single attribute

solely due to TI with no AI filtering. For this evaluation, we use CoTop [26] data

which provides the per-slice resource usage (e.g., CPU, MEM, TX1, etc.) for all
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Figure 6.2: Load vs. TI for a single attribute with no AI filtering.

applications (slices in PlanetLab terminology) running on a given PlanetLab node.

Using these logs as sensor data input, we run PRISM on 200 servers mapped to 50

Emulab machines each having a 3GHz CPU and 2GB RAM.

Figure 6.2 shows the TI precision-performance results with no AI filtering for

the TX1 attribute; The TX1 attribute denotes the total number of bytes transmitted

by a slice in the last minute. The x-axis shows the specified TI budget in seconds and

the y-axis shows the total message load normalized with respect to AI of -1 (i.e.,

no AI caching) and TI = TImin = 50ms i.e., immediate propagation of updates

assuming 50ms as the minimum end-to-end propagation delay in the aggregation

tree. Each data point represents the total number of messages sent during the

1-hour run.

From the graph, we observe that compared to TI of TImin, non-pipelined TI

delays reduce load by 80% and pipelined TI delays reduce load by more than an

order of magnitude for a given TI budget of 10 seconds. It should be noted that

under TI filtering (AI = -1 implies no AI filtering), the monitoring load is inversely

proportional to TI: the load corresponding to TI of 10 seconds is about an order of

magnitude smaller than the load at TI of 1 second.
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Chapter 7

Case-study Applications

However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the re-

sults.

–Winston Churchill

In this chapter we perform both micro-benchmark experiments and large scale appli-

cation experiments to characterize the performance, scalability, and accuracy guar-

antees of PRISM. First, we describe the scalability benefits of hierarchical aggrega-

tion, arithmetic filtering, and temporal batching using three case-study applications

we have implemented on top of PRISM. Second, we quantify the individual im-

pact of AI and TI filtering on performance using micro-benchmark experiments and

suggest guidelines on how to set the AI and TI budgets to reduce the monitoring

overhead. Third, we analyze the deviation in the PRISM’s reported values with

respect to both the ground truth based on input data readings and the guarantees

defined by AI and TI.
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Figure 7.1: AI and TI significantly reduce the monitoring load for the DHH appli-
cation; y-axis is on a log scale.

7.1 Application Experiments

PRISM is the first scalable system that we are aware of to combine DHT-based

hierarchy, arithmetic filtering, and temporal batching, and this combination dra-

matically enhances PRISM’s ability to support large-scale monitoring applications.

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PRISM for the three case-

study applications described in Chapter 2.4: (1) a distributed heavy hitter detection

service, (2) a distributed monitoring service for Internet-scale systems, and (3) a

distribution detection service for monitoring distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS)

attacks at the source-side in large-scale systems.

Distributed Heavy Hitter detection (DHH). Our first application is identify-

ing heavy hitters in a distributed system—for example, the top 10 IPs that account

for a significant fraction of total incoming traffic in the last 10 minutes [35, 57]. To

evaluate this application, we split multiple netflow traces obtained from the Abi-

lene [3] across 400 nodes mapped to 100 physical Emulab [100] machines. Each node

runs PRISM, and our DHH application tracks the top 100 flows in terms of bytes
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Figure 7.2: AI and TI significantly reduce the monitoring load for the PrMon ap-
plication; y-axis is on a log scale.

received over a 30 second moving window shifted every 10 seconds.

Figure 7.1 shows the precision-performance results as the AI budget is varied

from 0% (i.e., suppress an update if no value changes) to 20% of the maximum flow’s

global traffic volume and as TI is varied from 10 seconds to 5 minutes. We observe

that AI of 10% reduces load by an order of magnitude compared to AI of 0 for a

fixed TI of 10 seconds, by (a) culling updates for large numbers of “mice” flows

whose total bandwidth is less than this value and (b) filtering small changes in

the remaining elephant flows. Similarly, TI of 5 minutes reduces load by about

80% compared to TI of 10 seconds. For this DHH application, AI filtering is more

effective than TI batching for reducing load because of the large fraction of mice

flows in the Abilene trace.

PrMon. The second case-study application is PrMon, a distributed monitoring

service that is representative of monitoring Internet-scale systems such as Planet-

Lab [78] and Grid systems [95] that provide platforms for developing, deploying,

and hosting global-scale services.

To evaluate PrMon, we use CoTop [26] trace from 200 PlanetLab [78]. Using
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Figure 7.3: AI and TI significantly reduce the monitoring load for the DDoS appli-
cation; y-axis is on a log scale.

these logs as sensor input, we run PrMon on 200 servers mapped to 50 Emulab

machines each having a 3GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. Figure 7.2 shows the combined

effect of AI and TI in reducing PrMon’s load for monitoring global resource usage

per slice. We observe AI of 1% reduces load by an order of magnitude compared

to AI of 0 for fixed TI of 10 seconds. Likewise, compared to TI of 10 seconds, TI

of 5 minutes reduces overhead per node from 90 to 4 messages per second. A key

benefit of PRISM’s tunable precision is the ability to support new, highly-responsive

monitoring applications: for approximately the same bandwidth cost as retrieving

node state every 5 minutes (TI = 5 minutes, no AI filtering), PRISM provides highly

time-responsive and accurate monitoring with TI of 10 seconds and AI of 1%.

DDoS detection. The final monitoring application is DDoS detection to keep

track of which nodes are receiving a large number of traffic (bytes, packets) from

PlanetLab. For input, we collect a trace from /proc/net/ip conntrack for all

slices from 120 PlanetLab nodes. Each node’s traffic statistics are fed into PRISM to

compute a top-100 list of destination IP addresses that receive the highest aggregate

traffic (bytes, packets) from all PlanetLab nodes.
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Figure 7.4: Load vs. AI for TX1 and CPU attributes with no TI filtering.

Figure 7.3 shows running the application on 120 PRISM nodes mapped to

30 department machines. The AI budget is varied from 0% to 20% of the maximum

flow’s global traffic volume (bytes, packets) at both the 1 minute and 15 minutes

time windows, and TI is varied from 15 seconds to 5 minutes. We observe that

AI of 1% reduces load by 30x compared to AI of 0% by filtering most flows that

send small aggregate traffic. Overall, AI and TI reduce load by nearly an order of

magnitude for this application.

7.2 Micro-benchmark Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PRISM using two micro-benchmark

experiments.

In the first micro-benchmark, we quantify load reduction for aggregating an

attribute solely due to AI with no TI filtering. We compare the monitoring cost of

PrMon distributed monitoring service to a centralized periodic logging service which

uses a fixed TI of 5 minutes and which does not exploit AI; we use CoTop [26] data

for these experiments.

Figure 7.4 shows the AI precision-performance results for the PrMon appli-
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Figure 7.5: Load vs. AI and TI for PrMon’s CPU attribute.

cation for two attributes (the total TX1 and CPU usage of slice princeton codeen

across 200 PlanetLab nodes). The TX1 attribute denotes the total number of bytes

transmitted by a slice in the last minute. The x-axis shows the global AI budget,

and the y-axis shows the total message load normalized with respect to AI of -1 (i.e.,

no AI caching) and TI = TImin = 50ms i.e., immediate update propagation assum-

ing 50ms as the minimum end-to-end propagation delay in the system. Each data

point represents the total number of messages sent during the 1-hour run. From

the figure, we observe that for CPU, the load falls by 68% when AI changes from

-1 (no caching) to 0 and a 10% AI further provides almost a 40% reduction in load

compared to AI=0. The load reduction from AI=-1 to AI=0 comes from culling

new updates that exactly match the previous report. However, if the CPU value

changes, it generally deviates by a large amount, resulting in limited gains achieved

by even 10% AI. For the TX1 attribute, since the sensor sends an update every 60

seconds, it is relatively stable compared to the dynamic CPU attribute. Hence, it

can achieve higher benefits from AI filtering for x-axis ranging from AI = 0 to AI

= 10% in Figure 7.4. In this case, changing AI from -1 to 0 provides roughly a 12%

reduction in load whereas 10% AI reduces the load by about 50%.
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The third benchmark evaluates the combined effect of AI and TI in reducing

monitoring load. Figure 7.5 shows the corresponding precision-performance graph

for the CPU attribute for the princeton codeen slice. We use TI of 10 seconds,

30 seconds, 1 minute, and 5 minutes, and for each of these TI values, we run the

experiment for AI values of -1, 0, 10%, and 20%. We observe that the load falls

by 70% from AI of -1 to AI of 10% for a given TI. Further, for a fixed AI, the

monitoring load shows a curve following 1/TI as in Figure 6.2. For this attribute,

giving an AI of 10% or 20% only provides additional load reduction of 10% and 16%

respectively due to low temporal locality.

Setting AI and TI Monitoring Budget. Finally, to reduce monitoring load,

one can either increase AI or TI. We provide two guidelines here. First, TI filtering

is more beneficial than AI for attributes that exhibit (a) large variation in values

of consecutive updates (e.g., CPU) or (b) high update rates. For these attributes,

bandwidth falls roughly proportionally with increasing TI but increasing AI may

only have a little impact as most updates will bypass AI filters under modest AI error

budgets as shown in Figure 7.5. Second, AI filtering is more useful for attributes

that show small variance in values of consecutive updates (e.g., TX1 attributed in

Figure 7.4, number of processes). Thus, for environments where sensor readings

change slowly (or even predictably) with time, increasing the AI budget may be

more effective.

7.3 Promised vs. Realized Accuracy

A central goal of PRISM is to go beyond providing best effort imprecision estimates

to ensuring worst-case approximation guarantees. In this subsection, we experi-

mentally investigate PRISM’s accuracy by using the CoTop trace for the “CPU”

attribute, configuring PRISM with different AI and TI values, playing that trace
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Figure 7.6: CDF for difference between PRISM’s reported values and oracle truth
for fixed TI of (a) 1 second and (b) 10 seconds.

through PRISM on 200 servers mapped to 50 Emulab nodes, logging the value re-

ported for the attribute at each second, and doing an off-line comparison between

the PRISM’s reported values and trace inputs.

First, we experimentally test whether the results delivered by PRISM do,

in fact, remain within the range promised by PRISM’s imprecision guarantees. We

compare PRISM’s actual output at every second to the offline oracle output com-

puted across the input traces for AI values of 0, 1%, 5%, and 10% with TI values

of 1s and 10s. In 99.9% (3596 of 3600) of the 1-second periods at the various levels

of AI and TI, the reported value lies within the range promised by PRISM; the

inaccuracy of less than 1% in the remaining 0.1% of reports stems from short-term

disruptions in the system such as heavy CPU load and unexpected network delays.

We characterize the impact of these disruptions on result accuracy in Chapter 8.

Next, we examine how different levels of AI and TI affect the actual end-to-

end imprecision delivered to applications relative to the instantaneous oracle value

computed across the input traces. Figures 7.6(a) and (b) show for different values of

AI, the CDF of deviation between PRISM’s reports compared to the oracle truth for
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fixed TI of 1s and 10s, respectively. We make two observations here: First, for AI of

5% and 1 second TI, more than 90% of reports have less than 16% difference from

the oracle. Notice, however, that even with AI of 0 and immediate propagation, any

aggregation system’s reports can differ from the oracle truth due to propagation

delays. As illustrated in Figure 7.6(b), increasing the TI to 10 seconds results in a

larger deviation between PRISM’s reported results and the oracle. Second, for AI of

5% AI and 10s TI, more than 90% reports differ by less than 27% from the oracle.

The relatively large errors relative to AI are due to the low temporal locality of the

CPU attribute.
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Chapter 8

Network Imprecision

The weaker the data available upon which to base one’s conclusion, the

greater the precision which should be quoted in order to give the data

authenticity.

–Norman R. Augustine

Network Imprecision is a new consistency metric that characterizes the impact of

network instability on query results. In this chapter, we first motivate the chal-

lenges in providing accurate results in distributed systems and then define the NI

abstraction that addresses these challenges. Second, we provide a scalable imple-

mentation of NI for DHT overlays via dual-tree prefix aggregation. Third, our

evaluation demonstrates that NI is vital for enabling scalable aggregation: a system

that ignores NI can often silently report arbitrarily incorrect results. Fourth, we

demonstrate how different applications can leverage NI to detect distorted results

and take corrective action. Finally, we demonstrate how a distributed monitoring

system can both maximize scalability by combining hierarchy, arithmetic filtering,

and temporal batching and also safeguard accuracy by incorporating NI.
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Figure 8.1: Dynamically-constructed aggregation hierarchies raise two challenges for
guaranteeing the accuracy of reported results: the failure amplification effect and
double counting caused by reconfiguration.

8.1 Motivation and Challenges

To maximize scalability, PRISM is the first monitoring architecture (to our knowl-

edge) to integrate three techniques used in isolation in prior systems: DHT-based

hierarchical aggregation for load balancing and in-network processing [17,79,86,103],

arithmetic filtering [57, 64, 67, 72, 97, 108], and temporal batching [34, 64, 108]. Un-

fortunately, although each technique significantly enhances scalability, each also in-

creases the risk that network disruptions, node failures, or topology reconfigurations

will cause the system to report incorrect results.

1. Hierarchical aggregation amplifies failure effects. Hierarchical aggrega-

tion imperils correctness in two ways as Figure 8.1 illustrates. First, a failure

of a single node or network path can prevent updates from a large collection of

leaves from reaching the root, amplifying the effect of the failure [71]: if a non-

leaf node fails, then the entire subtree rooted at that node can be affected. For

example, failure of a level-3 node in a degree-8 aggregation tree can interrupt

updates from 512 (83) leaf node sensors. Second, node and network failures

can trigger DHT reconfigurations that move a subtree from one attachment

point to another, causing the subtree’s inputs to be double counted by the
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Figure 8.2: Arithmetic filtering makes it difficult to determine if a subtree’s silence
is because the subtree has nothing to report or is unreachable.

aggregation function for some period of time.

2. AI introduces uncertainty in result accuracy. Arithmetic filtering raises

a challenge for correctness: if a subtree is silent, it is difficult for the system

to distinguish between two cases (Figure 8.2): Either (1) the subtree has sent

no updates because the inputs have not significantly changed from the cached

values or (2) the inputs have significantly changed but the subtree is unable

to transmit its report.

3. Network disruptions may violate TI guarantees. An attribute’s TI

guarantee can only be ensured if there is a good path from the leaf to the root.

A good path is a path whose processing and propagation times fall within some

pre-specified delay budget. Unfortunately, failures or delays can cause a path

to no longer be good and prevent the system from meeting its TI guarantees.

Furthermore, when a system batches a large group of updates together, a short

network or node failure can cause a large error. For example, suppose a system

is enforcing TI=60s for an attribute, and suppose that an aggregation node

near the root has collected 59 seconds worth of updates from its descendents

but then loses its connection to the root for a few seconds.
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As a result, disruptions can cause the system to violate its accuracy guarantees for

a large number of updates.

8.2 NI Abstraction and Application

To cope with the sources of error just described, we introduce a new consistency

metric, Network Imprecision (NI), that addresses the needs of large-scale monitoring

systems in environments where networks or nodes can fail.

This section defines NI and argues that it is the right abstraction for a mon-

itoring system to provide to monitoring applications. The discussions in this section

assume that NI is provided by an oracle. Section 8.3 describes how to compute the

NI metrics accurately and efficiently.

8.2.1 NI metrics

The definition of NI is driven by four fundamental properties of large-scale monitor-

ing systems. First, updates reflect real-world events that are outside of the system’s

control. Second, updates can occur at large numbers of sensor nodes. Third, systems

may support monitoring of large numbers of attributes. Fourth, different applica-

tions are affected by and may react to missing updates in different ways.

The first two properties suggest that traditional data consistency algorithms

that enforce metrics like order error, temporal error, or arithmetic error [108] are not

appropriate for large-scale monitoring systems. To enforce limits on inconsistency,

traditional consistency algorithm must block reads or writes during partitions [42].

However, in large-scale monitoring systems (1) updates cannot be blocked because

they reflect external events that are not under the system’s control and (2) reads

depend on inputs at many nodes, so blocking reads when any sensor is unreachable

will result in unacceptable availability.
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We therefore cast NI as a monitoring system’s introspection on its own sta-

bility. Rather than attempt to enforce limits on the inconsistency of data items, a

monitoring overlay uses introspection on its current state to produce an NI value

that exposes the extent to which system disruptions may affect results.

In its simplest form, NI could be provided as a simple stability flag. If the

system is stable (all nodes are up, all network paths are available, and all updates

are propagating within the delays specified by the system’s temporal imprecision

guarantees), then an application knows that it can trust the monitoring system’s

outputs. Conversely, if the monitoring system detects that any of these conditions

is violated, it could simply flag its outputs as suspect, warning applications that

some sensors’ updates may not be reflected in the current outputs.

Since large systems may seldom be completely stable and in order to allow

different applications sufficient flexibility to handle system disruptions, instead of an

all-or-nothing stability flag, our implementation of the NI abstraction quantifies the

scope of system disruptions. In particular, we provide three metrics: Nall, Nreachable,

and Ndup.

• Nall estimates the number of nodes in the system.

• Nreachable is a lower bound on the number of nodes whose recent input values

are guaranteed to be reflected in the query result. Recency is defined by the

TI guarantees the system provides for the attribute. For example, if the TI is

60 seconds, then Nall − Nreachable is the number of inputs whose values may

be stale by more than 60 seconds.

• Ndup provides an upper bound on the number of nodes whose input contri-

bution to an aggregate may be repeated. Repeated inputs can occur when a

topology reconfiguration causes a leaf node or a subtree to switch to a new

parent while its old parent retains the node’s or subtree’s input as soft state

until a timeout.
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These three metrics characterize the consistency of a query result. If Nreachable =

Nall and Ndup = 0, then query results are guaranteed to meet the AI and TI bounds

specified by the system. If Nreachable is close to Nall and Ndup is low, the results

reflect most inputs and are likely to be useful for many applications. Conversely,

query answers with high values of Nall − Nreachable or Ndup suggest that the network

is unstable and the results should not be trusted.

Mechanism v. policy. This formulation of NI explicitly separates the monitoring

system’s network introspection mechanism for detecting and quantifying disruptions

from application-specific policy for minimizing the effects of failures and reconfigu-

rations on applications. Although it is appealing to imagine a system that not only

reports how a disruption affects the overlay but also how the disruption affects each

monitored attribute, we believe that NI provides the right division of labor between

the monitoring system and monitoring applications for three reasons.

First, the impact of omitted or duplicated updates is highly application-

dependent, depending on the aggregation function (e.g., some aggregation functions

are insensitive to duplicates [27]), the variability of the sensor inputs (e.g., when

inputs change slowly, using a cached update for longer than desired may have a

modest impact), the nature of the application (e.g., an application that attempts to

detect unusual events like network anomalies may reap little value from using sta-

tistical techniques for estimating the state of unreachable sensors), and application

requirements (e.g., some applications may prize availability over correctness and live

with best effort answers while others may prefer not to act when the accuracy of

information is suspect).

Second, even if it were possible to always estimate the impact of disruptions

on applications, hard-wiring the system to do such per-attribute work would impose

significant overheads compared to monitoring the status of the overlay.

Third, as we discuss in Section 8.2.3, there are a broad range of techniques
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that applications can use to cope with disruptions, and our definition of NI allows

each application to select the most appropriate technique.

8.2.2 Example

Here, we illustrate how NI’s three metrics characterize system state using a simple

example.

Consider the aggregation tree computing a SUM aggregate across 5 physical

nodes in Figure 8.3(a). For simplicity, we compute a SUM aggregate under an AI

filtering budget of zero (i.e., update propagation is suppressed if and only if the value

of an attribute has not changed), and we assume a TI guarantee of TIlimit = 30

seconds (i.e., the system attempts to guarantee a maximum staleness of 30 seconds).

Finally, to avoid spurious garbage collection/reconstruction of per-attribute state,

the underlying DHT reconfigures its topology if a path is down for a long timeout

(e.g., a few minutes), and internal nodes cache inputs from their children as soft

state for slightly longer than that amount of time.

Initially, (a) the system is stable; the root reports the correct aggregate value

of 25 with Nall = Nreachable = 5 and Ndup = 0 implying that all nodes’ recent inputs

are reflected in the aggregate result with no duplication.

Then, (b) the input value changes from 7 to 6 at a leaf node, but before
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sending that update, the node gets disconnected from its parent. Because of soft

state caching, the failed node’s old input is still reflected in the SUM aggregate, but

recent changes at that sensor are not; the root reports 25 but the correct answer

is 24. As (b) shows, NI exposes this inconsistency to the application by changing

Nreachable to 4 within TIlimit = 30 seconds of the disruption, indicating that the

reported result is based on stale information from at most one node.

Next, we show how NI exposes the failure amplification effect. In (c), a

single node failure disconnects the entire subtree rooted at that node. NI reveals

this major disruption by reducing Nreachable to 2 since only two leaf nodes retain a

good path to the root. The root still reports 25 but the correct answer (i.e., what

an oracle would compute using the live sensors’ values as inputs) is 18. Since only 2

of 5 nodes are reachable, this report is suspect. The application can either discard

it or take corrective actions such as those discussed in Section 8.2.3.

NI also exposes the effects of overlay reconfiguration. After a timeout (d),

the affected leaf nodes switch to new parents; NI exposes this change by increasing

Nreachable to 4. But since the nodes’ old values may still be cached, Ndup increases

to 2 indicating that two nodes’ inputs are double counted in the root’s answer of 34.

Finally, NI reveals when the system has restabilized. In (e), the system again

reaches a stable state—the soft state expires, Ndup falls to zero, Nall becomes equal

to Nreachable of 4, and the root reports the correct aggregate value of 18.

8.2.3 Using NI

As noted above, NI explicitly separates the problem of characterizing the state of the

network from the problem of assessing how network disruptions affect applications.

The NI abstraction is nonetheless powerful—it supports a broad range of techniques

for coping with network and node disruptions. We first describe four standard

techniques we have implemented: (1) flag inconsistent answers, (2) choose the best
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of several answers, (3) on-demand reaggregation when inconsistency is high, and (4)

probing to determine the numerical contribution of duplicate or stale inputs. We

then briefly sketch other ways applications can use NI.

Filtering or flagging inconsistent answers. PRISM’s first standard technique

is to manage the trade-off between consistency and availability [42] by sacrificing

availability: applications report an exception rather than returning an answer when

the fraction of unreachable or duplicate inputs exceeds a threshold. Alternatively,

applications can maximize availability by always returning an answer based on the

best available information but flagging that answer’s quality as high, medium, or

low depending on the number of unreachable or duplicated inputs.

Redundant aggregation. PRISM can aggregate an attribute using k different

keys so that one of the keys is likely to find a route around the disruption. Since

each key is aggregated using a different tree, each has a different NI associated with

it, and the application chooses the result associated with the key that has the best

NI. In Appendix B, we give a theoretical proof that a small constant k significantly

reduces the probability that a given failure affects a node near the root level in all

k trees. Later, in Section 8.4.1, we show that by aggregating an attribute up k = 4

paths and using NI to choose best the answer, we can reduce inaccuracy by nearly

a factor of five.

On-demand reaggregation. Given a signal that current results may be affected

by significant disruptions, PRISM allows applications to trigger a full on-demand

reaggregation to gather current reports (without AI caching or TI buffering) from

all available inputs. In particular, if an application receives an answer with unac-

ceptably high fraction of unreachable or duplicated inputs, it issues a probe to force

all nodes in the aggregation tree to discard their cached data for the attribute and
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to recompute the result using the current value at all reachable leaf inputs.

Determine Vdup or Vstale. When Ndup or Nall−Nreachable is high, an application

knows that many inputs may be double counted or stale. An application can gain

additional information about how the network disruption affects a specific attribute

by computing Vdup or Vstale for that attribute. Vdup is the aggregate function ap-

plied to all inputs that indicate that they may also be counted in another subtree;

for example in Figure 8.3(d), Vdup is 9 from the two nodes on the left that have

taken new parents before they are certain that their old parent’s soft state has been

reclaimed. Similarly, Vstale is the aggregate function applied across cached values

from unreachable children; in Figure 8.3(c) Vstale is 16, indicating that 16/25 of the

sum value comes from nodes that are currently unreachable.

Since per-attribute Vdup and Vstale provide more information than the NI

metrics, which merely characterize the state of the topology without reference to the

aggregation functions or their values, it is natural to ask: Why not always provide

Vdup and Vstale and dispense with the NI metrics entirely? As we will show in

Section 8.3, the NI metrics can be computed efficiently. Conversely, the attribute-

specific Vdup and Vstale metrics must be computed and actively maintained on a

per-attribute basis, making them too expensive for monitoring a large number of

attributes. Given the range of techniques that can make use of the much cheaper NI

metrics, PRISM provides them as a general mechanism but allows applications that

require (and are willing to pay for) the more detailed Vdup and Vstate information to

do so.

Next, we examine the cost vs. benefits tradeoff in computing Vdup and Vstale

metrics. In particular, we need to address two key questions:

Q1 How much accuracy can be improved in the reported value V given Vdup and

Vstale?
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Q2 What is the communication overhead in computing these metrics?

To answer Q1, we provide a lower bound on Vtruth:

Vtruth ≥ V −MAX{Vdup, Vstale}

If a single node fails, Vtruth = V − Vstale matching the lower bound; in this case,

Vstale denotes the cached value of the failed node. However, we can’t provide an

upper bound on Vtruth since a disconnected node may report an arbitrarily high (yet

unknown) value; assuming sensor readings are non-negative. Further, if all nodes

contributing to the Vdup value belong to the same “unreachable” subtree, then Vtruth

= V - Vstale i.e., Vtruth incorporates Vdup in V implicitly.

To answer Q2, if we send (V , Vdup, Vstale), then an update needs to be sent

whenever at least one of these values changes. Therefore, the system will incur and

extra overhead even if V doesn’t change but either of Vstale or Vdup changes. This

condition can arise due to two cases:

1. The Vstale value fluctuates due to a subtree that fails to reply to pings from

its parent even though the subtree’s reported value V doesn’t change. In this

case, the parent will use the soft state cached value but will alternate states

in setting Vstale to either 0 or the cached aggregate value of the subtree; we

observe this behavior in PlanetLab experiments.

2. For Vdup, since disconnected children of a failed parent can rejoin at different

parents, a system may send multiple messages due to any reconfiguration.

Thus, with each rejoin of a disconnected subtree, the reported value V for

each affected attribute will also need to be updated to the root.

Note that for many monitoring applications, majority attributes send only a few

updates (called mice) and there are only few attributes that send lots of updates

(called elephants). PRISM effectively culls most updates of mice flows for which V
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is either too small or doesn’t change appreciably. Therefore, for monitoring a large

number of attributes, sending (V , Vdup, Vstale) updates even when V is either small

or doesn’t change significantly will be expensive for monitoring systems.

Other techniques. For other monitoring applications, it may be useful to apply

other domain-specific or application-specific techniques. Examples include

• Duplicate-insensitive aggregation. Some applications can be designed with

duplicate-insensitive aggregation functions where nodes can transmit copies of

aggregate values along different paths to guard against failures without affect-

ing the final result. For example, MAX is inherently duplicate-insensitive [64],

and duplicate-insensitive approximations of some other functions exist [27,66,

71].

• Increasing reported TI. Short bursts of reduced Nreachable mean that an aggre-

gated value may not reflect some recent updates. Rather than report a result

with low staleness but a high NI, the system can report a result with a low NI

but an explicitly increased TI staleness bound.

• Statistical data analysis. Some applications can combine application-level re-

dundancy and statistical inference to estimate missing values, as well as es-

timating the process parameters for the model generating those values. E.g.,

Bayesian inference [87] has been used in a one-level tree to estimate missing

sensor inputs and model parameters in an environmental sensor network.

These examples are illustrative but not comprehensive. Armed with infor-

mation about the likely quality of a given answer, applications can take a wide range

of approaches to protect themselves from network disruptions.
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8.3 Computing NI metrics

The three NI metrics are simple, and implementing them initially seems straightfor-

ward: Nall, Nreachable, and Ndup are each conceptually aggregates of counts across

nodes, which appear to be easy to compute using PRISM’s standard aggregation

features. However, this simple picture is complicated by two requirements on our

solution:

1. Correctness despite reconfigurations. PRISM must cope with reconfiguration

of dynamically constructed aggregation trees while still guaranteeing the in-

variants that (a) query results reflect current (to the limits of each attribute’s

TI bounds) inputs from at least Nreachable nodes and (b) query results reflect

at most Ndup duplicate inputs due to topology reconfigurations.

2. Scalability. PRISM must scale to large numbers of nodes despite (a) the need

for active probing to measure liveness between each parent-child pair and (b)

the need to compute distinct NI values for each of the distinct aggregation

trees in the underlying DHT forest. Naive implementations of NI would incur

excessive monitoring overhead as we show in Section 8.3.3.

In the rest of this section, we first provide a simple algorithm for computing

Nall and Nreachable for a single, static tree. Then, in Section 8.3.2 we explain how

PRISM computes Ndup to account for dynamically changing aggregation topologies.

Later, in Section 8.3.3 we describe how to scale the approach to a large number of

distinct trees constructed by PRISM’s DHT framework.

8.3.1 Single tree, static topology

This section considers calculating Nall and Nreachable for a single, static-topology

aggregation tree.
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Nall is simply a count of all nodes in the system, which serves as a baseline for

evaluating Nreachable and Ndup. Nall is easily computed using PRISM’s aggregation

abstraction. Each leaf node inserts 1 to the Nall aggregate, which has SUM as its

aggregation function.

Nreachable for a subtree is a count of the number of leaves that have a good path

to the root of the subtree, where a good path is a path whose processing and network

propagation times currently fall within the system’s smallest supported TI bound

TImin. The difference Nall − Nreachable thus represents the number of nodes whose

inputs may fail to meet the system’s tightest supported staleness bound; we will

discuss what happens for attributes with TI bounds larger than TImin momentarily.

Nodes compute Nreachable in two steps:

1. Basic aggregation: PRISM creates a SUM aggregate and each leaf inserts local

value of 1. The root of the tree then gets a count of all nodes.

2. Aggressive pruning: Nreachable must immediately change if the connection to

a subtree is no longer a good path. Therefore, each internal node periodically

probes each of its children. If a child c is not responsive, the node removes

subtree c’s contribution from the Nreachable aggregate and immediately sends

the new value up towards the root of the Nreachable aggregation tree.

To ensure that Nreachable is a lower bound on the number of nodes whose

inputs meet their TI bounds, PRISM processes these probes using the same data

path as the standard aggregation processing: a child sends a probe reply only after

sending all queued aggregate updates and the parent processes the reply only after

processing all previous aggregation updates. As a result, if reliable, FIFO network

channels are used, then our algorithm introduces no false negatives: if probes are

processed within their timeouts, then so are all aggregation updates. Note that our

prototype uses FreePastry [84], which sends updates via unreliable channels, and
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our experiments in Section 8.4 do detect a small number of false negatives where a

responsive node is counted as reachable even though some recent updates were lost

by the network. We also expect few false positives: since probes and updates travel

the same path, something that delays processing of probes will likely also affect at

least some other attributes.

For correctness, the system cannot promise a TI bound unless it can guar-

antee that if a node’s update is delayed by more than that bound, the system will

flag the node as unreachable. Therefore, for an l level tree with a probe interval p

and a probe timeout t T Imin > l ∗ (p + t).

Supporting temporal batching. If an attribute’s TI bound is relaxed to TIattr

> TImin, PRISM uses the extra time TIattr − TImin to batch updates and reduce

load. To implement temporal batching, PRISM defines a narrow window of time

during which a node must propagate updates to its parents (Chapter 6). However,

an attribute’s subtree that was unreachable over the last TIattr could have been

unlucky and missed its window even though it is currently reachable.

To avoid having to calculate a multitude of Nreachable values for different

TI bounds, PRISM modifies its temporal batching protocol to ensure that each

attribute’s promised TI bound is met for all nodes counted as reachable. In particu-

lar, when a node receives updates from a child marked unreachable, it knows those

updates may be late and may have missed their propagation window. It therefore

marks such updates as NODELAY. When a node receives a NODELAY update, it

processes it immediately and propagates the result with the NODELAY flag so that

temporal batching is temporarily suspended for that attribute. This modification

may send extra messages in the (hopefully) uncommon case of a link performance

failure and recovery, but it ensures that the current Nreachable value counts nodes

that are meeting all of their TI contracts.
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8.3.2 Dynamic topology

Each virtual node in PRISM caches state from its children so that when a new input

from one child arrives, it can use local information to compute new values to pass

up. This information is soft state—a parent discards it if a child is unreachable for

a long time.

As a result, when a subtree chooses a new parent, that subtree’s inputs may

still be stored by a former parent and thus may be counted multiple times in the

aggregate as shown in Figure 8.3(d). Ndup exposes this inaccuracy by bounding the

number of leaves whose inputs might be included multiple times in the aggregate

query result. Note that PRISM allows a user to define duplicate-insensitive aggre-

gation functions where possible [27, 71]. However, to support a broader range of

aggregation functions, PRISM computes Ndup for each aggregation tree.

The basic aggregation function for Ndup is simple: if a subtree root spanning

l leaf nodes switches to a new parent, that subtree root inserts the value l into the

Ndup aggregate, which has SUM as its aggregation function. Later, when sufficient

time has elapsed to ensure that the node’s old parent has removed its soft state, the

node updates its input for Ndup to 0.

Our Ndup implementation must deal with two issues.

1. First, for correctness, we ensure that Ndup bounds the number of nodes whose

inputs are double counted despite failures and network delays. We ensure this

invariant by constructing a hierarchy of leases [43] on a node’s right to cache

its descendent’s soft state such that the leases granted by a node to its parents

are always shorter than the leases the node holds from any child whose inputs

are reflected in the aggregates maintained by the node.

2. Second, for good performance, we minimize the scope of disruptions when a

tree reconfigures using early expiration: a node at level i of the tree discards
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                                            * (1−max_drift))     

2 t_recv

1 t_send

3 d_grantLease = t_haveLease − t_recv

4

5 t_haveLease = min_c (t_haveLease[c])

LEASE_RENEW

n2

n1

t_grantLease = max(t_grantLease, t_haveLease)

d_grantLease

t_haveLease[n2] = t_send + (d_grantLease  

Figure 8.4: Protocol for a parent to renew a lease on the right to retain a child’s
contribution to an aggregate.

the state of an unresponsive subtree (maxLevels - i) * tearly before its lease

expires. Early expiration thereby minimizes the scope of a reconfiguration by

ensuring that the parent of a failed subtree disconnects that subtree before

any higher ancestor is forced to disconnect a larger subtree.

Lease aggregation. For correctness, PRISM ensures that Ndup always bounds the

number of nodes with double-counted inputs despite network disruptions and delays

(as opposed to just providing a best-effort estimate). This guarantee is achieved

through the use of a novel lease aggregation algorithm that extends the concept of

leases [43] to hierarchical aggregation.

Figure 8.4 details the protocol used when a node n1 updates a lease on the

inputs from a set of descendants rooted at n2. The algorithm makes use of local

clocks at n1 and n2, but it is not sensitive to skew and tolerates a maximum drift

rate of maxdrift (e.g., 5%). In this protocol, a node maintains thaveLease, the latest

time for which it holds leases for all descendants, and tgrantLease, the latest time for

which it has granted a lease to its ancestors. The key to the protocol is that the

leases granted by a node are limited by the shortest lease held from any descendant.

Note that to cope with clock skew, the child n2 extends the lease by a duration

dgrantLease, but the child interprets the dgrantLease interval starting from trecv, the
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Figure 8.5: Recalculation of aggregate function across values A, B, ..., H after the
node with input H fails (a) without and (b) with early expiration.
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time it received the renewal request, while the parent interprets the interval starting

from tsend. As a result, a lease always expires at a parent before expiring at any

descendent regardless of the skew between their clocks [105].

A node that roots a k-leaf subtree that switches to a new parent then con-

tributes k to Ndup until tgrantLease, after which it may reset its contribution of Ndup

to 0 because its former parent is guaranteed to have cleared from its soft state all

inputs from that node.

Early expiration. For good performance, PRISM uses early expiration to min-

imize the scope of disruption when a tree’s topology reconfigures. In particular,

the lease aggregation mechanism ensures the invariant that leases near the root of

a tree are shorter than leases near the leaves. As a result, a naive implementation

that removes cached soft state exactly when a lease expires would exhibit the per-

verse behavior illustrated in Figure 8.5(a): each node from the root to the parent

of a failed node will successively expire its problematic child’s state, recalculate its

aggregates without that child, update its parent, renew its parent’s lease, and then

repeatedly receive and propagate updated aggregates from its child as the process

ripples down the tree. Not only is that process expensive, but it may significantly

and unnecessarily perturb values reported at the root for all attributes by removing

and re-adding large subtrees of inputs. For example, in Figure 8.5-ii, the leaf failure

at node H temporarily removes inputs E, F, and G from the aggregate. Furthermore,

note that the example in Figure 8.5 is a common case: in a randomly constructed

tree, the vast majority of nodes are near the leaves. Failing to address this problem

would transform the common-case of leaf failures into significant disruptions and

bring into play the amplification effect.

Early expiration avoids this unwarranted disruption as Figure 8.5(b) illus-

trates. A node at level i of the tree discards the state of an unresponsive subtree

(maxLevels - i) * dearly before its lease expires. Once the node has removed the
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problematic child’s inputs from the aggregate values it has reported to its parent, the

node can renew leases to its parent that are no longer limited by the ever-shortening

lease held on the problematic child. As the figure illustrates, this technique mini-

mizes disruption by allowing a node near the trouble spot to prune the tree, update

its ancestors, and resume granting long leases before any ancestor acts.

8.3.3 Scaling to large systems

Scaling NI is a challenge. To scale attribute monitoring to large numbers of nodes

and attributes, PRISM constructs a forest of trees using an underlying DHT and

then uses different aggregation trees for different attributes [17,79,86,103]. As Fig-

ure 8.6 illustrates, a failure affects different trees differently. The figure shows 2

aggregation trees corresponding to keys 000 and 111 for a 8-node system. In this

system, the failure of the physical node with key 001 removes only a leaf node from

the tree 111 but disconnects a 2-level subtree from the tree 000, inducing the am-

plification effect. Therefore, quantifying the effect of failures requires calculating NI

metrics for each of the n distinct global trees in an n-node system. Making mat-

ters worse, as Section 8.3.1 explained, maintaining the NI metrics requires frequent

active probing along each edge in each tree.

As a result of these factors, the straightforward algorithm for maintaining

NI metrics separately for each tree is not tenable: the DHT forest of n degree-d

aggregation trees with n physical nodes and each tree having n−1/d
1−1/d edges (d >

1), has Θ(n2) edges that must be monitored; such monitoring would require Θ(n)

messages per node every probe interval. To put this in perspective, consider a

n=1024-node system with d=16-ary trees (i.e., a DHT with 4-bit correction per

hop) and a probe interval p = 10s. The straightforward algorithm then has each

node sending over roughly 100 probes per second. As the system grows, the situation

deteriorates rapidly—a 16K-node system requires each node to send roughly 1600
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Figure 8.6: The failure of a physical node has different effects on different aggrega-
tions depending on which virtual nodes are mapped to the failed physical node. The
numbers next to virtual nodes show the value of Nreachable for each subtree after the
failure of physical node 001, which acts as a leaf for one tree but as a level-2 subtree
root for another.
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Figure 8.7: Plaxton tree topology is an approximate butterfly network. Virtual
node 00* in a 16-node network uses the dual tree prefix aggregation abstraction to
aggregate values from a tree below it (solid bold lines) and distribute the results up
a tree above it (dotted bold lines).

probes per second.

Our solution, described below, reduces active monitoring work to Θ(d logd n)

probes per node per p seconds. The 1024-node system in the example would require

each node to send about 5 probes per second; the 16K-node system would require

each node to send about 7 probes per second.

Dual tree prefix aggregation. To make it practical to maintain the NI values,

we take advantage of the underlying structure of our Plaxton-tree-based DHT [79]

to reuse common sub-calculations across different aggregation trees using a novel

dual tree prefix aggregation abstraction.
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As Figure 8.7 illustrates, this DHT construction forms an approximate but-

terfly network. For a degree-d tree, the virtual node at level i has an id that matches

the keys that it routes in log d ∗ i bits. It is the root of exactly one tree, and its

children are approximately d virtual nodes that match keys in log d ∗ (i− 1) bits. It

has d parents, each of which matches different subsets of keys in log d ∗ (i + 1) bits.

But notice that for each of these parents, this tree aggregates inputs from the same

subtrees.

Whereas the standard aggregation abstraction computes a function across

a set of subtrees and propagates it to one parent, a dual tree prefix aggregation

computes an aggregation function across a set of subtrees and propagates it to all

parents. As Figure 8.7 illustrates, each node in a dual tree prefix aggregation is the

root of two trees: an aggregation tree below that computes an aggregation function

across a set of leaves and a distribution tree above that propagates the result of this

computation to a collection of enclosing aggregates that depend on this sub-tree for

input.

For example in Figure 8.7, consider the level 2 virtual node 00* mapped to

node 0000. This node’s Nreachable count of 4 represents the total number of leaves

included in that virtual node’s subtree. This node aggregates this single Nreachable

count from its descendants and propagates this value to both of its level-3 parents,

0000 and 0010. For simplicity, the figure shows a binary tree; by default PRISM

corrects 4 bits per hop, so each subtree is common to 16 parents.

8.4 Experimental Evaluation

As illustrated above, our initial experience with PRISM is encouraging: PRISM’s

load-balanced DHT-based hierarchical aggregation, arithmetic filtering, and tem-

poral batching provide excellent scalability and enable demanding new monitoring

applications. However, as discussed in Section 8.1, this scalability comes at a price:
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Figure 8.8: NI metrics under system churn: (a) single node failure at 70 seconds for
108 Emulab nodes, (b) periodic failures for 108 Emulab nodes, and (c) 85 PlanetLab
nodes with no synthetic failures.

the risk that query results depart significantly from reality in the presence of failures.

This section therefore focuses on a simple question: can NI safeguard the

accuracy in monitoring systems that use hierarchy, arithmetic filtering, or temporal

batching for scalability? We first investigate PRISM’s ability to use NI to qualify the

consistency guarantees promised by AI and TI, then explore the consistency/availa-

bility trade-offs that NI exposes, and finally quantify the overhead in computing the

NI metrics. Overall, our evaluation shows that NI enables PRISM to be an effec-

tive substrate for accurate scalable monitoring: the NI metrics characterize system

state and reduce measurement inaccuracy while incurring a small communication

overhead.

8.4.1 Exposing disruption

In this section, we illustrate how PRISM uses NI to expose overlay disruptions that

could significantly affect monitoring applications.

We first illustrate how NI metrics reflect network state in two controlled

experiments in which we run 108 PRISM nodes on Emulab. In Figure 8.8(a) we kill

a single node 70 seconds into the run, which disconnects 24 additional nodes from

the aggregation tree being examined. Within seconds, this failure causes Nreachable
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to fall to 83, indicating that any result calculated in this interval might only include

the most recent values from 83 nodes. Pastry detects this failure quickly in this

case and reconfigures, causing the disconnected nodes to rejoin the tree at a new

location. These nodes contribute 24 to Ndup until they are certain that their former

parent is no longer caching their inputs as soft state. The glitch for Nall occurs

because the disconnected children rejoin the system slightly more quickly than their

prior ancestor detects their departure. Figure 8.8(b) traces the evolution of the NI

metrics as we kill one of the 108 original nodes every 10 minutes over a 4 hour run,

and similar behaviors are evident. Figure 8.8(c) shows how NI reflects network state

for a 85-node PrMon experiment on PlanetLab for an 18-hour run. For some of the

following experiments we focus on NI’s effectiveness during periods of instability by

running experiments on PlanetLab nodes. Because these nodes show heavy load,

unexpected delays, and relatively frequent reboots (especially prior to deadlines!), we

expect these nodes to exhibit more NI than a typical environment, which makes them

a convenient stress test of our system. We observe that even without any induced

failures, there are short-term instabilities in NI values due to missing/delayed ping

reply messages for Nreachable and lease expirations triggered by DHT reconfigurations

for Ndup. During the run, 5 of the 85 nodes became unresponsive; hence the final

Nreachable and Nall values stabilize at 80.

Our implementation of NI is conservative: we are willing to accept some false

positives (when NI reports that inputs are stale or duplicated when they are not, as

discussed in Section 8.3.1), but we want to minimize false negatives (when NI fails

to warn an application of duplicate or stale inputs). Figure 8.9 shows results for a

96 Emulab setup under a network path failure model [32]; we use failure probability,

MTTF, and MTTR of 0.05, 3.2 hours, and 10 minutes. We contrive an “append”

aggregation in each of the 96 distinct trees: each node periodically feeds a (node,

timestamp) tuple and internal nodes append the children inputs together. At each
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root, we compare the aggregate value against NI to detect any false positive (FP) or

false negative (FN) reports for (1) Ndup counts duplicates and (2) dips in Nreachable

count nodes whose reported values are not within TI of their current values.

Fig. 8.9 indicates that NI accurately characterizes how churn affects aggre-

gation. Across 300 minutes and 96 trees, we observe zero false negative reports

for unreachability and three false negative reports for duplication; the largest error

was underreporting the number of duplicate nodes by three. We observe fewer than

100 false positive reports, most of them small in magnitude. The high FP near 60

minutes is due to a root failure triggering a large reconfiguration and was validated

using logs. Overall, we observe a FP rate less than 0.3% and a FN rate less than

0.01%.

8.4.2 Coping with disruption

We now examine how applications use NI to improve their accuracy by compensating

for churn. Our basic approach is to compare results of NI-oblivious aggregation and

aggregation with NI-based compensation with an oracle that has access to the inputs
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Figure 8.10: NI effectively highlights system disruptions. When NI is low, the system
is stable and results are close to truth, but when NI is high, the network is unstable
and results are likely to have a high deviation.

at all leaves; we simulate the oracle via off-line processing of input logs. We run a

1 hour trace-based PrMon experiment on 94 PlanetLab nodes or 108 Emulab nodes

for a collection of attributes calculated using a SUM aggregate with AI = 0 and TI

= 60 seconds. For Emulab, we use the synthetic failure model described for Fig 8.9.

Figure 8.10 indicates, large inaccuracies are nearly always due to network or

node disruptions. In particular, here we plot inaccuracy (compared to the oracle)

versus NI for the Emulab run, and we see a strong correlation. Note that to keep the

discussion simple, we condense NI to a single parameter
(

Nall−Nreachable
Nall

)
+

(Ndup

Nall

)
.

The NI-oblivious line of Figure 8.11(a) and (b) shows for PrMon nodes that

ignore NI, the CDF of the difference between query results and the true value of the

aggregation computed by an off-line oracle. For PlanetLab half of the reports differ

from the truth by more than 60% in this challenging environment. For the more

stable Emulab environment, a few results differ from reality by more than 40%.

Next, we discuss how applications can achieve better accuracy using techniques

discussed in Section 8.2.3.
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Figure 8.11: The figures show the CDFs of result accuracy with answers filtered for
different NI thresholds and k = 1 for PrMon on (a) Planetlab and (b) Emulab.

Filtering. One technique is to trade availability for accuracy by filtering results

during periods of instability. The remaining lines of of Fig. 8.11(a) and (b) show

how rejecting results with high NI improves accuracy. Note that to keep the discus-

sion simple, we condense NI to a single parameter
(

Nall−Nreachable
Nall

)
+

(Ndup

Nall

)
. For

example, for the high-churn PlanetLab environment, when NI < 5%, 80% answers

have less than 20% deviation from the true value. For the Emulab experiment, 95%

answers have less than 20% deviation using NI < 5% filtering.

Filtering answers during periods of high churn exposes a fundamental consis-

tency versus availability tradeoff [42]. Applications must decide whether it is better

to silently give a potentially inaccurate answer or explicitly indicate when it cannot

provide a good answer. For example, the k = 1 line in Figure 8.12 shows the CDF

of the fraction of time for which NI is at or below a specified value for the PlanetLab

run. Note that the PlanetLab environment is intended to illustrate PRISM’s be-

havior during intervals of high churn. For more typical environments like Emulab,

we observe that the curves in this graph shift up and to the left (graph omitted due

to space constraints).
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Figure 8.13: CDF of result accuracy for redundant aggregation up k trees and
filtering for PlanetLab and Emulab runs for the PrMon application: (a) Redundant
aggregation (PlanetLab), (b) Redundant aggregation + filtering (PlanetLab), and
(c) Redundant aggregation + filtering (Emulab).
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Redundant aggregation. Redundant aggregation allows applications to trade

increased overheads for better availability and accuracy. Rather than aggregating

an attribute up a single tree, information can be aggregated up k independent trees.

As k increases, the fraction of time during which NI is low increases. Because the

vast majority of nodes in a 16-ary tree are near the leaves, sampling several trees

rapidly increases the probability that at least one tree avoids encountering many

near-root failures. We provide an analytic model formalizing this intuition in the

appendix.

In Figure 8.13(a) we explore the effectiveness of a simple redundant aggrega-

tion approach in which PrMon aggregates each attribute k times and then chooses

the result with the lowest NI. This approach maximizes availability—as long as any

of the root nodes for an attribute are available, PrMon always returns a result—and

it also can achieve high accuracy. Due to space constraints, we focus on the Planet-

Lab run and show the CDF of results with respect to the deviation from an oracle

as we vary k from 1 to 4. We observe that this approach can reduce the deviation

to at most 22% thereby reducing the worst-case inaccuracy by nearly a factor of 5.

Applications can combine the redundant aggregation and filtering techniques

to get excellent availability and accuracy. Figure 8.13(b) and (c) show the results

for the PlanetLab and Emulab environments. As Figure 8.12 shows, redundant

aggregation increases availability by increasing the fraction of time NI is below the

filter threshold, and as Figure 8.13 shows, the combination yields highly accurate

query results.

Note that PRISM enables a key trade-off: for a given bandwidth budget,

a system may be able to use small increases in arithmetic filtering and temporal

batching to increase k and thereby greatly reduce NI and thus improve overall

accuracy, even during periods of high churn.
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Figure 8.14: NI monitoring overhead for dual-tree prefix aggregation and for com-
puting NI per aggregation tree.

8.4.3 NI scalability

Next, we quantify the monitoring overhead of tracking NI via (1) each aggregation

tree separately and (2) dual-tree prefix aggregation. Figure 8.14 shows the average

per-node message cost for NI monitoring as we vary the network size from 16 to

1024 nodes. We observe that the overhead using independent aggregation trees

scales linearly with the network size whereas it scales logarithmically using dual-

tree prefix aggregation.

Note that the above experiment constructs all n trees in the DHT forest

of n nodes assuming that the number of attributes is at least on the order of the

number of nodes n. However, for systems that aggregate fewer attributes (or if

only few attributes care about NI), it is important to know which of the above two

techniques for tracking NI is more efficient.

Finally, we compare the monitoring overhead in per-tree aggregation for dif-

ferent number of trees against the dual-tree prefix aggregation. Figure 8.15 shows

both the average and the maximum message cost across all nodes in a 1000-node

experiment for both per-tree NI aggregation and dual-tree prefix aggregation as we
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Figure 8.15: NI tracking overhead as number of trees (attributes) varies for (a)
per-tree aggregation vs. (b) dual-tree prefix aggregation in a 1000-node system.

increase the number of trees along which NI value is computed. Note that per-tree

NI aggregation costs increase as we increase the number of trees while dual-tree

prefix aggregation has a constant cost. We observe that the break-even point for

the average load is 44 trees while the break-even point for the maximum load is only

8 trees.
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Chapter 9

Related Work

PRISM is a monitoring architecture that is to our knowledge the first to maximize

scalability by integrating three techniques that have been used in isolation in prior

systems: DHT-based hierarchy [17,79,86,103], arithmetic filtering [57,64,67,72,97,

108], and temporal batching [34,64,108]. In this chapter, we first discuss the related

work on system monitoring and then present how PRISM relates to and provides

new contributions over prior work for each of the three precision metrics.

9.1 Monitoring Systems

Several monitoring systems have been designed to monitor the status of large-scale

networked systems. Many of them are centralized (e.g., CoMon [26], IBM Tivoli [96])

while some others use a single hierarchy tree (e.g., Akamai [5], TAG [64]) to com-

pute an aggregate system view and replicate aggregated data within clusters using

multicast (e.g., Ganglia [41]) or gossip (e.g., Astrolabe [97]). In centralized sys-

tems, the common approach is to log data from each remote site periodically (e.g.,

5 minutes in CoMon [26]) at a central server. However, as discussed in Chapter 1,

centralized approaches suffer from a single point of failure, and adopt unfavorable
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trade-offs between communication cost and time responsiveness thereby (a) inducing

a high monitoring overhead or (b) risking network anomalies go undetected. A hi-

erarchical communication topology improves scalability over centralized approaches

by performing in-network processing and aggregation but may induce a high stress

on nodes higher in the hierarchy while processing high-volume workloads. Further,

the high degree of replication to disseminate global information within clusters may

incur an excessive communication cost for monitoring a large number of dynamic

attributes (e.g., network flows).

PIER [51] is a distributed relational query engine that uses a DHT as a

database index, and maps database keys to nodes that store the corresponding tu-

ples. However, PIER focuses on “distributed joins” rather than efficient processing

of continuous aggregation queries. Gigascope [31] provides a stream database func-

tionality for network monitoring applications. Payton et. al [76] propose a query

processing model for one-shot, non-aggregate queries in mobile ad hoc sensor net-

works. Sophia is a distributed monitoring system designed with a declarative logic

programming model [99]. This research is complementary to our work; PRISM can

benefit from their declarative programming model but additional work is required to

understand the challenges and explore the tradeoffs in integrating these techniques.

Stream processing engines (SPEs) (e.g., Aurora [109], STREAM [8], Bore-

alis [15], TelegraphCQ [21], and SPC [55]) support a new-class of data-intensive

applications that require near real-time processing of large volumes of streaming

data. Much work has been done on data models and operators, efficient processing,

and resource management (please refer to Borealis [15] for more details). Bore-

alis [15] supports fault-tolerant stream processing which replicates multiple copies

of the same query network on distinct processing nodes. This system supports

user-specified temporal bounds to trade-off availability with consistency.

Some recent studies [49, 50, 54, 59] have proposed monitoring systems with
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distributed triggers that fire when an aggregate of remote-site behavior exceeds

an a priori global threshold. These systems are based on a one-level tree where the

central coordinator tracks aggregate time-series data by setting local filters at remote

sites. Since these approaches are centralized, they suffer from limited scalability

as discussed previously. Further, these approaches adjust trigger thresholds on a

per-flow per-node basis and hence are infeasible for monitoring millions of flows

in large-scale distributed applications. Finally, setting a global trigger threshold a

priori may be difficult or inefficient in many distributed environments as discussed in

Chapter 5. PRISM may enhance such efforts by providing (1) a scalable way to track

top-k and other significant events and (2) flexibility in choosing the appropriate load

vs. precision tradeoff—(a) fix precision, minimize load (Chapter 3) or (b) fix load,

maximize precision (Chapter 5)—for scalable monitoring.

There have also been research efforts in the parallel computing community

on monitoring distributed systems. MRNet [83] is a software overlay network that

provides scalable multicast and data aggregation functionality for running parallel

applications. This overlay network is implemented using a tree of processes be-

tween the root (system’s front-end which receives input commands) and the leaves

(application back-ends which produce input data). MRNet also provides a failure

recovery model [9] by gathering information from non-failed processes in the tree

i.e., the nearest active children and ancestor of a failed internal node.

While PRISM shares the common theme with MRNet of managing large-

scale systems, it departs in two significant ways. First, MRNet focuses on high

throughput, low latency clustered LAN environments while PRISM provides a gen-

eral scalable monitoring system for both LAN and WAN settings. In particular, in

a WAN environment comprising geographically distributed nodes connected by low

bandwidth, high latency links, PRISM applies (a) AI to filter insignificant updates

in order to reduce load and (b) TI to quantify the impact of unpredictable network
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delays on query result staleness. Second, PRISM leverages DHTs to self-organize

overlay network topology and route around failures and disruptions, and provides a

new consistency metric, NI, to expose the extent to which system disruptions may

affect accuracy of query results.

The three precision dimensions in PRISM are inspired by and relate to a

number of research traditions in the distributed systems community, which we dis-

cuss next.

9.2 Arithmetic and Temporal Imprecision

The tradeoff between performance and AI, TI precision metrics has been well studied

in the databases and the distributed systems communities.

Arithmetic Imprecision: Fix Error, Minimize Cost. Olston et al. [72] pro-

posed Adaptive-filters (AF), a self-tuning algorithm for a one-level tree: increase

δ for nodes with high load and low previous δ and decrease δ for nodes with low

load and high previous δ. Our STAR algorithm for self-tuning AI error budgets

(Chapter 3) differs from AF in three fundamental ways driven by our focus on scal-

ing to a large number of nodes and attributes: (1) STAR is hierarchical and uses

a distributed algorithm to divide error budget across internal and leaf nodes while

AF uses a centralized coordinator to distribute error budget to leaf sensors only.

(2) STAR’s mathematical formulation—using the workload (e.g., update rate, vari-

ance) to estimate the optimal error budget distribution—provides useful insights

and practical benefits. (3) STAR’s cost-benefit throttling is crucial for systems with

(a) stable workloads where oblivious periodic rebalancing doesn’t benefit or (b) large

numbers of attributes where rebalancing error budgets for mice is expensive and not

helpful.

For hierarchical topologies, Manjhi et al. [67] determine an optimal but static
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distribution of slack to the internal and leaf nodes of a tree for finding frequent items

in data streams. IrisNet [34] filters sensors at leaves and caches timestamped results

in a hierarchy with queries that specify the maximum staleness they will accept and

that trigger re-transmission if needed. Deligiannakis et al. [33] propose an adap-

tive precision setting technique for hierarchical aggregation, with a focus on sensor

networks. However, similar to Olston’s approach, their technique also periodically

shrinks the error budgets for each tree which limits scalability for tracking a large

number of attributes. Further, since their approach uses only two local anchor

points around the current error budget to derive the precision-performance tradeoff,

it cannot infer the complete correlation shown in Figure 3.1 making it susceptible

to dynamic workload variations. None of the previous studies to our knowledge

have used the variance and the update rate in the data distribution in a princi-

pled manner. In comparison, STAR provides an efficient and practical algorithm

that uses a mathematically sound model to estimate globally optimal budgets and

performs cost-benefit throttling to adaptively set precision constraints in a general

communication hierarchy.

Other studies have proposed prediction-based techniques for data stream fil-

tering e.g., using Kalman filters [53], neural networks [62], etc. There has also been

a considerable interest in the database and sensor network communities on approx-

imate data management techniques; Skordylis et al. [90] provide a good survey.

Arithmetic Imprecision: Fix Cost, Minimize Error. SMART is motivated

by prior “fix error, minimize load” techniques [57,59,64,72,97,108], but it departs in

three significant ways driven by our focus on providing overload resilience for practi-

cal, scalable monitoring. First, SMART reformulates the key optimization problem,

which we believe is an important contribution. While prior approaches “reduce

cost” under fixed precision constraints, in practice, bursty, high-volume workloads

still risk overloading a monitoring system as discussed in Section 5.1. Infact, it is
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precisely during these abnormal events that a monitoring system needs to provide

high accuracy results with a real-time query response. SMART therefore “bounds

the worst-case system cost” to provide overload resilience. Second, the technical

advances to solve this new problem are significant. While SMART uses Chebyshev

inequality [57] to capture the load vs. error trade-off, it faces new constraints of

limited bandwidth budgets both at a parent and each of its children in a hierarchical

aggregation tree. Given these constraints, SMART self-tunes bandwidth settings in

a near-optimal manner to achieve high accuracy under dynamic workloads. Third,

SMART’s real-world implementation provides key solutions to improve result accu-

racy and fast anomaly detection in monitoring systems.

Recently, load shedding techniques [12, 94] have been proposed to handle

system overload conditions. The key idea is to carefully drop some tuples to re-

duce processing load but at the expense of reducing the accuracy of query answers.

However, since these approaches are configured for a single-server case [12,81], they

offer only limited scalability and increase the risk of important global anomalies

go undetected. Hu et al. [48] combine NetFlow’s sampling with traffic clustering

to identify abnormal traffic conditions at a single router. Some hierarchical load

shedding protocols such as FIT [94] optimize the total weighted query throughput

whereas our goal is to optimize the accuracy of query answers to aggregate queries.

Further, these approaches handle load spikes assuming either CPU [12, 94] or the

main memory [48] as the key resource bottleneck. In comparison, bandwidth is the

primary resource constraint in SMART.

Best-effort cache synchronization techniques [24, 73] aim to minimize the

divergence between source data objects and cached copies in a one-level tree. In

these techniques, each object is treated individually for refreshing. In comparison,

SMART performs hierarchical query processing for scalability and it proves valuable

to co-relate updates to the same attribute at different data sources in order to
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maximize accuracy of an aggregate query result. To our knowledge, there has not

been prior work on maximizing precision of aggregate queries in hierarchical trees

under limited bandwidth.

Babcock and Olston [13] focus on efficiently computing top k aggregate values

given fixed error in a single-level tree, but do not consider how to maximize precision

of top k results under fixed bandwidth in hierarchical trees. Silberstein et al. propose

a sampling-based approach (combined with global knowledge) at randomly chosen

time steps for computing top-k queries in sensor networks [88]. Their approach

focuses on returning the k nodes with the highest sensor readings In comparison,

SMART focuses on large-scale aggregation queries such as distributed heavy hitters

which require computing a total aggregate value for each of the tens of thousands

to millions of attribute across all the nodes in the network. Finally, given the

unpredictable traffic nature of network anomalies (e.g., DDoS attacks, flash crowds,

botnet attacks), samples based on past readings are unlikely to be effective.

Astrolabe [97], a gossip-based distributed information management system,

provides a gossip rate parameter to control the tradeoff between background load

and rate of propagation of new data; their system used a gossip rate of once per

five seconds. Sketches are small-space data structures that provide approximate

answers to aggregate queries [28]. These techniques, however, require error bounds

to be set a priori to provide the approximation guarantees.

Temporal Imprecision. TAG [64], an aggregation service for sensor networks,

employs a similar approach as PRISM for bounding TI when nodes are approxi-

mately synchronized. TAG partitions time into intervals of duration TI
l (l: maxi-

mum tree level) with nodes at level i (leaf: i=0) transmitting during the ith interval.

In comparison, PRISM increases the batching interval from TI
l to (TI−l∗ε) to signif-

icantly reduce the communication overhead. IrisNet [34] filters sensors at leaves and

caches timestamped results in a hierarchy with queries that specify the maximum
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staleness they will accept and that trigger re-transmission if needed. In contrast,

PRISM coordinates transmission of push-based continuous query results to support

in-network aggregation, allowing it to more aggressively optimize the TI batching.

9.3 Network Imprecision

The idea of flagging results when the state of a distributed system is disrupted

by node or network failures has been used in tackling other distributed systems

problems. For example, our idea of NI is analogous to that of failure detectors [20] for

fault-tolerant distributed systems. Essentially, a failure detector module monitors

a subset of processes in an asynchronous system, and maintains a list of those that it

currently suspects to have crashed. The class of failure detectors is characterized in

terms of two properties: (a) completeness requires that a failure detector eventually

suspects every process that actually crashes, while (b) accuracy bounds the mistakes

(in terms of false positives and false negatives) a failure detector can make.

In PRISM, completeness is related to Nall and Nreachable: Nall − Nreachable

is guaranteed to count at least all nodes having bad paths. For accuracy, PRISM

provides a conservative count (lower bound) on Nreachable; because of unreliable

failure detector, Nreachable may arbitrarily underestimate the number of nodes with

good paths. Further, PRISM computes Ndup to quantify the maximum number of

inputs that may be doubly-counted. The idea of using time-outs for failure detection

is well-known in the area of fault-tolerant computing. PRISM provides a scalable

implementation of NI timeouts for DHT-based monitoring systems using dual tree

prefix aggregation.

Also, in quorum systems, Pierce and Alvisi’s pseudo-regular and pseudo-

atomic semantics provide regular and atomic semantics on all operations, but they

allow operations to abort if concurrency or network failures would prevent such

a guarantee [77]. Kostoulas et al. [61] point out the impossibility of group size
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estimation in a dynamic group and propose an active gossip-based scheme and a

passive approach based on interval densities when nodes are hashed onto a given

real interval.

Freedman et al. propose link-attestation groups abstraction in [38] that uses

an application specific notion of reliability and correctness, so as to map which pairs

of nodes consider each other reliable. Their system, designed for groups on the scale

of tens of nodes, monitors the nodes and system and exposes such attestation graph

to the applications.

9.3.1 Query Result Consistency

Consistency has long been studied in the context of non-aggregating file systems

and databases. Yu et al. [108] propose three metrics—Numerical Error, Order Er-

ror, and Staleness—to capture the consistency spectrum in a distributed replicated

system where any node can perform read or write operations. Numerical error is

similar to AI and Staleness is similar to TI. As motivated in Chapter 8, providing

consistency for aggregate query results in distributed systems is a fundamental chal-

lenge. Unfortunately, existing monitoring systems only provide either a best effort

or stochastic [68] consistency for query answers.

Consistency for aggregation differs in two fundamental ways. First, aggre-

gation systems are large-scale with many concurrent writers which implies that it

is not feasible to resolve CAP dilemma [42] by blocking reads during periods when

a writer may be disconnected. Therefore, in PRISM, we emphasize availability by

providing conditional consistency: operations always complete but results are an-

notated with information about their quality. Second, as discussed in Chapter 8, in

hierarchical aggregation that accumulates inputs from many sensors, amplification

effect of failures can make results substantially deviate from the real values.

Traditionally, DHT-based aggregation is event-driven and best-effort, i.e.,
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each update event triggers re-aggregation for affected portions of the aggregation

tree. Further, systems often only provide eventual consistency guarantees on its

data [97, 103], i.e., updates by a live node will eventually be visible to probes by

connected nodes.

Validity Metrics. Bawa et. al [16] survey previous work on measuring the va-

lidity of query results in faulty networks. Their “single-site validity” semantic is

equivalent to PRISM’s Nreachable metric. Completeness [45] defined as the percent-

age of network hosts whose data contributed to the final query result, is similar to

the ratio of Nreachable and Nall. Relative Error [27, 106] between the reported and

the “true” result at any instant can only be computed by an oracle with a perfect

view of the dynamic network.

9.3.2 Robustness to failures

Several aggregation systems have worked to address the failure amplification effect.

To mask failures, TAG [64] proposes (1) reusing previously cached values and (2)

dividing the aggregate value into fractions equal to the number of parents and then

sending each fraction to a distinct parent. This approach reduces the variance but

not the expected error of the aggregate value at the root. SAAR uses multiple

interior-node-disjoint trees to reduce the impact of node failures [70]. Other studies

have proposed multi-path routing methods (e.g., Broadcast [52], Gossip [45], depth-

based DAGs or Rings [27, 71], hybrids of trees and DAGs [66]) for fault-tolerant

aggregation.

Recent proposals [16, 27, 66, 71, 107] have combined multipath routing with

order- and duplicate-insensitive data structures to tolerate faults in sensor network

aggregation. The key idea is to use probabilistic counting [36] to approximately

count the number of distinct elements in a multi-set. PRISM takes a complemen-

tary approach: whereas multipath duplicate-insensitive (MDI) aggregation seeks to
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reduce the effects of network disruption, PRISM’s NI metric seeks to quantify the

network disruptions that do occur. In particular, although MDI aggregation can, in

principle, reduce network-induced inaccuracy to any desired target if losses are inde-

pendent and sufficient redundant transmissions are made [71], the systems studied in

the literature are still subject to non-zero network-induced inaccuracy due to efforts

to balance transmission overhead with loss rates, insufficient redundancy in a topol-

ogy to meet desired path redundancy, or correlated network losses across multiple

links. These issues may be more severe in our environment than in wireless sensor

networks targeted by MDI approaches because the dominant loss model may differ

(e.g., link congestion and DHT reconfigurations in our environment versus distance-

sensitive loss probability for the wireless sensors) and because the transmission cost

model differs (for some wireless networks, transmission to multiple destinations can

be accomplished with a single broadcast).

The MDI aggregation techniques are also complementary in that PRISM’s

infrastructure provides NI information that is common across attributes while the

MDI approach modifies the computation of individual attributes. As Chapter 8.2.3

discussed, NI provides a basis for integrating a broad range of techniques for coping

with network error, and MDI aggregation may be a useful technique in cases when

(a) an aggregation function can be recast to be order- and duplicate-insensitive and

(b) the system is willing to pay the extra network cost to transmit each attribute’s

updates.

However, to realize this promise, additional work is required to extend MDI

approach to bound the approximation error of continuous aggregate queries while

still minimizing network load via AI and TI filtering. In particular, we face two

key challenges in integrating MDI techniques with AI and TI. First, in absence of

AI and TI, a new FM sketch needs to be sent on even a slight change in a node’s

data value with high probability. Thus, FM sketches currently cannot leverage AI
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filtering to reduce communication overhead. Second, computing FM sketches incurs

a high cost [27]. In contrast, AI filtering in PRISM requires only one multiplication

and six additions on each data update.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

If a man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts: but if he

will be content to begin with doubts, he shall end in certainties.

–Sir Francis Bacon

Scalable system monitoring is a fundamental abstraction for large-scale net-

worked systems. The goal of this dissertation is to design and build a scalable

monitoring middleware that provides system introspection for large distributed sys-

tems and that will facilitate the design, development, and deployment of distributed

monitoring applications. This dissertation presents PRISM, a scalable monitoring

middleware that provides a global aggregate view of large-scale networked systems

and that enables monitoring applications to flexibly control the tradeoff between re-

sult precision and communication cost and to improve result accuracy despite node

and network failures.

We design, implement, and evaluate PRISM, a system that defines preci-

sion as a new unified abstraction to enable scalable monitoring. PRISM quantifies

(im)precision along a three-dimensional vector: arithmetic imprecision (AI) and

temporal imprecision (TI) balance precision against monitoring overhead for scal-
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ability while network imprecision (NI) addresses the challenge of providing consis-

tency guarantees despite failures.

Our prototype implementation of PRISM addresses the challenge of provid-

ing these metrics while scaling to a large number of nodes and attributes by (1)

leveraging Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) to create scalable aggregation trees, (2)

self-tuning AI budgets across nodes in a principled, near-optimal manner to shift

precision to where it is useful, (3) pipelining TI delays across tree levels to maximize

batching of updates, and (4) applying dual-tree prefix aggregation which exploits

symmetry in our DHT topology to drastically reduce the cost of the active probing

needed to maintain NI.

We have built a prototype of PRISM in Java using SDIMS [103] aggregation

system and FreePastry [39] as the underlying DHT. Through extensive experiments

on four large-scale testbeds, we observe that PRISM provides a key substrate for

scalable monitoring by (1) reducing monitoring load by up to two orders of magni-

tude compared to existing approaches, (2) providing a flexible framework to control

the tradeoff between accuracy, bandwidth cost, and response latency, (3) charac-

terizing and increasing confidence in the accuracy of results in the face of system

disruptions, and (4) improving the observed accuracy by up to an order of magnitude

despite network churn.

We have designed and implemented several monitoring applications on PRISM

including a distributed heavy hitter detection service, a distributed monitoring ser-

vice for Internet-scale systems, and a detection service for monitoring distributed-

denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks at the source-side in large-scale networked systems.

Our results demonstrate how the unified precision abstraction in PRISM enables

new large-scale applications by presenting experiences from these monitoring appli-

cations.

Our current work on PRISM is a first research effort towards building a
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distributing monitoring middleware that will enable scalable monitoring and man-

agement of large-scale distributed systems. Our long-term research vision is that

PRISM will enable a wide-area distributed operating system that will facilitate the

development and deployment of wide area distributed applications. Our operational

experience in using and deploying PRISM for managing several monitoring appli-

cations has been encouraging. Further, our work also opens up new research issues

in different areas that need to be addressed. Below we discuss some of these future

research directions.

Large Scale Experimentation. To demonstrate PRISM’s effectiveness as a scal-

able monitoring middleware, we have developed and deployed a broad range of

monitoring applications on hundreds of machines in the department Condor clus-

ter, Lonestar testbed [63], Emulab [100], and 800 node PlanetLab [78] system. Our

long-term vision, however, is to enable monitoring for large-scale distributed sys-

tems comprising tens of thousands to millions of nodes. Towards that goal, we

are currently deploying PRISM on the 3,936 node Ranger system at TACC [93]

comprising 62,976 processing cores, 123 TB memory, and 1.73 PB storage capacity.

In this environment, PRISM will be used for (1) infrastructure monitoring such as

failures, overheat conditions, CPU load, and I/O activity, (2) proactive system di-

agnosis including checkpointing and recovery, and (3) bounding the global resource

consumption of each experiment running on Ranger.

Secure Information Aggregation. A key requirement for monitoring systems

that span multiple administrative domains (MADs) is to provide secure information

aggregation. In particular, such monitoring systems need to address two challenges:

(1) aggregate global view across MADs without revealing the individual aggregate

values of any domain and (2) robustness to erroneous and malicious nodes that

may corrupt data inputs due to hardware faults, physical tampering, or malicious
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software. Additional work is needed to understand these challenges and to develop

secure aggregation mechanisms that (1) balance the privacy vs. utility tradeoffs

in these environments and (2) safeguard accuracy of monitoring outputs against

attacks where a fraction of the sensors/nodes may be compromised.

AI mechanism and policy for graph topologies. Another interesting topic

of future work is to consider AI error distribution for general graph topologies e.g.,

DAGs, rings, etc., that are more robust to node failures than tree networks. While

AI provides a flexible mechanism of dividing the error budgets in any manner in

an aggregation tree, graph topologies present new challenges to cope with aggre-

gating duplicate- and out-of-order updates spanning multiple paths. Further, new

techniques are needed to enable AI policy of self-tuning error budgets across nodes

to efficiently process continuous aggregate queries while still bounding the global

numerical error in a query result.

Flexibility in mapping attributes to aggregation trees. PRISM maps dif-

ferent attributes to different trees for achieving load-balancing and scalability. For

example, in the heavy hitter detection service, each of the millions of flows is ag-

gregated along a different aggregation tree. In many applications, however, it may

be useful to provide additional flexibility in aggregating multiple attributes along

the same tree e.g., when the attributes are (1) correlated, (2) updated at the same

frequency and hence batching them together reduces communication cost, or (3)

associated with a group representing a set of nodes that are members of a given

application [70]. Note that a monitoring system needs to balance the computation

and communication costs by carefully selecting the set of attributes to be mapped

to the same tree: when updates for multiple attributes need to be sent, a system

can reduce cost by sending a combined message but the message processing cost

increases since a parent needs to compute an aggregate for each of the updated
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attributes.

Dual-tree prefix aggregation for non bit-correcting DHTs. PRISM pro-

vides a scalable implementation of NI based on the insight that the forest of aggre-

gation trees forms an approximate Butterfly network. Several DHT protocols e.g.,

Pastry [84], Tapestry [110], Bamboo [82], etc. that are based on Plaxton-tree [79]

bit-correcting DHT satisfy this property. However, for PRISM to be used as a flexi-

ble monitoring middleware independent of the underlying DHT, new techniques are

needed to extend other DHTs such as CAN [80], Chord [92], Kademlia [69], etc. to

provide equivalent bit-correcting routing paths. In particular, a DHT needs to (1)

expose the internal topology structure of having a tree rooted at key k as a union of

paths from all nodes to that key, and correspondingly different trees share common

subtrees, and (2) provide uniform distribution of the node IDs in the key space to

form a balanced butterfly network of diameter O(log N) where N is the number of

member nodes in the system.
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Appendix A

Arithmetic Imprecision

A.1 Mechanism

We first describe in detail the aggregation mechanism for a single flow in an aggre-

gation tree for the SUM function with a given AI budget.

A.1.1 Computing SUM for a single attribute:

To enforce AI, each aggregation subtree T for an attribute has an error budget δT

which defines the maximum inaccuracy of any result the subtree will report to its

parent for that attribute.

Each node n in the aggregation tree maintains per-attribute state

Ψn:
{

δself , Vmin, Vmax, Lself ,∀c(δc, V
c
min, V c

max, Lc

)}

Whenever n receives an update from a child c, it triggers the aggregation

function that re-computes the aggregate value of all latest received updates from its

children.

Function: OnChildUpdate (child c, range [V c
min, V c

max], load Lc)
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Step 1. Compute synopses received from children set child(n):

Pmax =
( ∑

c∈child(n)

V c
max

)

Pmin =
( ∑

c∈child(n)

V c
min

)
(A.1)

If n has never received an update for this attribute from a child c, then

[V c
min, V c

max] is set to [0, δc].

Step 2. Pass new numeric range through local AI filter:

if (Pmin < Vmin || Pmax > Vmax) {
Vmin = Pmin − bias ∗ δself ; // bias ∈ [0, 1];

Vmax = Vmin + δT ;

Lself + +;

L =
∑

c∈child(n) Lc + Lself ;

Send (attr, V max, L) to parent;

}

For redistributing the AI budgets in our self-tuning algorithm, Mself (Mc) are set

to the ratio of Lself (Lc for child c respectively) to the time elapsed since the last

AI error distribution.

Leaf node: A leaf node can be viewed as an internal node with a single virtual

child (the sensor itself) with AI = 0 i.e., the sensor s triggers an update [Vs, Vs] to

the leaf node i.e., Vs = V s
max = V s

min. Note that the messaging cost of transmitting

between the virtual child (sensor) and the leaf node Ls = 0 since they reside on the

same physical node.
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A.1.2 Computing MIN for a single attribute

The mechanism of computing the MIN aggregation function is similar to the SUM

where we replace the SUM computation in Equation A.1 by:

Pmax =
(

min
c∈child(n)

V c
max

)

Pmin =
(

min
c∈child(n)

V c
min

)
(A.2)

A.1.3 Computing MAX for a single attribute

The MAX aggregation function is symmetric to MIN. Thus, Equation A.2 becomes:

Pmax =
(

max
c∈child(n)

V c
max

)

Pmin =
(

max
c∈child(n)

V c
min

)
(A.3)

MAX/MIN Guarantees under AI. It should be noted under AI error range,

the reported MAX (MIN, respectively) value lies within AI error of the true maxi-

mum (minimum, respectively) value across all nodes.

A.1.4 Computing AVG for a single attribute

The AVG aggregation function can be easily computed as a (SUM, COUNT) pair

along the same aggregation tree.
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A.2 Optimality of Self-tuning AI Error Distribution

As discussed in Chapter 4, we can formulate the optimal distribution of δT among

δself and δc is computed as follows:

MIN
∑

i∈child(R)

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

s.t.
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i = δT

(A.4)

We use Lagrangian multipliers to find the extremum of f(δopt
1 , δopt

2 , . . . , δopt
n )

(n = number of children) subject to the constraint that g(
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i − δT ) = 0

i.e.,

∀i ∂f

∂δopt
i

+ λ
∂g

∂δopt
i

= 0

⇒ ∂

∂δopt
i

( ∑

i∈child(R)

σ2
i ∗ ui

(δopt
i )2

)
+ λ

∂g

∂δopt
i

( ∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i − δT

)
= 0

⇒ −2 ∗ σ2
i ∗ ui(

δopt
i

)3 + λ = 0

⇒ δopt
i = δT

( 3

√
σ2

i ∗ ui

∑
i∈child(R)

3

√
σ2

i ∗ ui

)

which gives Equation 4.3.

A.3 Optimality of Self-tuning Bandwidth Budgets

We next consider the problem of self-tuning error bars given bandwidth constraints,

the dual problem to ”fix precision, minimize bandwidth” addressed by SMART.

Rather than set a precision threshold a priori and then minimize monitoring over-

head, instead set a network traffic threshold and have the system self-tune to give
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the best precision it can within load constraints.

A.3.1 Problem Formulation: Load-error tradeoff model

As described in Chapter 5, for a one-level tree rooted at node R computing a SUM

aggregate for a single attribute, we want to minimize the total error in the SUM

result for this attribute. Based on Chebyshev’s inequality, we can formulate this

problem as follows:

MIN
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i

s.t.
∑

i∈child(R)

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

=
∑

i∈child(R)

bi = B
(A.5)

where bi denotes the bandwidth budget of node i. This model1 assumes only AI

filtering i.e., node i suppresses updates within δi of its last transmitted update.

Integrating TI with load-error tradeoff model: In the presence of TI, we do

batching of updates. If each node uses TI = T, then we can rewrite the above load

constraint as:
1
T

∑
i∈child(R)

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

= B (A.6)

In general, however, each node will use different TI intervals (Ti for node i) to update

this attribute. Therefore, we can rewrite the problem as:

MIN
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i

∑
i∈child(R)

1
Ti

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

= B
(A.7)

We use Lagrangian Multipliers to find the extremum of f(δopt
1 , δopt

2 , . . . , δopt
n )

1An alternative node-centric view of the above equations is to minimize the total error (i.e.,
the SUM) for all the attributes at a given node but I’m not sure if that’s the right model. This
questions seems important in either case.
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(n = number of children) subject to the constraint that g :
( ∑

i∈child(R)

1
Ti

σ2
i ∗ui

(δopt
i )2

−B

)

= 0 i.e.,

∀i ∂f

∂δopt
i

+ λ
∂g

∂δopt
i

= 0

⇒ ∂

∂δopt
i

( ∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i

)
+ λ

∂

∂δopt
i

( ∑

i∈child(R)

1
Ti

σ2
i ∗ ui

(δopt
i )2

−B

)
= 0

⇒ 1− λ ∗ 2 ∗ σ2
i ∗ ui(

Ti ∗ δopt
i

)3 = 0

⇒ δopt
i =

(
3

√
2 ∗ λ ∗ σ2

i ∗ ui

Ti

)
(A.8)

⇒
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i = 2 ∗ λ ∗B (A.9)

Substituting the value of λ from Equation A.9 to Equation A.8, we get

δopt
i =

3

√√√√√(
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i

B

)
∗

(
σ2

i ∗ ui

Ti

)
(A.10)

⇒
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i =

3

√√√√√(
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i

B

)
∗

∑

i∈child(R)

3

√(
σ2

i ∗ ui

Ti

)

⇒
∑

i∈child(R)

δopt
i =

(
1√
B

)
∗

( ∑

i∈child(R)

3

√(
σ2

i ∗ ui

Ti

)) 3
2 (A.11)

Substituting from Equation A.11 to Equation A.10, we finally get

δopt
i = 3

√√√√√
(

1

B
3
2

)
∗

(
σ2

i ∗ ui

Ti

)
∗

( ∑

i∈child(R)

3

√(σ2
i ∗ ui

Ti

)) 3
2

(A.12)

which gives Equation 5.2.
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Appendix B

NI with redundant aggregation

Here we present the analytical results for computing the expected NI using k aggre-

gation trees after f independent failures have occurred. Note that by f independent

failures, we allow two failures to be on the same node; in this case, their contribution

to NI is counted twice.

Notations. We use the following notations in our analysis.

• c: the number of logical children a node has in the aggregation tree (i.e., logical

fanout).

• d: the depth of the aggregation tree

• P (i, f, k): with k random trees, the probability for at least one tree to have

all f failures occurring at level ≤ i (leaf at level 0) (which implies the NI =

Nall − Nreachable ≤ f × ci with f independent failures because each node at

level i contribute at most ci to NI).

• E(NI, f, i): the expected NI with f independent failures conditioned on the

fact every failure appears in max level of i or below
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• V ar(NI, f, i): the variance of NI with f independent failures conditioned on

the fact every failure appears in max level of i or below.

Analysis on the tail probability of NI. The probability for an individual

failure to appear in max level ≤ i (leaf is level 0) is Pr(failure in max level ≤ i) =

1− Pr(failure in max level > i) = 1− 1/ci+1.

The probability for all f independent failures to occur in level ≤ i is thus

(1− 1/ci+1)f . Note that the contribution to NI by each failure with max level ≤ i

is at most ci.

Therefore, we get P (i, f, 1) = (1− 1/ci+1)f .

With k random aggregation trees, the probability for at least one tree to

have NI ≤ f × ci is

P (i, f, k) = 1− (1− P (i, f, 1))k = 1− [1− (1− 1/ci+1)f ]k (B.1)

As an example, suppose c = 8, f = 10, and k = 4, then (a) with probability

≥ 99.95% Nall − Nreachable ≤ f × c1 = 80, and (b) with probability ≥ 70.51%

Nall −Nreachable ≤ f × c0 = 10.

Analysis on the expected NI. We will use the above analysis to prove that

with high probability, at least one aggregation tree has every failure appearing at

max level ≤ i.

We first analyze the mean and standard deviation for NI conditioned on the

fact that all failures occur at max level ≤ i. For a single failure, the probability for

the failure to occur at max level j (conditioned on the fact its max level is ≤ i) is

Q(j) =
1/cj − 1/cj+1

1− 1/ci+1
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Its contribution to NI is exactly cj . Therefore, with 1 failure, we have

E(NI, 1, i) =
i∑

j=0

Q(j)× cj

= (i + 1)× 1− 1/c

1− 1/ci+1

V ar(NI, 1, i) = E(NI2)− E(NI, 1, i)2

=
i∑

j=0

Q(j)× c2×j − E(NI, 1, i)2

= ci − E(NI, 1, i)2

With f independent failures, we get: E(NI, f, i) ≤ f×E(NI, 1, i) and V ar(NI, f, i) ≤
f2 × V ar(NI, 1, i)

Note that we use ”≤” instead of ”=” because we ignore the fact that one

failure may be the ancestor of another.

As an example, suppose c = 8, f = 10, k = 4, i = 1, then with prob. ≥
99.95% Nall − Nreachable ≤ f × c1 = 80 and in this case, E(NI, f, i) ≤ 17.78 and

stddev(NI, f, i) ≤ 22.

Summary. To summarize, a fundamental and unique challenge inherent in any

hierarchical aggregation system (regardless of whether DHT is used) is the failure

amplification effect – once a non-leaf node fails, an entire subtree rooted at that

node is affected. With d levels, with f failures, although the expected number of

affected nodes is only (d + 1)× f , the standard deviation is really high = f × cd/2.

As a result, with fairly high probability, f failures can be amplified to a much larger

number of affected nodes even when f is small.

In summary, the NI metrics we proposed in Section 8.2 allow a monitoring

system to improve both consistency and availability by

1. quantifying the amplification effect for each aggregation tree. In particular,
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since our dual-tree aggregation scheme allows us to monitor the NI for every

tree, by taking the mean of all NIs, we can accurately estimate (d + 1) × f

because the standard deviation is now f × cd/2/cd = f/cd/2. If we normalize

the NI for an aggregation tree by (d + 1) × f , we then get the amplification

factor for that tree.

2. reducing the amplification effect by using multiple trees for aggregating the

same attribute.
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